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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff-Respondent,
V.

)

Mitchel James Bias,

SUPREME COURT NO. 42498

Minidoka County Case CV2014-88

)

Defendant-Appellant.

)
)

Appeal from the Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County, Idaho

HONORABLE Michael R. Crabtree, presiding,

Sara Thomas, State Public Defender, 3050 Lake Harbor Ln. Ste. 100, Boise, Idaho 83703

Honorable Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
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------------------------------------------Date: 9/5/2014

Fifth Judicial District Court - Minidoka County

Time: 12:01 PM

ROA Report

User: LAURIE

Case: CV-2014-0000088 Current Judge: Michael R. Crabtree
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Mitchell James Bias, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant
Mitchell James Bias, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant
Date

Code

User

2/6/2014

NCPC

JANET
JANET

Judge
New Case Filed-Post Conviction Relief

Michael R. Crabtree

Filing: H10- Post-conviction act proceedings
Jonathan Brody
Paid by: Bias, Mitchell James (subject) Receipt
number: 0000605 Dated: 2/6/2014 Amount: $.00
(Cash) For: Bias, Mitchell James (subject}

MOTN

JANET

Motion and affidavit in support for appointment of Jonathan Brody
conflict counsel

MOTN

JANET

Motion and affidavit for permission to proceed on Jonathan Brody
partial payment of court fees

2/7/2014

DISF

JANET

Disqualification Of Judge - Self - Order to
Disqualify

Jonathan Brody

JANET

Order of Assignment

G. Richard Bevan

2/10/2014

ORDR
ORDR
ORPD

JANET
JANET

Order granting motion for appointment of counsel Jonathan Brody
Subject: Bias, Mitchell James Order Appointing
Public Defender Court appointed Clayne S.
Zollinger

Jonathan Brody

ORDR
MOTN
ANSW
MOTN
ORDR

JANET
JANET
JANET
JANET
JANET

Order re: production of transcript

Michael R. Crabtree

4/23/2014

MOTN
ORDR
MOTN
MISC
ORDR

5/5/2014

2/20/2014
2/24/2014

Motion for summary dismissal and brief in support Jonathan Brody
Answer

Jonathan Brody

Motion for enlarging of time

Michael R. Crabtree

Order setting briefing schedule for the state's
motion for summary dismissal

Michael R. Crabtree

JANET
JANET
JANET

Motion to enlarge time

Michael R. Crabtree

Order enlarging time (for petition and response)

Michael R. Crabtree

Motion for payment of extraordinary expenses

Michael R. Crabtree

JANET

Objection to Motion for Mileage Expenses

Michael R. Crabtree

JANET

Order granting payment of extraordinary
expenses

Michael R. Crabtree

LODG

JANET

Lodged - Transcript of Jury Trial held January 2 - Michael R. Crabtree
4, 2013 on CR-2012-865

5/12/2014

MOTN

JANET

Motion for copy of transcript (of preliminary
hearing)

Michael R. Crabtree

5/27/2014

MOTN
AFFD
NOTC

JANET

Motion for extension of time

Michael R. Crabtree

JANET
JANET

Affidavit of Clayne S. Zollinger Jr.

Michael R. Crabtree

Notice of hearing

Michael R. Crabtree

3/14/2014
3/28/2014
4/18/2014
4/21/2014
4/22/2014
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User: LAURIE

Case: CV-2014-0000088 Current Judge: Michael R. Crabtree
Mitchell James Bias, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant

Mitchell James Bias, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant
Date

Code

User

6/3/2014

CMIN

JANET

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Motion
Hearing date: 6/3/2014
Time: 5:32 pm
Courtroom:
Court reporter:
Minutes Clerk: Janet Sunderland
Tape Number:
Party: Mitchell Bias, Attorney: Clayne Zollinger
Party: State of Idaho, Attorney: Lance Stevenson

HRSC

JANET

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/16/2014 01 :30
Michael R. Crabtree
PM) Motion for extension of time to file response

NOTC

JANET

Notice of hearing

Michael R. Crabtree

6/4/2014

AFFD

LAURIE

Another Affidavit of Petitioner

Michael R. Crabtree

6/16/2014

CMIN

JANET

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Motion
Hearing date: 6/16/2014
Time: 1:35 pm
Courtroom: District Courtroom-1
Court reporter:
Minutes Clerk: Janet Sunderland
Tape Number:
Party: Mitchell Bias, Attorney: Clayne Zollinger
Party: State of Idaho, Attorney: Lance Stevenson

Michael R. Crabtree

GRNT

JANET

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
06/16/2014 01 :30 PM: Motion Granted

Michael R. Crabtree

ORDR

JANET

Order granting the petitioner's motion for
extension of time

Michael R. Crabtree

HRSC

JANET

Hearing Scheduled (Status 08/11/2014 01 :30
PM) Scheduling Conference

Michael R. Crabtree

NOTC

JANET

Notice of hearing

Michael R. Crabtree

MISC

JANET

Brief (Petitioner's)

Michael R. Crabtree

AFFD

JANET

Affidavit of Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr.

Michael R. Crabtree

7/30/2014

MOTN

JANET

Motion to continue

Michael R. Crabtree

7/31/2014

ORDR

JANET

Order of continuance and notice of hearing

Michael R. Crabtree

ORDR

JANET

Order vacating status conference and resetting
briefing schedule on the State's motion for
summary dismissal

Michael R. Crabtree

8/6/2014

HRVC

JANET

Hearing Vacated - Scheduling Conference

Michael R. Crabtree

8/8/2014

MISC

JANET

Response to Petitioner's Brief

Michael R. Crabtree

AFFD

JANET

Affidavit of McCord Larsen

Michael R. Crabtree

ORDR

JANET

Order granting the State's motion for summary
dismissal

Michael R. Crabtree

CDIS

JANET

Civil Disposition entered for: State of Idaho,
Defendant; Bias, Mitchell James, Subject. Filing
date: 8/19/2014

Michael R. Crabtree

6/17/2014

7/28/2014

8/19/2014

Judge
Michael R. Crabtree
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User: LAURIE

Case: CV-2014-0000088 Current Judge: Michael R. Crabtree
Mitchell James Bias, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant

Mitchell James Bias, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant
Date

Code

User

8/20/2014

JDMT

JANET

Judgment

Michael R. Crabtree

8/29/2014

MISC

LAURIE

Objection to Set Aside Judgment to Dismiss
Petitioner's Post-Conviction Petition

Michael R. Crabtree

MOTN

JANET

Motion and Notice for Hearing Setting

Michael R. Crabtree

MOTN

JANET

Motion to set aside judgment to dismiss
petitioners post-conviction petition

Michael R. Crabtree

NOTC

JANET

Notice of appeal

Michael R. Crabtree

MOTN

JANET

Motion and affidavit in support for appointment of Michael R. Crabtree
counsel

MOTN

JANET

Motion and affidavit for permission to proceed on Michael R. Crabtree
partial payment of court fees (prisoner)

APSC

JANET

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Michael R. Crabtree

NOTC

JANET

Notice of appeal

Michael R. Crabtree

MOTN

JANET

Motion for appointment of state appellate public
defender

Michael R. Crabtree

ORDR

JANET

Notice and Order appointing state appellate public Michael R. Crabtree
defender in direct appeal

9/4/2014

Judge
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FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE#
------TIME
(O~OOBIM

Inmate Name t<\ ·,rc»1tt 1 o,,.,_,
IDOC No. __...i0""'{,.....1~5'"'"'3....__ __
Address :S:t~
l"\C.u

P~~- &..., s~-oo,
~,5a., "3'"'"'°
Petitioner

FEB O6 2014
,,

~-zc::n

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE

P A ~ CLE. RK

~-~~~~~-~~~.,DEPUTY
_r_,_r"f\\__c______
ruDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ('\.,j; l>c)l'...I\

r\nrtK.u.

~

)
)
)

·:31!)6,

Petitioner,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.
,:2~

of

Case No.

:i,f\\op

Respondent.

C. V· 2D\ 4- ~·l(

PETITION AND AFFIDAVIT
FOR POST CONVICTION
RELIEF

The Petitioner alleges:

& Q9 e:FM~)

1.

Place of detention ifin custody: :i.JC,.r

2.

Name and location of the Court which imposed judgement/sentence:

:\vo,c..i!bl'\ic:.ttl:\a.t..

3.

4.

))i-i.rtw..· •I

~~1.

eC

~Ja.o2,

,P/\R.")•ll••.

{}:l)&l:b

~r

'XpAldcl • ~tQD!lf,.
i

C>ee\N •
ii

f.fm
~Lit

The case number and the offense or offenses for which sentence was imposed:

C.R..-

(a)

Case Number:

(b)

Offense Convicted: __C_-1_5,t>'l-""',~-~" '-t·----------

.;201 "J..... <6(.'3-

The date upon which sentence was imposed and the terms of sentence:
a.

Date of Sentence:

b.

Terms of Sentence:

n.~
~!U,

!\ I 2.Ql3

4u \1.JW>
'°'1 u

c;l\e.,.s;,

\\'1

:1.49~,.J~ .

PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - I
Revised: I0/1 3/05
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3.

5.

Check whether a finding of guilty was made after a plea:
~Of not guilty

[ ] Of guilty

6.

Did you appeal from the judgment of conviction or the imposition of sentence?

[JI Yes [ ] No
If so, what was the Docket Number of the Appeal?_ _&.fo8_..c;;._1_o_ _ _ _ __
7.

State concisely all the grounds on which you base your application for post
conviction relief: (Use additional sheets if necessary.)

~

(b)

:ti\

l"\"ajii meQ.111

\l.>•llWllf

..

llhy I ,J.r.

C.....,-.

1'U\~C,,""'

in.gu.,.:....-, ~ " ~·1i~)

QU-\llte \et$

...,_no

~....,...

~

f

~ltQ

·

'7c..n"T\~ ,"8-..

(c)~-----~-----------------~
8.

(\
Prior to this petition, have you filed with respect to this conviction:

~

a.

Petitions in State or Federal Court for habeas corpus?

b.

Any other petitions, motions, or applications in any other court?

c.

If you answered yes to a orb above, state the name and court in which each

~II-/

+:'

petition, motion or application was filed:

(}1--4 J:)µ;,, {

I) G-1,,c,.j {;p..n-/

PETmON FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 2
Revised: IOf 13/05
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9.

If your application is based upon the failure of counsel to adequately represent you,
state concisely and in detail what counsel failed to do in representing your interests:

c,. .J.s-.L \J.i.,.

(a) ~,J,JM
~

~SJ'ND.S

•

e.n:n-..\1.aj

CL"'"

~..,

"&1'Ttcd•\ S. ·

~~

KJ.,), ..,•

H:\.-

QSn Dld:Cltl:b

9AA,\.W\ '"'""i

s~~.:r.uas.

W,~,A"

eu.~'!!id,1:: •

)

E
10.

~.....

Are you seeking leave to proceed in fonna pauperis, that is, requesting the

proceeding be at county expense? (If your answer is "yes", you must fill out a
Motion to Proceed inFonna Pauperis and supporting affidavit.)

[~es
11.

[ ]No

Are you requesting the appointment of counsel to represent you in this case? (If your

answer is ''ye!/', you must fill out a Motion for the Appointment of Counsel and supporting
affidavit, as well as a Motion to Proceed In Forma Pauperis and supporting affidavit.)

[ ]No
12.

State specifically the relief you seek:

~~r ,f
.....) ...,.._,
Ova,,

'3) ..."',;

Cw,.,

~ ~

Je,:.,.,J«l)

:ls

3~~1,Q

1>w

\).., ..:.O,u

-~ ~
\MM

~.,.sr,g.,

~MO'b\U.

~

h;

PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 3
Revised: I0/ 13/0S
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~.. ~
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-~~
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·-~-·••~·•-~-·M--~·---·-•-~•w

'~-

~,~

~---A

..-..---...·····tt·-+-.
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~
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13.

This Petition may be accompanied by affidavits in support of the petition. (Fonns
for this are available.)

DATED this .3_ day of

f;!Jr<A A:( V
I

, 20.1!f_.

~
letitioner
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss

County of

)

~9,..,,

~d./( ;,;-~;~ , being

sworn, deposes and says that the party is the

Petitioner in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements in this PETITION FOR POST
CONVICTION RELIEF are true and correct to the best of his or her knowledge and belief.

.
Petitioner
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN and AFFIRMED to before me this~ day of
~~~~~9'Cu.

(7$1

,20~.

PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 4
Revised: 10/1)/05
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

.J

day of

f"~K' i Hj

, 20.!i_ , I mailed a

copy of this PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF for the
purposes of filing with the
court and of mailing a true and correct copy via prison mail system to the
U.S. mail system to:

f\,~
, lj-

County Prosecuting Attorney

, . S-nu.i t.r

.

Q.cL~ 3'.%

) ( ~ ~

Petitioner

PETID ON FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 5

Revised: 10/13/05
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AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF POST-CONVICTION PETmON

)

STATE OF IDAHO

) ss
COUN1Y OF _.._.AJ)A
_ __

)

n:..._c.
~fl-=-=,-....,19':.u>:..::a~~-~=~.sa,;...:.:;~----:..."'
_
r- _, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:

~

;']ije;r

qos,

~Mt.-

~fflr11rehL.\p;.,

~1q;4 t

J"\M> t,.

'.'?.~'C-I ''

Tt\:L

~~~\ ~J

G,.s-nno

~~~-~~~~~s~•Md~£~-4CMo~~-~&~~R-~~m~~l~~~---~~~~~~~-•~•~tt-U*,

P..~

£

~-1

-

·~·'· "'

~ S)
_ _...;..!\.l,lu""',-.f\q~p,J-D.a'.....Llil-rn.n....__~C."N+_<i.ct"'"i-~~......--:!~--=-~::::.--_.___---1e--«.-_.a::a.,"'*'~
-r.,,\, -,w c..
-~.J..-.....--=\...::s:'lhO!,,,'~~~:i-\-~-----~"""~q..------:.:.::.a:;;..___,,
____
_ _ _~....,.,... \{..\.,,lrn:,,.
u_iDoC:
~ , \ iJYr,,J... :r. lW< ••• &et Pa o:vr 'n: 1 lk oduf

'°"'1<...111,1t,h......

c!Jf'\-:::

e.

,,..

~i

\

tw <a.<

Vtk&dnld.) , -r

"*"° "l::

A

""~.r
C.,,M-\ ~

l.-snrrJ.

£.. -~...~"--'-C'\a._,,__._._---_.;....:,~-B'-----'S)~•~P---~..,.__."f
.......uJc::...&..,___.,,ac..._,_..~.....\)

.-...
......
k..._,.....1..t"\.c---._.s_iP»-o~-.1s:>..u2.....

\uo,9

~

0.,,...

~

~"'° \\.

AFFIDAVIT OFFACTS IN SUPPORT OF POST CONVICTION PETITION - 1
Revised: 10/13/05
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Q._..t:...:..:1\"'""S\.-·..J~U~~~-Jkz.::,,..::')-«,)c._;.,__C,..=.:,:;~~Sc.a3,,L_=<~o(..:.wsaos..._eo
.._____,:Tu~-~=.,,..'-SJ...ffSow.,aa;..._..u;l<)L__!Me,__.s;,..--~

~

Dt-~-»,

>.$ SJe e,.

Further your affiant sayeth not.

~
Signature of Affiant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED TO
before

me thi ~ day

of

·~~,,:n,~20~

AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF POST CON
VICTION
Revised: 10/13/05

PETITION - 2
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FILED-DISTRICT COURT
· CASE#
TIME
Inmate namer) ,,ctteu. J.
IDOC No. IC> L. 153
Address ~:rc:r
nc.\J

P.o .6a'f..

6,os

FEBO 6 2014
i~ .·.:
f

SSb<c

~.~ ~

b-:-

t3"X:>7

-

Petitioner

--:-----10.000~

PATTY TEMPLE, CLERK

.(11

..... .-....
I ... ____ _, DEPUTY
t: .....

i:.r-:

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE _ _,-_,_f!:nt
.....
, .L---- - JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

<3.~i

)

Petitioner,

)
)
)

'J~

t<\,T~&U..

)

vs.

~ .J'

)

)

~&)ti:)

f'\,.J.a S)o ~

Case No.

Qv "20\ 4 .S(f

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN
SUPPORT FOR
APPOINTMENT OF ~~~CJS
COUNSEL

)

Respondent.

)

COMES NOW, _ ....Q-"'-,...,,....c=tt.__«u...-.a=~J-_-_""""
...........,~--Q,~,.:_.,,.---~• Petitioner in the above
entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Petitioner's Motion for Appointment of
Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth herein and in the Affidavit in Support of Motion for
Appointment of Counsel.
I.

Petitioner is currently incarcerated within the Idaho Department of Corrections

under the direct care, custody and control of Warden___,5,.__,....,._.,-.,L...,.'----L"""'--,::rn,1.&.l..c.."'----- --'
of the

~rc:i: . (
2.

O.qr

..f G.suaU\~!.)

The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex for the Petitioner

to properly pursue. Petitioner lacks the knowledge and skill needed to represent him/herself.
3.

Petitioner/Respondent required assistance completing these pleadings, as he/she

was unable to do it him/herself.
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOrNTM ENf OF COUNSEL - 1

Revised: I 0/13/05
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4.

Other:

------------------------

DATED this

;3__ day of tfi/xtJ{l.l'V
,

, 201!:L.
Petitioner

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss

County of _----'Ao,--"'=1......__ _ )

1"\...._,_,,'J2'"""1t:CJ-l1DW"'-----'J,..,....,,.,..,...._--=t'>:'.!.,2- '"----'

after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes

and says as follows:
I.

I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case;

2.

I am currently residing at the

;s n.:r:

(o"fT' cf Cao&rn...U )

under the care, custody and control of Warden

~'eel

l,"!1'\A-

3.

I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel;

4.

I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real

property;
5.

I am unable to provide any other form of security;

6.

I am untrained in the law;

7.

If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly

handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State;
Further your affiant sayeth naught.
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2
Revised: I 0/13/05
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WHEREFO RE, Petitioner respectfully prays that this Honorable Court issue
it's Order granting Petitioner's Motion for Appointment of Counsel to represent his/her interest,
or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the Petitioner is entitled to.

DATED This

J

day of

·~ef: !:Y

,zoJ!:i.

>(
Petitioner

SUBSCRIBEp AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me thi~ay
of

°'s;- :ffls:n. <:~ , 2itA_.

(SEAL)

,.

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOIN1M ENT OF COUNSEL - 3
Revised: 10/13/05
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..

.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the""S"3'

day of

t"•&1.1fMU\

. , 20.lL_, I

mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF
COUNSEL for the purposes of fiJing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to:

_r\_,_..1_,....;;0;;..;;6;.;;:~:::-,__ _ _ _ County Prosecuting Attorney

~~
Petitioner

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4

Revised: I0/ IJIOS
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S-··" ~-~

Full Name of Party Filing Document

FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE it
-------TIME
\0-.DOA vlA

*~1s3

FEB O6 ?;J'4
PATTY TEMPLE, CLERK

Mailing Address (Street or Post Office Box)

~. 0 • ~Qlc

'aS"'Qj

--·---------' DEPUTY

City, State and Zip Code

-=+:9 Ar HA;;

~'W,_ ,

Telephone

~ 10'7

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE

-t , ••i
F

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
Case No.
Plaintiff/~V"\"'~
vs.

r'l, »h D,1K.0

C.\J, 20\ "-\ ~~Y

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR
PERMISSION TO PROCEED ON PARTIAL
PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER)

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Idaho Code§ 31-3220A requires that you serve upon counsel for
the county sheriff, the department of correction or the private correctional facility,
whichever may apply, a copy of this motion and affidavit and any other documents filed
in connection with this request. You must file proof of such service with the court when
you file this document.
~intiff

D Defendant asks to start or defend this case on partial payment of c9qrt fees,

I~

and swears under oath
1. This is an action for(typeofcase) ~1,,W>,\

~~L

r"')

1\~~ , . I

believe I am entitled to get what I am asking for.
2. ~ave not previously brought this claim against the same party or a claim based on
the same operative facts in any state or federal court.

D I have filed this claim against the

same party or a claim based on the same operative facts in a state or federal court.
3. I am unable to pay all the court costs now.

I have attached to this affidavit a current

statement of my inmate account, certified by a custodian of inmate accounts, that reflects the
activity of the account over my period of incarceration or for the last twelve (12) months,
whichever is less.

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER)

PAGE 1
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4. I understand I will be required to pay an initial partial filing fee in the amount of 20% of the
greater of: (a) the average monthly deposits to my inmate account or (b) the average monthly
balance in my inmate account for the last six (6) months. I also understand that I must pay the
remainder of the filing fee by making monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's
. income in my inmate account until the fee is paid in full.

5. I verify that the statements made in this affidavit are true. I understand that a false
statement in this affidavit is perjury and I could be sent to prison for an additional fourteen (14)
years.
(Do not leave any items blank. If any item does not apply, write "NIA·. Attach additional pages if more space is
needed for any response.)

IDENTIFICATION AND RESIDENCE:
Name:

'?!aU//

Address:

v-~ s.

l(J,,is

Other name(s) I have used: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

$/Cl (I1Jllt:1 ~,w1. .,t~y:JIIIA.(} A,'1,.,,t f.{tlf 4.,,1,1 Z() 8J»>

How long at that address?

41J"+t>¥, I lr.L ,r

Year and place of birth:

DEPENDENTS: - -

r

.

Phone:

.s,,11~,,A< e,~ _t/fa_:;,-_'_____
4
_

Si7ir

I am [Q-s'ingle D married. If married, you must provide the following information:
Name of spouse: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

My other dependents including minor children (use only Initials and age to Identify children) are:._ __

.

.

INCOME:

Amount of my income:

$1,wx ~$

per O w e e k ~

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER)

PAGE 2
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Other than my inmate account l have outside money f r o m : _ · - - - - - - - - - - - -

My spouse's income: $__-_ _ _ per O week O month.
ASSETS:

List all real property (land and buildings) owned or being purchased by you.
Your
Address

City

State

Legal
Description

Value

Equity

List all other property owned by you and state its value.
Description (provide description for each item}

Cash

J01J.c,..

Notes and Receivables._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Vehicles_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _+ - - - - - - - - -

}7.e

±

Bank/Credit Union/Savings/Checking Accounts._ _- + - - - - - - - -

Stocks/Bonds/lnvestments/Certiticates of Deposit_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Trust F u n d s ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Retirement Accounts/lRAs/401(k)s._ _ _ _ _ __,__ _ _ _ _ _ __
Cash Value lnsurance._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-+----------

-1-----------

Motorcycles/Boats/RVs/Snowmobiles_ _ _ _

Furniture/Appliances_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Jewelry/Antiques/Collectibles_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Description (provide description for each item)

TVs/Stereos/Computers/Electronics_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tools/Equipment________________________

Sporting Goods/Guns_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Horses/Livestock/Tack._ _ _ _ _ _ _...:..i;;:.1111...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER)
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Other (describe)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,~,....._/trtJ
__,_________

I

I

EXPENSES: (List all of your monthly expenses.)

Expense

\

Rent/House Payment
Vehicle Payment(s)

Mon

\

Credit Cards (List last four digits of each account number.)

'

I
I
Loans (name of lender and reason for loan)

Electricity/Natural Gas
Water/Sewerlfrash
Phone
Groceries
Clothing
A uto Fuel

j

I

I

Auto Maintenance
Cosmet1cs/Ha1rcuts/Salons_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Entertainment/Books/Magazines_ _ _ _ __ _ _ , . - - - - - - - - - - - -

=t=

Home lnsurance_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,J._o,.J_fl__________

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER)
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Average
Monthly Payment

j

Expense

Auto lnsurance_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,,_t:_...i_._____________

----------.....t~------------

Life Insurance

-----------------------

Medical Insurance

Medical Expense_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---if--------------

--+-------------

Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

MISCELLANEOUS:

L-"-"'----,;l(la.

How much can you borrow? $_ _.....

F.rom whom? _ _- (
_______
/
_

.?

I

When did you file your last income tax return? ___
c,-__,7'--- Amount of refund: $_ _ _ __
PERSONAL REFERENCES: (These persons must be able to verify infonnation provided.}

Name

Phone

Address

Years Known

Signature

Typed/printed

STATE OF IDAHO

)

Countyof . ~

} ss.
)
..

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me on this~

day of

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER)

.

5 ..~~~~
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= !DOC TRUST=========== OFFENDER BANK BALANCES========== 02/03/2014 =

Doc No: 106753 Name: BIAS, MITCHELL JAMES
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE

SICI/MCU
TIER-A

PRES FACIL
CELL-1

Transaction Dates: 02/03/2013-02/03/2014
Beginning
Balance
0.00

Total
Charges
1423.57

Total
Payments
1426.88

Current
Balance
3.31

================================TRANS ACTIONS============================== ==

Ref Doc

Date

Batch

Description

10/03/2013
10/10/2013
10/10/2013
10/17/2013
10/17/2013
10/21/2013
10/29/2013
10/31/2013
10/31/2013
11/04/2013
11/07/2013
11/07/2013
11/14/2013
11/21/2013
11/26/2013
12/03/2013
12/05/2013
12/05/2013
12/12/2013
12/16/2013
12/19/2013
12/19/2013
12/26/2013
12/26/2013
01/02/2014
01/02/2014
01/03/2014
01/09/2014
01/16/2014
01/16/2014
01/23/2014
01/23/2014
01/27/2014
01/30/2014

SI0643691-052
$!0644518-055
SI0644518-056
SI0645017-038
SI0645017-039
SI0645479-010
HQ0646630-006
SI0647005-034
SI0647005-035
HQ0647339-025
SI0648003-056
SI0648003-057
SI0648632-039
SI0649370-040
$!0649840-035
HQ0650461-025
SI0650879-047
SI0650879-048
SI0651785-044
HQ0652063-018
SI0652566-040
SI0652566-041
$!0653281-038
SI0653281-039
SI0653906-033
SI0653906-034
HQ0654087-026
SI0654916-053
SI0655581-038
SI0655581-039
SI0656259-034
SI0656259-035
$!0656484-001
SI0656890-030

099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
100251
070-PHOTO COPY
MAILROOM
011-RCPT MO/CC
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
030-11/2013 CI INC CI INCOME
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
030-12/2013 CI INC CI INCOME
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
MAILROOM
011-RCPT MO/CC
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
030- 1/2014 CI INC CI INCOME
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
RES JAN
090-INST RESTI
099-COMM SPL

Balance

Amount
40 .13DB
10.20DB
27.79DB
10.20DB
9.65DB
6.70DB
200.00
45.09DB
10.20DB
58.26
61. 04DB
10.20DB
10.20DB
52.56DB
20.56DB
51. 79
20.40DB
26.82DB
39. 41DB
200.00
35.SlDB
6.80DB
10.20DB
26.68DB
10.20DB
48.21DB
55.86
33.2SDB
50.57DB
10.20DB
24.33DB
10.20DB
10.60
13.60DB

67.57
57.37
29.58
19.38
9.73
3.03
203.03
157.94
147.74
206.00
144.96
134.76
124.56
72.00
51.44
103.23
82.83
56.01
16.60
216.60
181. 09
174.29
164.09
137.41
127.21
79.00
134.86
101.61
51. 04
40.84
16.51
6.31
16.91
3.31
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= IDOC TRUST=========== OFFENDER BANK BALANCES========== 02/03/2014 =

Doc No: 106753 Name: BIAS, MITCHELL JAMES
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE

SICI/MCU
PRES FACIL
TIER-A CELL-1

Transaction Dates: 02/03/2013-02/03/2014
current
Total
Total
Beginning
Balance
Payments
Charges
Balance
3.31
1426.88
1423.57
0.00
--------========================TRANSACTIONS---==----------------====-=----Date
Batch
Description
Ref Doc
Amount
Balance

---------- HQ0626877-019
------------- 013-RCPT
--------------------------RDU
MINICASSIA

05/14/2013
05/20/2013
05/20/2013
06/03/2013
06/10/2013
06/10/2013
06/17/2013
06/17/2013
06/24/2013
06/25/2013
06/27/2013
06/27/2013
07/02/2013
07/02/2013
07/11/2013
07/11/2013
07/18/2013
07/18/2013
07/30/2013
08/09/2013
08/15/2013
08/15/2013
08/19/2013
08/22/2013
08/22/2013
08/29/2013
08/29/2013
09/04/2013
09/05/2013
09/05/2013
09/05/2013
09/11/2013
09/12/2013
09/19/2013
09/19/2013
09/26/2013
09/26/2013
10/02/2013
10/03/2013

II0627494-172
II0627494-173
II0628763-154
II0629814-212
II0629814-213
II0630647-184
II0630647-185
II0631259-154
HQ0631454-012
$!0631685-023
SI0631685-024
SI0632395-023
SI0632395-024
SI0633623-061
SI0633623-062
SI0634600-035
SI0634600-036
SI0636162-030
HQ0637524-016
SI0638153-030
SI0638153-031
SI0638601-003
SI0638977-040
SI0638977-041
SI0639639-030
SI0639639-031
HQ0640087-027
HQ0640359-006
SI0640410-051
SI0640410-052
HQ0641092-00S
SI0641227-050
SI0641970-038
SI0641970-039
SI0642666-043
SI0642666-044
HQ0643445-026
SI0643691-051

099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
011-RCPT MO/CC
RCPT MO
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
011-RCPT MO/CC
MAIL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
100-CR INM CMM
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
030- 9/2013 CI INC CI INCOME
011-RCPT MO/CC
MAILROOM
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
011-RCPT MO/CC
MAILROOM
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
099-COMM SPL
030-10/2013 CI INC CI INCOME
099-COMM SPL

179.31
28.33DB
21.19DB
20.40DB
10.20DB
31.88DB
34.llDB
l0.20DB
20.lODB
200.00
28.35DB
27.12DB
10.20DB
51.12DB
20.40DB
21.04DB
10.20DB
31.69DB
2.51DB
200.00
75.68DB
20.40DB
7.84
26.51DB
l0.20DB
10.20DB
23.74DB
18.80
200.00
20.80DB
39.00DB
10.00
34.81DB
35 .41DB
l3.38DB
10.20DB
33.lODB
34.42
10.20DB

179.31
150.98
129.79
109.39
99.19
67.31
33.20
23.00
2.90
202.90
174.55
147 .43
137.23
86.11
65.71
44.67
34.47
2.78
0.27
200.27
124.59
104.19
112.03
85.52
75.32
65.12
41.38
60.18
260.18
239.38
200.38
210.38
175.57
140.16
126.78
116.58
83.48
117.90
107.70
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Date: 2/6/2014

Fifth Judlclal District Court - Minidoka County

Time: 04:44 PM

Receipt

Received of: Bias, Mitchell James (subject)

NO.

0000605
Page 1 of 1

$

0.00

Zero and 00/100 Dollars
Case:CV-2014-0000088

Subject Mitchell James Bias, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Oefendan·

H10 - Post--conviction act proceedings

Amount

0.00

For: Bias, Mitchell James (subject)

Total:

0..00

Payment Method: Cash

Patty Temple, Clerk Of The District Court

Clerk: JANET

By: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Deputy Clerk
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FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE#
TIME - - - - - -

FEB O7 2014
PATTY TEMPLE, CLERK
_, DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MITCHELL BIAS,
Petitioner
Vs.
STATE OF IDAHO
Defendant.

Case No. CV-2014-88

ORDER TO DISQUALIFY - SELF

COME S NOW, JONATHAN BRODY, District Judge in the above-entitled court
and
does hereby disqualify himself for cause in the above-entitled cases and petition

s and requests the

Administrative Judge to appoint another District Judge to hear the entitled case.
~

DATED this J:._ day of

./

t:J,,.,f"f

ORDER TO DISQUALIFY FOR CAUSE

1
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the -I of -::\~~~ , 2014, I served a true,
correct copy of the ORDER TO DISQUALIFY -SELF upon the ~llowing in the manner
provided:
Mitchell James Bias #106753
SICIMCU
P. 0. Box 8509
Boise, Id 83 707

~EMAIL

Lance Stevenson
Minidoka County Prosecutor

tf,)EMAIL

Linda Wright
Trial Court Administrator

~EMAIL

ORDER TO DISQUALIFY FOR CAUSE

2
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P. Oi/01
..

FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE#
TIME --.-=-1·--,,,:Wr--Qyv;----

FEB O7 2G14

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRiCT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
M!TCI-IEU Bi/\S,

)

)

Petitioner

)

)

vs

Case No. CV-2014-88

)

) ·

ORDER OF ASSIGNMENT

)
j

Defendant.
,

__

)
)
)
_.)

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the above-entitled case be assigned to the
Honorable Michael Crabtree, District Judge, for all further proceedings.

r!A ~~

~HARD Bevan
Administrative District Judge
Fifth Judicial District

(.·

....
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1.· FILED-DISTRICT COURT
,,. · CASE#
TIME

-J.j-:o_o_~--

Inmate name J'bl'ttee• 1,...,.,
!DOC No. • IQL 7$3
n.c.u
Address ,:S:sr;t.
~-'-> . %x !S""o9

'3.~~

FEB 1 0 2014
-

lr;

PATTY TEMPLE, CLERK

-----''

1

DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE----'t:.....,;:,.a(!_.,D....,~..___ _ _ .JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF ft,a,\~OOV.0

~'f\:.,~u.

-

Ue--111

~in

Petitioner,

)
)
)

Case No.

ORDER GRANTING
MO')JONFOR
APPOINTMENT
OF COUNSEL

)

)
)

vs.

~

,,,e-

"lz,B\\:O

Respondent.

t~ ~201\.\-~

)

)
)

IT IS HEARBY ORDERED that the Petitioner's Motion for Appointment of

Counsel is granted and

C/7n't

z,, 1/,y~

(attorney's name), a duly

licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, is hereby appointed to represent said defendant in
all proceedings involving the post conviction petition.

DATEDthis&of

r;/

20¥

LP~

District Judge

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO APPOINT COUNSEL
Revised IOil 3/0S
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Feb. 20. 2014 i:26PM

FfLEQ-01srR1~r ~gURrT. 3/4

Zollinger LilY, Offite

TIME - "'"), ·3~ F\
~~~

Attorney-at-Law
P.O.Box210
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-1122
Fax.: (208) 436- 7S37

,

· CASE#

0.yne S. Zollinger, Jr. (ISB #4172)

,•:-.

, .. ·

FEB202014

. ·. p ~ L E . , CLERK .
~-.- DEP UTY

Attorney for Petitioner

IN THE DIS'OUCT COlJRT OF THE ffll'B JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE or IDAHO, IN AND FOR 1'H£ COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
MITCHEU, BIAS, #106753

Petitioner,

)

Case No. CV-2014-88

)
)
)

QRDERRE; lRQDUCTION

vs.

)

STATE OF IDAHO,

')

QI ]ltANS QlPT

.

)

Respondent.

)

)

'!HIS MATIER, having co.me before the Court on the Motion of the Petitioner~ and in

good cause appearing;

lT IS I:1EREBY ORDERED tliat the Minidoka County Court Reootder shall produce the
transcript for the Jury Trial held on January i2013 in Minidoka County Case No. CR~2012865;
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Fe h. 20. 2014 1: 27PM

Zo1l inger law Of f i ce

No. 5185

P. 4/4

I hereby certify that on this-~ day of February. 2014, I served a true and
correct copy oftbe within. and foregoing document upon the iutomey(s) named below in the

max,ner noted:
Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr.
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box210
Rupert, ID 83150
~~}1f~'i

Lance Stevenson

.

·"'U'-

County Prosecutor
P.O. Box368
. . ,'fl
Rupert, ID 83350 .v-'f~

J

2.~

~Jt/u; t:SC vv~rmcJ:

__ By depositing copies of the ~ame in tbe United States •
United States post office.

pomge prepaid. at the

_
By hand delivering copies of the same tot.lie office of 1he attorn.,,(s) at the
address(cs) stated above.
_ _ By placing copies in the attomey's baskets at the Courthouse in Rllpertj
Idaho.
PATIY TEMPLE, CLERK OF COURT

B
Dcp-:erk t ~

ORDER RB: PROOUCTTON OFiM"NSClUPTS

2

2
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FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE#
TIME \O~oo&tl4

--------

MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATIORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney (/S8#7733J
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting A Homey (IS8#7955}
ALAN GOODMAN, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (1SB#2778}
715 G. Street, P. 0. Box368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208)436-7187
Facsimile: 1208) 436-3177

FEB 2 4 2014

:

_'.

..

''

,'

--~;._!_-..,DEPUTY

ATIORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

MITCHELL JAMES BIAS
Petitioner,
vs.

STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

) Case No. CV-2014-88
)
)
)

)
)
)

MOTION FOR SUMMARY
DISMISSAL AND BRIEF IN
SUPPORT

)
)

COMES NOW State of Idaho, Respondent, by and through Lance D. Stevenson,
Prosecuting Attorney for Minidoka County, and hereby moves the Court for Summary
Dismissal dismissing the Petitioner's Petition for Post Conviction Relief Petition pursuant
to Idaho Code § 19-4906(c) and submits the following brief in support of the motion for
summary dismissal.
I. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL msTORY

Petitioner was sentenced in Minidoka County District Court on March 11, 2013.
Prior to sentencing, he was found guilty of one count of Conspiracy and one count to
Conspiracy to commit Robbery.
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At sentencing, petitioner was sentenced to a unified sentence of eight (8) years,
which unified sentence was comprised of a minimum or fixed period of confinement of
two (2) years, followed by an indeterminate period of custody of six (6) years.

The

sentence was within the maximums provided by Idaho Code.
Petitioner filed a notice of appeal on April l, 2013. The appeal was from the
judgment of conviction. Petitioner's appeal has not been detennined to date.
Petitioner appears to be alleging a number of claims dealing with following;
ineffective assistance of counsel, and prosecutorial errors.
II. APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS

A.

General Standards

An application for post-conviction relief initiates a proceeding, which is civil in
nature. State v. Bearshield, 104 Idaho 676,678, 662 P.2d 548, 550 (1983); Clark v. State,
92 Idaho 827, 830, 452 P.2d 54, 57 (1969); Murray v. State, 121 Idaho 918, 921, 828
P.2d 1323, 1326 (Ct. App.1992). An application for post-conviction relief differs from a
complaint in an ordinary civil action, however, an application must contain much more
than "a short and plain statement of the claim" that would suffice for a complaint under
I.R.C.P. 8(a)(l). Martinez v. State, 126 Idaho 813, 816, 892 P.2d 488, 491 (Ct. App.
1995). Rather, an application for post-conviction relief must be verified with respect to
facts within the personal knowledge of the applicant, and affidavits, records or other
evidence supporting its allegations must be attached, or the application must state why
such supporting evidence is not included with the application. LC. § 19-4903. Like a
plaintiff in a civil action, the applicant must prove by a preponderance of evidence the
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allegations upon which the request for post-conviction relief is based. I.C. § 19-4907;
Russell v. State, 118 Idaho 65, 67, 794 P.2d 654,656 (Ct. App. 1990).
The post-conviction petitioner must make factual allegations showing each
essential element of the claim, and a showing of admissible evidence must support those
factual allegations. Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644, 647, 873 P.2d 898, 901 (Ct. App.
1994); Drapeau v. State, 103 Idaho 612,617,651 P.2d 546,651 (Ct. App. 1982); Stone v.
State, 108 Idaho 822, 824, 702 P.2d 860, 862 (Ct. App. 1985). The district court may
take judicial notice of the record of the underlying criminal case. Hays v. State, 113
Idaho 736, 739, 745 P.2d 758, 761 (Ct. App. 1987), ajf'd 115 Idaho 315, 766 P.2d 785
(1988), overruled on other grounds State v. Guzman, 122 Idaho 981, 842 P.2d 660
(1992).

B.

Legal Standards Applicable To Summacy Dismissal Under Idaho Code§ 194906(c}
Idaho Code Section 19-4906(c) authorizes summary disposition of an application

for post-conviction relief. Summary dismissal of an application pursuant to I.C. § 194906 is the procedural equivalent of summary judgment under I.R.C.P. 56. State v.
LePage, 138 Idaho 803, 806, 69 P.3d 1064, 1067 (Ct. App. 2003). I.C. § 19-4906(c)
provides:
The court may grant a motion by either party for swnmary
disposition of the application when it appears from the
pleadings, depositions, answers to inteaogatories, and
admissions and agreements of fact, together with any
affidavits submitted, that there is no genuine issue of
material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment
as a matter of law.
Summary dismissal is permissible only when the applicant's evidence has raised no
genuine issue of material fact. which, if resolved in the applicant's favor, would entitle
Motion and Brief in Support
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the applicant to the requested relief. If such a genuine issue of material fact is presented,
an evidentiary hearing must be conducted. Gonzales v. State, 120 Idaho 759, 763, 819
P.2d 1159, 1163 (Ct. App. 1991); Hoover v. State, 114 Idaho 145, 146, 754 P.2d 458,459
(Ct. App. 1988); Ramirez v. State, 113 Idaho 87, 89, 741 P.2d 374,376 (Ct. App. 1987).
Conversely, the "application must present or be accompanied by admissible
evidence supporting its allegations, or the application will be subject to dismissal."
Goodwin v. State, 138 Idaho 269, 272, 61 P.3d 626, 629 (Ct. App. 2002) review denied
(2003); LePage, 138 Idaho at 807, 69 P.3d at 1068 (citing Roman 125 Idaho at 647, 873
P.2d at 901). Follinus v. State, 127 Idaho 897, 908 P.2d 590 (Ct. App. 1995) (Follinus's
claim that his attorney had been ineffective in failing to obtain a Franks hearing to
contest the veracity of statements by the search warrant affiant was properly summarily
dismissed where the court found that trial counsel did obtain, in effect, a Franks hearing
at the suppression hearing); Stone v. State. 108 Idaho 822, 826, 702 P.2d 860, 864 (Ct.
App. 1985) (record of extradition proceedings disproved applicant's claim that he was
denied right to counsel in those proceedings). Allegations are insufficient for the grant of
relief when they do not justify relief as a matter of law. Stuart v. State, 118 Idaho 865,
869, 801 P.2d 1216, 1220 (1990); Cooper v. State, 96 Idaho 542, 545, 531 P.2d 1187,
1190 (1975); Remington v. State, 127 Idaho 443, 446-47 901 P.2d 1344, 1347-48 (Ct.
App. 1995); Dunlap v. State, 126 Idaho 901, 906, 894 P.2d 134, 139 (Ct. App. 1995)
(police affidavit was sufficient to support issuance of search warrant, and defense
attorney therefore was not deficient in failing to move to suppress evidence on the ground
that warrant was illegally issued).
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Bare or conclusory allegations, unsubstantiated by any fact, are inadequate to
entitle a petitioner to an evidentiary hearing. Roman, 125 Idaho at 647, 873 P.2d at 901;
Baruth v. Gardner, 110 Idaho 156, 159, 715 P.2d 369, 372 (Ct. App. 1986); Stone, 108
Idaho at 826, 702 P.2d at 864. If a petitioner fails to present evidence establishing an
essential element on which he bears the burden of proof, summary dismissal is
appropriate. Mata v. State. 124 Idaho 588,592,861 P.2d 1253, 1257 (Ct. App. 1993).

m. Petitioner's Claims Fail To Raise A Genuine
Issue of Material Fact and Do Not
Entitle Him to Judgment As AMatter Of Law

A.

Legal Standards Applicable to Petitioner's Burden of Making out a Prima
Facie Case of Ineffective Assistance of Counsel
To prevail on an ineffective assistance of counsel claim, the defendant must

demonstrate both that (a) his cowisel's performance fell below an objective standard of
reasonableness and (b) there is a reasonable probability that, but for cowisel's errors, the
result of the proceedings would have been different. Strickland v. Washingto~ 466 U.S.
668, 687-88 (1984); LaBelle v. State, 130 Idaho 115, 118, 937 P.2d 427,430 (Ct. App.
1997). "Because of the distorting effects of hindsight in reconstructing the circumstances
of counsel's challenged conduct, there is a strong presumption that counsel's performance
was within the wide range of reasonable professional assistance - that is, 'sound trial
strategy."' Davis v. State, 116 Idaho 401, 406, 775 P.2d 1243, 1248 (Ct. App. 1989)
(quoting Strickland, 466 U.S. at 689-90); AraKon v. State, 114 Idaho 758, 760, 760 P.2d
1174, 1176 (1988).

A petitioner must overcome a strong presumption that counsel

"rendered adequate assistance and made all significant decisions in the exercise of
reasonable professional judgment" to establish that counsel's performance was "outside
Motion and Brief in Support
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the wide range of professionally competent assistance." Claibourne v. Lewis, 64 F .3d
1373, 1377 (9th Cir.1995) (quoting, Strickland, 466 U.S. at 690).
Thus, the first element - deficient perfonnanc e - ''requires a showing that counsel
made errors so serious that counsel was not functioning as the 'counsel' guaranteed the
defendant by the Sixth Amendment." Id. at 687, 104 S. Ct. at 2064, 80 L. Ed. 2d at 693.
The second element -

prejudice - requires a showing that counsel's deficient

performance actually had an adverse effect on his defense; i.e., but for counsel's deficient
performance, there was a reasonable probability the outcome of the trial would have been
different. Strickland, 466 U.S. at 693; Cowger v. State, 132 Idaho 681, 685, 978 P.2d
241, 244 (Ct. App. 1999). Regarding the second element, petitioner has the burden of
showing that his trial counsels' deficient conduct "so undennined the proper functioning
of the adversarial process that the trial cannot be relied on as having produced a just
result." Strickland, 466 U.S. at 686; Ivey v. State, 123 Idaho 77, 80, 844 P.2d 706, 709
(1992).
As explained in Ivey v. State, 123 Idaho 77, 80, 844 P.2d 706, 709 (1992), "The
constitutional requirement for effective assistance of counsel is not the key to the prison
for a defendant who can dredge up a long series of examples of how the case might have
been tried better."
Although the Strickland v. Washington standard has typically been applied to
ineffective assistance of counsel occurring at trial or sentencing, its standard is equally
applicable to ineffective assistance claims arising out of the plea process. Hill v.

Lockhart, 474 U.S. 52, 58 (1985).
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------------------~--

B.

--

--

Discussion Reprding Petitioner's Claim of Ineffective Assistance of Counsel

Petitioner has made no showing of either prong of the Strickland test.
Petitioner alleges a number of ineffective assistance of Counsel claims starting at page
one (3A) and continuing through page three (3C) of Petitioners petition. Petitioner fails
on each allegation to provide any sworn statements or specific instances that demonstrate
that petitioner's counsel's performance fell below an objective standard or reasonableness
or that such hare allegations are correct.

Even if petitioner's counsel was ineffective, there has not been a showing of a
reasonable probability that, but for counsel's errors, the result of the proceedings would
have been different. Therefore. the claim of ineffective assistance of counsel should be
denied.

C.

Petitioner claims regarding prosecutorial errors fail to raise a Genuine

Issue of Material Fact and do not En tide Him to Judgment as a Matter of
!:!}!:
Petitioner alleges a number prosecutorial errors starting on page five (3A) and
continuing through page seven (3C) of Petitioners petition. Petitioner claims fail to
provide any sworn statements or specific instances that demonstrate that petitioner's
claims raised a genuine issue of material fact, thus, entitling Petitioner to judgment as a
matter oflaw. Therefore, the petitioner's claims should be denied.
Even if petitioner's claims were correct, there has not been a showing of a
reasonable probability that, but for prosecutorial errors, the result of the proceedings

would have been different. Therefore. the claims should be denied.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Petitioner has failed to make any factual allegations showing each essential
element of his claims, and a showing of admissible evidence must support those factual
allegations.
To the extent Petitioners claims was raised or should have been raised on direct
appeal, the claims are procedurally defaulted pursuant to Idaho Code§ 19-4901(b).
Petitioner's claims are bare and conclusory statements unsubstantiated by fact and
should be dismissed. In addition, petitioner's ineffective assistance of counsel claim,
prosecutorial error claims, and any all other claims set forth by the petitioner fails to raise
a genuine issue of material fact regarding both deficient performance and resulting
prejudice. The State, therefore, respectively requests that this Court grant the State's
Motion for Summary Dismissal without hearing or oral argument.
DATED this i!!L day of February 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _d.!L_ day of February 2014, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISMISSAL to faxed and
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to:

Clayne Zollinger
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box210
Rupert, Idaho 83350

~~~
Lance D. Steven
Minidoka Prosecuting Attorney
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FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE#
___ -;-JO~:o-o-:-A-co-TIME _MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney /1SB#7733/
ROBERT S. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (IS8#7955/
ALAN GOODMA N, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (1SB#277BJ
715 G. Street, P. 0. Box 368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208)436-7187
Facsimile: (208} 436-3177

FEB 2 4 2014

P~T--=PLE,CLERK
~ - ~ - · DEPUTY

ATIORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

MITCHELL JAMES BIAS
Petitioner,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,

) Case No. CV-2014-88
)
)
)
) ANSWER
)
)

)
Respondent.

)

COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through Lance D. Stevenson,
Minidoka County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and does hereby answer
Petitioner's ("Bias's") petition for post-conviction relief in the above-entitled action
as follows:

I.
GENERAL RESPONSES TO MITCHELL JAMES BIAS'S POST-CONVICTION
ALLEGATIONS
ANSWER -I
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All allegations made by Mitchell James Bias are denied by the state unless
specifically admitted herein.

II.
SPECIFIC ANSWERS TO MITCHELL JAMES BIAS POST-CONVICTION
ALLEGATIONS
Because the Petition in this matter is lengthy statement blending factual allegations
with legal theories, it is difficult to answer. Accordingly, the State denies that the
Petitioner is entitled to relief and denies the allegations contained in the petition.
Several of the allegations are mere conclusory allegations which may provide the
basis for a Motion to Summarily Dismiss the claims.
1.

Answering paragraph b, assertions of ineffective assistance of counsel,

the state denies the allegations.
2.

Answering paragraph c, assertions of ineffective assistance of

counsel, the state denies the allegations.
3.

Answering paragraph d, assertions of ineffective assistance of

counsel, the state denies the allegations.
4.

Answering paragraph e(l), assertions of ineffective assistance of

counsel, the state denies the allegations.
5.

Answering paragraph e(2), assertion of ineffective assistance of

counsel, the State does not have sufficient information upon which to form a belief
ANSWER-2
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therefore denies the same.
6.

Answering paragraph e(3), assertions of ineffective assistance of

counsel, the State does not have sufficient information upon which to form a belief
therefore denies the same.
7.

Answering paragraph f, assertions of prosecutorial error, the State

denies that there was any fundamental error or prosecutorial misconduct.
8.

Answering paragraph g, assertions of ineffective assistance of

counsel, the state denies the allegations.
9.

Answering paragraph h, assertions of ineffective assistance of

counsel, the state denies the allegations.
10.

Answering paragraph i, assertions of ineffective assistance of

counsel, the state denies the allegations.
11.

Answering paragraph j, assertions of ineffective assistance of

counsel, the State does not have sufficient information upon which to form a belief
the refore denies the same.
12.

Answering paragraph k, assertions of ineffective assistance of

counsel, the state denies the allegations.
13.

Answering paragraph I, assertions of ineffective assistance of

counsel, the state denies the allegations.
14.

Answering paragraph m, assertions of ineffective assistance of

counsel, the state denies the allegations.
ANSWER-3
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FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Mitchell James Bias petition fails to state any grounds upon which relief can be
granted. Idaho Code§ 19-4901(a); I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6).
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
To the extent Mitchell James Bias claims should have been raised on direct appeal,
the claims are procedurally defaulted. Idaho Code § 19-4901(b).
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Mitchell James Bias's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief contains bare and
conclusory allegations unsubstantiated by affidavits, records, or other admissible
evidence, and therefore fails to raise a genuine issue of material fact. Idaho Code §§
19-4902(a), 19-4903, and 19-4906.
CONCLUSION
The State moves for dismissal of this Petition for Post-Conviction Relief for
its failure to put a genuine issue of material fact before the Court as required by
Idaho Code Section 19-4906(c). No specific facts are alleged which would support a
claim of ineffective assistance of counsel. No specific facts are alleged which would
support any claim that there was a constitutional or due process of law violation.
Idaho law requires specificity, not bald assertions. See Draper v. State, 103 Idaho 612
(Ct. App. 1982); Bradford v. State, 124 Idaho 788 (Ct. App. 1993). For those reasons,
the Petition should be dismissed.
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WHEREFORE, Respondent prays for relief as follows:
a)

That Mitchell James Bias's claims for post-conviction relief be denied;

b)

That Mitchell James Bias's claims for post-conviction relief be
summarily dismissed;

c)

For such other and further relief as the court deems necessary in the
case.

DATED this .L!L_day of

~ff

2014.

~-'~~

ance D. Stevenson
Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

J,fl.

day of February, 2014, I caused a

~T

true and correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER to be placed in the United States
mail, postage prepaid, addressed to:

Clayne Zollinger
Attorney at Law
P. 0. Box210
Rupert, Idaho 83350

~
/

I

/
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FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE#
-----TIME_·-·1,P-C).::.·w~~-hlt,ll.f."4.--_

cl4p,a S. zollfflfl8'i Jr. ttSB #4J72J

.· {.

'•

·.

Atto~ at Law
P.O. BOi>C 2.10

MAR 14 20l4

....

R~ert, ID 83350

Of1ice: (2.o8) 436-m,.
Paac: (2.o8) 436-7837
Attorney for: Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR lHI: COUNlY OF MINIDOKA

MITCHELL JAMES BIAS,

Petitioner,

)
)
)

Case No. CV-2014-88

) llQ.tlQH EQB
} ENLARGING {I: ]]ME

vs.

)

STATE OF IOAHO,

Respondent

)
)

)

COMES NOW ·Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr., Hereby moves the court for an Order
Enlarging The Time to allow time for the council to reply to the Motion flied by State.

More time is necessary as the petitioner Is in Boise and communication is difficult.
DATED this ~ a y of March, 2014.

CERTIFICATE Qf SERVICE
MO~ FOR 911.ARGING OF TIME

~

'd

-1

OOtS 'ON
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I hereby certify that on the ~ a y of March, 2014, I served a true and
correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named bel

In the manner noted.
Lance Stevenson
PO Box368

Rupert, ID 83350

_x_

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Court Box

MOnoN FOR ENLARGING OF TIME

E 'd

OO)S 'ON
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FILE D-DI STR lCT COURT

· CAS E#

il ME

--=-... ..,,,.-- ..,,,..- -:--,.-- -

q·. WA: fv1 .

4

MAR 2 8 2014
PLE, CLE RK

--~ ~~~ -·D EP UT Y
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A.!.'\TD FOR THE COUNTY OF
MITCHELL JAMES BIAS,

MINIDOKA

Case No. CV-2014-88

Petitioner,

ORDER SETTING BRIEFING

SCHEDULE FOR THE STAT E'S

VS.

MOTION FOR SUMMARY
DISMISSAL

STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

The briefing schedule regarding the Respondent State of
Idaho's motion for
summ ary dismissal is set as follows:
The Petitioner's brief in opposition to the State 's motio
n for summary dismissal
must be filed with the court no later than 5:00 p.m., April
18, 2014. The State 's reply

brief roust be filed with the court no later than 5:00 p.m., May
2, 2014. Unless eith~
party requests a hearing, the court will take ·the State 's
motion for summary dismissal
under advisement upon receipt of the State 's reply brief.

if

!tis so ORD ERE Dtbi s~da yofM arch , 2

0 ~

MICHAEL R. CRABTREE
District Judge
ORDE R SETTI NG BRIEFING SCHED ULE FOR THE
STATE' S MOTIO N FOR SUMM ARY DISM1SSAL
CV-2014•83

fiAinidob_ ~~~ v,..,2(Y1k:~.,<1·

Page I

f(:,'. C:.lu.~~le.Wlin~~ r1V E1W1C..J
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Apr.18. 2014 11:20AM

No. 56 75

ZclJ:nger Law ;)fiice

P.O. Box 210
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-1122

P. 4/5

FILED-DISTRiCT C:.JL.:RT
CASE#
----·
TIME___ IO·. fi.!S.fr:M_:_

APR 21 20~

Fax: (208) 436-7837
Attorney for Petitioner
IN THE DIS'TRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THF.. STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIOOKA
MITCHELLJAV.ES BIAS,
Petitioner,
vs.

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2014-&8

)

ORDER KNLARGING TIME
,7.,e... ?;A;,jM'f-1" ~ k~,,e:.

)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)

)
)

THIS MATTER having com~ oofore the Court on the Motion of counsel for the
Petitioner, the Court having heard the argument ofthe parties and good cause appearing;

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Motion to Enlarge Time is granted;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Petitioner is allowed /,,

i:Pt

file his resportSe d~u!Jlenfs in this mattt!r.
/4':!"4,,//
7f4'
ffi >17 .rff,,N, / ->'t :z...z;/ ~.
DATED this --Z::/-··· day of April, 2014.

A~

~

.$7' p
M,;t / /

, Zt11_
~

CLERK•s CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
MOTION AND ORDliR
TO ENLAROE TIME
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Apr. 18. 2014 11:20AM

No. 5675

Zollinger law Office

P. 5/5

I hereby certify that on this ~:) day of April, 2014, I served a true

and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) or person(s) named

below in the manner noted:
Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr.

_{

P0Box210
~
Rupert, ID 83350 -

Lance Stevenson
POBox368
Rupert, ID 83350 -

~
-

.

__ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the post

office in Rupert, ID.
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office ofthe attomey(s) at the
address(es) stated above.

_

__ By placing copies in the attomey·s baskets at the Courthouse in Rupert,
Idaho.
PATIY TEMPJ.;E; Clerk of Court
/I

~

...

MOTION AND ORDER.
TO BNLAROE TIME

Z ; \ ~ CIIIV!ction RclicllMinidoka.PCR.Mot.Ord.F.nhapTime.wpd
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Apr. 18. 2014 11:19AM

No. 5675

Zollinger Law Off ice

P. 2/5

6TH JUDIC!Al DISTRICT
MIHIDOKA COUNTY IOAH
FILED

Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr. (ISB #4172)
Attorney-at-Law
P.O. Box210
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-1122
Fax: (208) 436-7837
Attorney for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFl'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
MITCHELL JAMES BIAS,

Petitioner,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2014-88

MOTION TO ENLARGE TIME

COMES NOW the Petitioner, by and through his counsel of record, Clayne S. Zollinger,
Jr., in the above-entitled matter and hereby moves the Court to enlarge the time allowed to file a
reply to the State's Motion for Swnmary Dismissal. The basis for this Motion is that counsel bas
yet to receive a copy of the transcript in this matter which was ordered on February 20, 2014.

Without the transcript counsel is unable to respond to the State's Motion.
Further, counsel has had difficulty connnunicating with my client as he is demanding

that I go to Boise to meet with him and he will not speak to me over the phone. I will need at
least four (4) weeks to be able to schedule a date in which I can go to Boise to meet with the
Petitioner.
ORAL ARGUMENT IS REQUESTED ON THIS MOTION
DATED this _18th_ day of April, 2014.
MOTION AND OR.DER
TO ENLAR.OE TIME

Z:\wpdocs\Crioiml\Post COll\'idion Rclicl\Minidok:a.PCR.Mot.Ord.EnlargcTune.wpd
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Aor. 18. 2014 11:20AM

Zollinger Law Office

No. 5675

P. 3/5

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this _18th_ day of April, 2014, I served a true
or person(s) named
and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s)
below in the manner noted:
Lance Stevenson
P0Box 368
Rupert,ID 83350
__ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage

prepaid, at the post

office in Rupert, ID.
at the
__ By hand delivering copies of the san1e to the office of the attomey(s)
address(es) stated above.
__ By placing copies in the attome~' s baskets at the Courthouse in Rupert,

Idaho.

~~~

Clayne S. Z o l l i ~

Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr.
Attorney-at-Law
MOTION AND ORDER
TO ENLARGE TIME

(ISB #4172)

c.wpd
Z••;y,vdocs\Crinilnal\Post Conviction Relicf\Minidoka.PCR.MoLOrdEniargeTim
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..
·. FILED-DISTRICT COURT
· CASE#

Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr. OSB #4172)

TIME_-_-_a:-=-..-::{):":".""
___) -()1¥'-:--

Attorney-at-Law
P.O. Box210
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-1122
Fax: (208) 436-7837

APR 2 2 ,-.....· ·. ':.,

11

Attorney for Petitioner
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
MITCHELL JAMES BIAS,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioner,
vs.

STATE OF IDAHO,

Respondent.

CaseNo. CV-2014-88

MOTION FOR PAYMENT
OF EXTRAORDINARY
EXPENSES

COMES NOW Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr., and hereby requests that the Court order that

the County to pay an extraordinary expense in this matter. Counsel for the Petitioner requests
a mileage charge so that he may be compensated for driving to Boise to meet with the
Petitioner. Counsel requests reimbursement at $0.60 per mile for 310 miles.
ORAL ARGUMENT IS. ~QUESTED.
DATED this

~\fay of April, 2014.

MOTION FOR PAYMENT
OF EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSE

Xi!\'lflpdocs\Criminal\Post Convielion Reliot\Minidob.PCR.Moticm.ExtraordinaryE,cpcnse:wpd
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CER~CATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this

it'~

.

of April, 2014. I served a true

and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) or person(s)
named below in the manner noted:
Lance Stevenson
PO Box 368
Rupert,ID 83350

__ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the post
office in Rupert, ID.

__ By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s) at the
address(es) stated above.
__ By placing copies in the attorney's baskets at the Courthouse in Rupert,
Idaho.

BY:

L/)

Clayne S. Zollint.:==-·""

MOTION FOR PAYMENT
OF EXTRAORDlNAR Y EXPENSE
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A~r. 22, 2014 6:23PM

P. 2/

Ho. 5699

Zollinger ln Ofiice

FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE~
TIME

1
__.._-:----::-:-:----

Clayne S.· Zollinger, Jr. (ISB #4172)
Attorney-at-Law
P.O.Box210
Rupe~ ID 83350
()ffice:(208)436-1122
Fax: (208) 436-7837

1.-.

q'lQf\-CV\ ·

APR 2 3 20i4

Attomer for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRIC'f COURT OF THE FIFTH JODICIAL DISTRICT Of
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OJ' MINIDOKA
)
)
)

MITCHELL JAMES IDAS,

Petitioner,

)
)
)

vs.

)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,

CaseNo. CV-2014-88

ORDER GRANTING PAYMENT

OJ' EXTRAORDINARy
EXPl!.1NSES

TillS MATIER Jumogcome befon ihc Court on flu, Molion of Cla.yoe S. Zollinger, Jr.•

and gQod cause appearing:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED1hat coumel be reimb1U'sed at S056 per mile fur 330 total miles
for a total reimbursement of$184.80 .
.J

DATED this~-!._ day of April, 2014.

..~ - - - -

District Judge

OJDElt. FOi. PAYMB?."1'

OF EXJ'RA.OIDINAi.Y mENSS

• ' I Z . ~ l ' o s t oauvlctloo ~dlMialdonJ'Cll..Ordt.r.E:&lnordlaaryBlpmsc.v,,pd
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Apr. 22. 2014 6:23PM

Zollinger Law Office

No. 5699

P. 3/

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this ~ day of April, 2014, I served a true
and comet copy ofthe within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) or person(s) named
below in the manner noted:
Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr.
PO Box210

Rupert, ID 83350

Lance Stevenson
•

v~

POBox368

Rupert, ID 83350

.vZJ\~

__ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the post

office in Rupert, ID.
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office ofthe attomey(s) at the
addres.(es) stated above.

__ By placing copies in the attorney's baskets at the Courthouse in Rupert,
Idaho.

PATIY TEMPLE, Clerk of Court

~-~~~~
~~

ORDER FOR PAYMENT
OF EXJ'RAORDINARY EXPENSE
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srn JUD!C/Al O

M!ri/OOX,\ COUNT

flLEO

Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr. (ISB#4172)
Attorney-at-Law
P.O. Box210
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-1122
Fax: (208) 436-7837
Attorney for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

MITCHELL JAMES BIAS,
<,;,

',

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioner,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

Case No. CV-2014-88

MOTION FOR COPY
OF TRANSCRIPT

COMES NOW the Petitioner, MITCHELL JAMES BIAS, by and through his counsel
of record, Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr., in the above-entitled matter and hereby moves for a copy
of the transcripts of the PRELIMINARY HEARING held in Minidoka County Case No. CR2012-865. Said transcript is necessary for the Petition for Post Conviction Relief.
ORAL ARGUMEN~ !~,QUESTED ON THIS MOTION
DATED this~ day of May, 2014.

-----

.......

MOTION AND ORDER
TO PREPARE TRANSCRIPT

•1

Z:\wpdocs\Criminal\Post Conviction Relief\Minidoka.PCR.Motion. transcript. wpd
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this

~1~

of May, 2014, I served a true

and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) or person(s)
named below in the manner noted:

Robert Hemsley
Minidoka Deputy Prosecutor
P0Box368
Rupert, ID 83350
__ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the post
office in Rupert, ID.
__ By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s) at the
address(es) stated above.
__ By placing copies in the attorney's baskets at the Courthouse in Rupert,
Idaho.

i
BY:V·
Clayne S. Zol

MOTION AND ORDER
TO PREPARE 1RANSCRIPT

·2
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May. 27. 2014 6:25PM

No. 594 7 P. 1/9

Zollinger Law Office

,
.

Cayne S. Zollinger, Jr. {ISBl#4172)

Attorney-at-Law
P.O.Box210
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-1122
Fax: (208) 436-7837

FILED-DISTRICT COURT .· :
CASE#

--.,,..---__;_·

TIME_.......;y....1.:·f~·'&xp~1:1..r.-_
MAY 2 7 2014
.
,,.
~~..

''

Attomay for Peaitioner

(

,,.,JJf·TUDISTRICT COURT or THE FIFl1I JUDICIAL DISTRICI' o:r

... ·. .'TH& STATE Or mA.Bo, IN AND ll'OR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

.'.: ,\ i ''., ..

~JAMES BIAS,

)

'.: .~wtioner,

)
)

Case No. CV-2014-88

)

vs.
~T~9P~AHO,

)

MQTIQNfOR

)

EXTJNSIQN QI TlMI

)
)
)

~llde.nt.

: '. · .·COMBS NOW the Petitioner, by and through his coumel of recom,"·CJa,no S.

ZollmF,r, lr., in the above-entitled matter and hereby moves the Court for an Order Hnmctil:ud
the time for the Petitioner to file a response to the State's Motion to Dismiss.

This Motion is based upon the fact that there me numerous issues in this matter that .
need. to bi mvestipt.ed and it may be neceasary for an Amended Petition to be filed .

. ORAL ARGUMENT IS REQUESTED ON TIDS MOTION
· DATED this ~27th_ day of May, 2014.

-1
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May.27.2014 6:25PM

Zollinger Law Office

No. 594 7 P. 2/9

CERTDl'ICATE OPMAILING

I hereby c.ertifytbat on tbis _27*_ day of May, 2014, I sened a true
and correct copy of1he within and foregoing document upon the attom.ey(s) or penon(s)

named below in the manner noted:

Lance Stevenson
POBox368
Rupert, ID 833SO
_

By depositing copies ofthe aamc in the United States mail, postage p:q,aid. at the post

oftk.e in Rupert, ID..
By baod. delivering copies of the same to tlu: office ofthe attoma.,(s) at the
address(ea) stated above.

_

_

By placing copies in the attorney's baskets at the Courthome in R'IJ(Jllt

Idaho.
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Miy.

27. 2014 6:25PM

No. 594 7 P. 3/9

Zollinger Law Office

Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr. (ISB#4t72)

. · FILED-DISTR'ra COURT
.. · CASE#
-----i:.:. TIME._·_i\...._·...,..·~""+-"-'-:k '/·, .

Attorney-at.Law
P.0.Box210

MAY 2 7 2014

Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-1122

Fax:(208)436-7837
Atb.>mey for: Petitioner
IN nm DISTRICl' COURT OF TD ID"l'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT or THE
STATE OF mABo IN AND FOR 'l'IIE COUNTY or MINIDOKA
MITCHELL BIAS,

)
)
)
)

Petitioner,
vs.

)
)

STATE OF IDAHO.

)

CucNo. CV-2014-88

AfflDAVIT
OF CLAYNE S. ZOLLINGER, .JR.

)
)

STATE OF IDAHO )
) IS.

County of Minidoka )

states:

I, CLAYNES. ZOLLINGER, JR., being first duly sworn upon Ollh, depoaa and

That I am over 1hc ago of eighteen and am competent to testify of the
matters contained herein;
1,

2.

That I am counsel for the Petitioner in the abcwe-entitled matter;

3.

1bat on May 6, 2014, I went to Boise to meet with Mr. Bias at LS.C.L;

4.

That my clie.m cUscuad many claims that he wanted added to his Petition;

S.

That my client and I also dureussed in further detail the o1aima in his Petition;

AFFIDAVIT
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M
ay. 27 . 2014 6.·2cPM
'J

Zollintter
Law Office
o

No. 594 7 P. 4/9

6.
That there is a significant amount of investigation in order to verify the claims
in the origJnal Petition;

7.

That on May 23, 2014 I receivecl a letter ftom my client listina :numerous

additional allegatioas that he wants included on his Petition and that need to be investigated;
That I do not have the appropriate 8lDOIUlt of time in my schedule to investigate
1hese issues prior to May 30t 2014;

8.

9.

That I requin: an additional sixty (60) days to tbrther investigate the PetitiC>Dt to

provide more factual basis and to posm'bly file an Amended Petition;
DATED this ~ofMay, 2014.

AFPU)Avrf
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May.27.2014 6:25PM

Zollinger Law Office

No. 5947

P. 5/9

CERTIFICffl QFMt\lLJNG
I hereby certify that on t h i s ~ of May, 2014, I served a true
and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) named below in
the manner noted:

RobHemsley
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
POBox368
Rupert. ID 83350
~ By depositing copies ofthe same in the United States mail, postage prepaid,
at the post otliee in Rupert, ID.

_ _ By band dcliveriDa copies of the same to the offit.e ofthe attomey(s) at the
address(es) stated above.
_

By placing copies in the attomey's baskets at the CourthoU9e in Rupert. Idaho.

_

By telecopying copies of the SIIDC to said attmm,y(s) at the telecopied number(s).
Q08)

, and by then mailing copies oftho same in the United States

Mall, postap prepaid, at the post offioc in Ruport, Idaho.

AFFIDAVIT
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Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr.

(ISB #4172)

Attorney-at-Law
P.O. Box210
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-1122
Fax: (208) 436-783 7

-

Attorney for: Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF fflE

STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

MITCHELL BIAS,

Case No. CV-2014-88

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioner,

vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

ANOTHER AFFIDAVIT
OF PETITIONER

STATEOFIDAHO )
) ss.
)
Minidoka
of
County
I, MITCHELL JAMES BIAS, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states:
1.

That I am over the age of eighteen and am competent to testify of the

matters contained herein;

the Petitioner in the above-entitled matter;

2.

That I am

3.

That I make this affidavit in support ofmy Petition for Post Conviction Relief;

4.

That I have reviewed the record in this matter;

5.

That the Waiver of Time filed on June 29, 2012 in the underlying criminal

case, Minidoka County Case Number CR-2012-865 is not my signature. I did not sign said

ANOTIIER AFFIDAVIT OF PETITIONER

1
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document, nor did I authorize anyone to sign said document for me and I did not agree to a
Waiver of Time on my Preliminary hearing;

6.

That my Trial counsel failed to contact Robert Holt, also known as "Butch",

who was an important witness in the criminal matter. Mr. Holt knew that the co-defendants,
Robert Lambert and Tommy Nash, were in Salt Lake City around November 20th and 21 51 and
not in Burley, Idaho as they testified;

7.

That Robert Holt is a friend and would cooperate in testifying on my behalf;

8.

That Trial counsel failed to investigate and obtain evidence showing that

Robert Lambert got out of custody in Colorado on November 18, 2011 and was not in Idaho at
the time that he testified..ofmeetings.hetween .himselfandl;.
9.

That Trial counsel failed to subpoena documents from Walmart showing the

receipt for the return that I made that day. Counsel failed to investigate this claim which
would have verified my testimony;
10.

That Trial counsel did not confront the State's witness, William Streling,

regarding statements he made prior to Trial and the statement he made at Trial. Prior to Trial,

Mr. Streling had testified that I had stayed with him for a couple of weeks, however, at Trial
he testified that I had only been staying with him for one ( 1) week;
11.

That my Trial counsel failed to contact, or call as a witness, Tiffany Streling,

the wife of William Streling. Tiffany Streling could have verified the time that I was at their
home, which was important as to.contradicting the testimony of Robert Lambert;
12.

lbat my Trial counsel failed to object to the admission of phone records. The

telephone records were important in this case and the State used an officer to admit said
records. The officer did not have the knowledge or the expertise to be used for the admittance
of said records. The records of the phone calls were important to tying me to the crime. Had
my attorney objected to the admission of said records and it would have likely changed the
outcome of the case;
13.

That my Trial counsel failed to discount Robert Lambert by cross-examining

him regarding the prior felonies which he had committed and been found guilty of. Had the
Jury understood the history of Robert Lambert, the outcome of the Trial most likely would
have been different;

ANOTHER AFFIDAVIT OF PETITIONER

2
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14.

That my Trial counsel failed to object to Robert Lambert's statement at Trial
concerning me attempting to rape Monica Lambert;

15.

That my Trial counsel did not ask for a mistrial for Mr. Lambert making such

an inflammatory statement;
16.

That my Trial counsel failed to object to the Prosecuting Attorney's statements

concerning why I had gone to Walmart. My Trial counsel had told the Prosecuting Attorney
that the reason I had gone to Walmart was to pick up a girl and that I would be able to have
sex with her for helping her out. The Prosecuting Attorney used this statement without any
basis which prejudiced the Jury against me;
17.

That.m)cirial.counsel failed to objectthe RrosecutingAttorney's misconduct

in vouching for the credibility of witnesses. In his closing statement, the Prosecuting Attorney
made several relevances to witnesses stating "I know they are telling the truth" which was
prejudicial to my case;
18.

That my Trial counsel failed to make a Motion for Mistrial when at least one

(1) juror saw me in my jail uniform and in shackles before I was able to change clothes at the
Courthouse;
19.

That I informed my Trial counsel of this situation and he failed to make the

Motion on this matter or even to preserve the issue for appeal;
20.

That I believe that these omissions by Trial counsel would have made a

difference at my Jury Trial;
21.

That I have spoken with my Appellate Public Defender, who was concerned

that my Trial counsel failed to object to anything at Trial and failed to preserve any issues
concerning Prosecutorial Misconduct and other issues for review that left myAppellate Public
Defender unable to argue anything on appeal except for issues regarding sentencing, which are
summarily dismissed.

DATED thisq_f__ day of May, 2014.

~
~ ·

Mitchell James Bias
Petitioner

ANOTHER AFFIDAVIT OF PETITIONER

3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this 3!.f;iay o~~;, ~014, I served a true
and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) named below in
the manner noted:
Rob Hemsley
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
P0Box368
Rupert, ID 83350
_ _ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid,
at the post office in Rupert, ID.
_ _ By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s) at the
address(es) stated above.
_ _ By placing copies in the attorney's baskets at the Courthouse in Rupert, Idaho.
_ _ By telecopying copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the telecopied number(s) _

.,.(2=0=8.)_ _ _ _ _ _, and by then mailing copies of the same in the United States
Mail, postage prepaid, at the post office in Rupert, Idaho.

ANOTHER AFFIDAVIT OF PETITIONER

4
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FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE#
TIME_--::2.::-:--'--:::;;'s;-O-sp:t,-\;\-

JUN 1 7 20i4

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF nm STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE C0~1TY OF MINIDOKA

Case No. CV-2014-88

Petitioner.
ORDER GRANTING THE

PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR
EXTENSION OF TIME

vs.

STATE OF IDAHO,
Re~ndent.

This matter came before the court for a hearing on June 16, 2014 regarding the

Petitioner Mitchell James Bias, motion for extension of time. For the reasons stated on

the record at the hearing, the Petitioners motion is granted.
If the Petitioner intends to file an amended petition for post-conviction relief, he

.

must obtain the written consent of the Respondent State of Idaho or file a motion to

amend, pmsuant to I.R.C.P. lS(a), by 5:00 p.m. on July 28, 2014. This matter will be set
for a scheduling conference on August 11, 2014 at 1:30 p.m.

.,.,....
ItissoORDER:I.Dtbls 11-dayofJ...,,2014.

~~

MICHAEL R. CRABTREE
District Judge

ORD'ER GRANTING nm PE.TlilONBR'S MO"flON POR EXTENSlON OF TIME

CV-2014-88

Page I
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CLERK'S CERTMCATE Of MAILING

I hereby certify that on this

J.l. day ofl"wie, 2014, I served atrue

and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) or person(s)

named below in the lilllDD.CI' noted:
Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr.

Lal.Kie Stevenson

Attorney at Law
P0Box210

Minidoka Count¥ Prosecutor

,f
Rupert, ID 83350 zfl'l'j/.1,'-'

_

PO Box 368
,w..-1
Rupert, ID 83350 tJ'<",

By depositing copies of the same in the Uni11:d States mail, postage prq,aid, at the post

office in Rupert, ID.
_

By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomcy(s) at the

address(es) stated above.
_

By placing copies in the attorney's baskets at the Coudhouse in Rupert.

Idaho.
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Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr. 1SB#4172
Attorney-at-Law
P. 0. Box210
Rupert ID 83350
Office (208) 436-1122
Facsimile: (208) 436-7837

Attorney for Appellant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF mE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
MITCHELL JAMES BIAS,

Petitioner,

vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2014-88

)
)
)

BRIEF

)
)
)

BRIEF

Attorney for Petitioner:

Attorney for Respondent:

Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr.

Lance Stevenson

Attorney-at-Law
P.O.Box210
Rupert, ID 83350

Attorney for State of Idaho
P.O. Box368
Rupert, ID 83350
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The State has filed a Motion for Summary dismissal of the Petition for Post-Conviction
Relief. The State has provided no evidence contesting the petitioner's claims, either through
providing copies of the transcript or by affidavit. The petitioner, by and through his counsel of
record, files this brief in opposition to the motion.
I. APPLICABLE LAW
A petition for post-conviction relief may be summarily dismissed if "it appears from the

pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions and agreements of fact, together

with any affidavits submitted, that there is no genuine issue of material fact and the moving party
is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." J.C.§ 19-4906©. When considering summary

dismissal, the district court must construe disputed facts in the petitioner's favor, but the court is
not required to accept either the petitioner's mere conclusory allegations, unsupported by
admissible evidence, or the petitioner's conclusions oflaw. State v. Payne, 146 Idaho 548,561,
199 P.3d 123, 136 (2008); Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644,647,873 P.2d 898,901 (Ct. App.
1994). Moreover, because the district court rather than a jury will be the trier of fact in the event
of an evidentiary hearing, the district court is not constrained to draw inferences in the petitioner's
favor, but is free to arrive at the most probable inferences to be drawn from the evidence. State v.
Yakovac, 145 Idaho 437,444, 180 P.3d 476,483 (2008); Wolfv. State, 152 Idaho 64, 67,266 P.3d

1169, 1172 (Ct. App. 201 l);Hayes v. State, 146 Idaho 353,355, 195 P.3d 712, 714 (Ct. App.
2008). Such inferences will not be disturbed on appeal if the uncontroverted evidence is
sufficient to justify them. Chavez v. Barrus, 146 Idaho 212,218, 192 P.3d 1036, 1042 (2008);

Hayes, 146 Idaho at 355, 195 P.2d at 714; Farnsworth v. Dairymen's Creamery Ass 'n, 125 Idaho
866, 868, 876 P.2d 148, 150 (Ct. App. 1994).

II. ARGUMENT

The petitioner has alleged numerous acts of ineffective assistance of counsel and
prosecutorial misconduct. Counsel will briefly address each allegation.
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A. Ineffective Assistance of Counsel
1. The petitioner alleges that appointed trial counsel forged his signature on the waiver of
time for preliminary hearing document. He has substantiated this claim through his affidavits.
There should be no argument against the claim that submitting documents with the forged
signature of the client is ineffective assistance. This conduct is so outrageous as to shock the
conscience.
2. Trial counsel failed to object to the cell phone records used at trial. At a minimum,
counsel should have required that appropriate individuals from the cell phone companies should
have testified as to lay the appropriate foundation for their admission pursuant to I.R.E. 803(6).
Having failed to do so, allowed hearsay documents to be admitted into trial and were critical to the
State's case. Without the proper foundation, those records could not be admitted.
3. Trial counsel failed to object on the basis of speculation to the testimony of Wendi

Redman, employee of Wal-Mart. Ms. Redman testified that Mr. Bias looked nervous and his
nervousness evidenced his intent to rob Wal·Mart. This testimony should not have been allowed.
'The testimony was speculative and beyond the expertise of the witness. Again, no objection to
this conduct.

4. Trial counsel failed to confront Mr. William Streling regarding his prior statement
to police. Mr. Streling's first statement was that the petitioner had been staying with him for a few

weeks before the robbery. Mr. Streling then changed his testimony at trial to say that the petitioner
had only stayed at his house in Salt Lake City only the week of trial, which made an important
difference. The trial testimony failed to contradict the testimony of Robert Lambert, the key
witness in the State's case.
Trial counsel was either unprepared for trial or was just not paying attention. Confronting the
witness on the change in testimony allowed the jury to consider the testimony, not knowing that it
was contradictory. Had the jury known about the prior statement, it would have affected the

weight of Mr. Streling's testimony.
5. Trial Counsel also failed to call as witnesses, the daughter of William Streling and

Butch, his friend in Salt Lake City who would have corroborated his testimony and contradicted
the testimony of Robert Lambert. Their testimony was crucial to the petitioner's case and caused
fatal prejudice.
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6. Trial counsel also failed to object on grounds of foundation and speculation the
state's use of the telephone records. Without any expert testimony as to what is meant by the
records as to duration of call the state was allowed to speculate as to telephone conversations that
never took place and to assert an intent to plan the robbery, even when such conversations never
occurred. Again, this speculative testimony had the affect of unfairly prejudicing the petitioner's

case.
7. Trial counsel also failed to confront Mr. Lambert with his prior criminal record.
Mr. Streling had a significant prior felony record, but none of this information was used to

impeach his story. Again, had the jury known the all the facts, it is foreseeable that the outcome
would have been different. It was highly prejudicial.
8. Trial counsel failed to preserve a single issue for appellate review. Because there
was no objections made to any evidence, the State Appellate Public Defender was unable to have
the petitioner's conviction reviewed by an appellate court. It is amazing to look at a trial transcript
completely and utterly devoid of any objection. It is hard to imagine a case where at least of a
couple of objections are warranted. Trial counsel's conduct in this case was unquestionably
deficient.

B. Prosecutorial Misconduct
1. Trial counsel failed to object to the prosecutor becoming a witness in the action and
therefore fatally prejudicing the petitioner's case.
'The prosecutor, without an objection by trial counsel, was allowed to use his cell phone to make a

call to the state's witness who was seated in the witness stand The infonnation as to duration was
then used by the prosecutor as evidence.
First there was no objection as to foundation as to whether the prosecutor's phone was similar to
the phones used by the petitioner or Mr. Lambert. Or whether the prosecutor's cell phone carrier
counted the time of call in the same manner as the cell phone carrier of either the petitioner or Mr.
Lambert. It was totally speculative. Again, it allowed unfair speculation to be used by the jury.
It also made the prosecutor a witness in the trial. This is not permissible. An attorney can
never testify in a trial he is prosecuting. See, State v. Mathews, 124 Idaho 806,864 P.2d 644
(Idaho App. 1993). Inexplicably, trial counsel never objected to the prosecutor's testimony and
conduct. It was not relevant and overly prejudicial to the petitioner.
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This conduct was outrageous and beyond fair. It is foreseeable that this conduct affected
the petitioner's right to a fair trial.
2. The prosecutor vouched for the testimony of the witness "I know they are telling
the truth.'' This is impermissible. Again, inexplicably, trial counsel never objected.

m.

CONCLUSION

In this case, trial counsel never made one objection to the evidence at trial. Not a single

objection. It's as if trial counsel laid down and let the prosecutor run right over him. This is not a
case where counsel maybe missed an objection. This is a case where counsel missed all
objections. Trial counsel's performance was deficient and because of his deficiency, the petitioner

was harmed.
The letter from the State Appellate Public Defender is very instructive. Trial Counsel
failed to preserve any issues for appellate review. Not a single issue. Therefore, the petitioner was
denied his right for a review of his conviction.
The petitioner asserts that there is sufficient evidence upon which the court could find in
his favor and asks the Court to deny the State's Motion to Dismiss.
DATED this £ d a y of July, 2014

Attorney for Petitioner
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that o~

thidi

day of July, 2014, I served a true and correct copy

of the within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) named below in the manner noted:
Lance Stevenson
Minidoka County Prosecutor
P0Box368
Rupert, ID 83350

BRIEF

_

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered/Courtbox
_x_ Facsimile to (208) 436-3177
Email - - - - - -

6
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Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr. (ISB #4172)
Attorney-at-Law
P.O. Box 210
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-1122
Fax: (208) 436-7837
Attorney for: Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

MITCHELL BIAS,
Petitioner,

vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2014-88

AFFIDAVIT
OF CLAYNE S. ZOLLINGER, JR.

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Minidoka )

I, CLAYNE S. ZOLLINGER, JR., being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and
states:
1.

That I am over the age of eighteen and am competent to testify of the

matters contained herein;

2.

That I am c-0unsel for the Petitioner in the above-entitled matter;

3.

That attached is a true and correct copy of a letter from Elizabeth Al1red,

Deputy State Appellate Public Defender to Mitchell James Bias, dated October 22, 2013;
4.

AFFIDAVIT

That attached are true and correct copies of the Trial Transcript;

Z:lwpdocs\Criminal\Post Conviction Reliet\Minidoka AffidllvitCounsel.PCR.Bias.wpd
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'2

DATED this2.6.

of July, 2014.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this _

(SEAL)

day of July, 2014.

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My commission expires: _ _ _ __

AFFIDAVIT

Z:\,ipdocs\Criminal\Post Cooviction Reliel\Minidoka.Aflidavi!Cow!sel.PCR.Bias. wpd
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CERTIF/fATE Of MAILING

I hereby certify that o n ~

y of July, 2014, ! served a true

and correct copy of the within and foregoing docwnent upon the attomey(s) named below in

the manner noted:
Lance Stevenson
Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney
P0Box368
Rupert, ID 83350

_ _ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid,
at the post office in Rupert, ID.
_ _ By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s) at the
address(es) stated above.
_ _ By placing copies in the attorney's baskets at the Courthouse in Rupert, Idaho.
_ _ By telecopying copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the telecopied number(s) _
(208}

, and by then mailing copies of the same in the United States

Mail, postage prepaid, at the post office in Rupert, Idaho.

AFFIDAVIT
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STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

"•,,. ·~ to)~' fl

'(0Ji'u

October 22, 2013

Mitchell James Bias
Inmate #106753

· S.I.C.I.
P.O. Box 8509
Boise, ID 83707

RE: Docket No. 40870
Dear Mr. Bias:
I have now had the opportunity to review the documents that you provided
me a copy of and also the documents you loaned to me. After looking them over
thoroughly, I am even more convinced that you have a number of strong claims
to raise in a post conviction. However, these documents have not changed my
opinion about issues that can be raised on direct appeal. As we discussed
previously, Mr. Larsen did not make proper objections or preserve issues for me
to address on appeal. Unfortunately, I do not see any viable trial issues to raise
en appeal. · That means that on appeal I can only address the excessiveness of·
your sentence and potentially issues related to the order of restitution. Raising
these issues will not result in your conviction being overtumed or a new trial. The
·best potential outcome would be a reduction in your sentence and/or, if I can
raise the issue, a change to the restitution order.
··
As. of today, I am still waiting on an audio recording on the restitution
hearing so that I can determine if there is anything I can raise regarding
restitution. The minutes reflect that Mr. Larsen may have stipulated to the order
of restitution and again failed to preserve an issue for appeal. I have enclosed in
this letter a copy of a few documents I have received regarding restitution and
will let you know what my review of the audio reveals after I receive it.
I recently called Mr. Larsen and I am happy to discuss our conversation
with you if you would like to. Mr. Larsen informed me that he had told you to file

State Appellate Public Defender
3050 N Lake Harbor Lane, Suite l 00
Boise. ID 83703
Telephone: (208) 334-2712 Fax: (208) 334-2985
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a post conviction asserting that he was ineffective. My conversation leads me to
believe that he would acknowledge that he was ineffective to the district court.
I strongly encourage you

to file a post conviction.

Although .there are a number of grounds you can file on in a post

conviction, I want to discuss two. First, is newly discovered evidence. Newly
discovered evidence is evidence that was not discovered prior to trial and must
be evidence that could not have been discovered had someone taken rational
steps to discover the evidence. I believe since your attorney tried repeatedly to
find Monica Lambert to subpoena her, but was unable to locate her, if she were
to come forward with a statement asserting that she did not plan the robbery,
was not at meetings with you and so on, that may qualify. This statement would
have to be provided under oath or in a notarized affidavit. Her statement to
officers will not qualify as it is only a hearsay statement contained in inadmissible
police reports. Mr. Larsen has informed me that he is continuing to look for
Ms. Lambert.
Second, is ineffective assistance of counsel {IAC). IAC is asserted by
stating what your attorney did wrong and how that error hurt you. This is known
in legal terms as deficient performance and prejudice. In this letter I am going to
discuss a few potential IAC claims. This Is by no means an· exhaustive list of
claims that could be raised, including any claims that you want to assert involving
any potential IAC on my part.
After reading your notes. I think it is Imperative that I discuss with you a
little about organizing your petition. One of the biggest mistakes I see in post
conviction petitions (other than failure to assert how the attorney's mistake
affected your case) is petitioners listing out a long collection of case sites,
statutory codes and other legal references. Listing out a collection of case
names and what you believe the cases stand for does not asserts a claim. For.
example, listing out twenty cases about illegal searches, no matter how
compelling, is useless in post conviction. But, simply stating the following would
present an effective claim: My attorney failed to file a motion to suppress. As a
· result, illegally obtained evidence was admitted at my trial. Had he filed a
suppression motion, the illegally obtained evidence would not have been
admitted and the Jury would not have found me guilty. This could be followed· up
with relevant facts in an affidavit regarding how the evidence was illegally
obtained.
Ideally, each claim should be clear1y numbered. Each numbered claim
should assert only one claim. There should be no lists of case law that are not
specifically relevant to a plainly articulated claim or no lists of case law at all.
· Every claim should be supported by evidence. That evidence can be attached
documents including your own affidavit of facts in support of your petition, other
affidavits, exhibits and so on.
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1 believe that trial counsel may have been ineffective for failing to do the ·
following things: 1) Failure to confront Mr. William Streling with his prior
statement to police that you had been staying with him for a couple of weeks as
apposed to the week he testified to at trial. Certainly his memory was better
when making the statement to officers closer to the time you had stayed with
him. 2) Failure to call Ms. Tiffani Streling who also told officers you had stayed
with her family for a couple of weeks. 3) Failure to object to the admission of the
phone records without testimony from a representative from each cell phone
company that the records were correct and testimony from a representative of
each company as to how to read the records and what exactly they show (re: did
.calls connect, what length of call actually means and so on). 4) Failure to object
to··police·offtcertestifying to the cell phone records as his training was proven.on
the stand to be insufficient to fully interpret the records (as evidenced by answers
to questions - I don't know ... ). 5) Failure to object to the prosecution making
calls and attempting to put· into evidence information about how his phone
worked. This is a problem because there was not evidence that his phone
worked the same as any of the phones in the case, was the· same type of phone,
that it used the same provider, how the length of his call was recorded on his cell
phone records and so on. As such, it was not relevant to the case and it was
overly prejudicial. 6) Failure to attempt to discredit Mr. Lambert with his felony
record. Not all convictions are admissible; I do not have information about all
convictions. As a general rule convictions that would call credibilify into question
are admissible. 7) Failure to object to Mr. Lambert's statement that you had
attempted to rape Monica. At a minimum he should have asked that it be
stricken and the jury instructed to disregard the statement. He also could have
made a motion for a mistrial. 8) Failure to object to potential prosecutorial
misconduct in closing arguments. There are several occasions that the
prosecutor commented that witnesses were telling· the truth.
This is
impermissible vouching. (It cannot be raised on appeal without an objection
because this type of misconduct is not considered to be a fundamental error and,
as such, it cannot be addressed for the first time on appeal.) 9) Failure to
confront Mr. Lambert with his inconsistent statements to officers; specifically, that
you were going to park in front of Wal-Mart and follow them in your car and so
on. 10) Failure to call and/or subpoena relevant witness including, but not limited
to: Ms. Pam Green, Butch. Uncle Lenny and so on. 11) Failure to make a motion
for mistrial when jurors saw you being taken into the court house in a jail uniform
and in shackles.
I am sure there are other claims that I am unaware of or that may have
slipped my mind. However, this should give you a good jumping off point.
Please remember that this is just a list to trigger your memory of potential claims.
You will still have to assert them properly as discussed above.
In your notes I noticed a few things that I wanted to briefly discuss. I do
not see these concerns as potential issues and wanted to caution you against
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asserting them in future proceedings. I say that you noted you had not been
provided a line up or lie detector test. First, identity is not issue in your case, so
there is no reason to have done a line up. Second, although your attorney could
have completed a lie detector and used the results as a bargaining tool with the
prosecution, even if you had been given a lie detector test and passed, the
results would not have been admissible at trial. As such, it could not have made
a meaningful change in your case. Also, I wanted to make sure you were aware
that police reports and not admissible at trial either because they contain
inadmissible hearsay.
I hope that this letter is of assistance to you. If you have any questions,
please don't hesitate to call.
Sincerely,

r----r··,-, .... \
1

ELIZABETH ANN ALLRED

Deputy State Appellate Public Defender

EANns
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Q. And what was he doing there?
A. He'• came through my llne t,efore with a
3 boy and, I don't know, Jun ehopjtlng.
4
Q. So he'd been In the store numerous times?
5
A. I have ...n him •weral time. In there.
8
MR. STEVENSON: Your Honor, the State has no
7 further questions for this witness.
1

1

2

2

8
THE COURT: Mr. Larsen, cross examination.
9
MR. LARSEN: Thank you, Your Honor.
10
11 CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR, LARSEN:
12
Q. Denise, Is It common for people to shop
13

14

15
16

at Walmart In Burley?

19

21
22

23

&
10

11
12

14

Q.

So Is rt quite ffisonable to say that a

1S
16

Q.

And do you see a lot of people at

Walmart?

MR. STEVENSON: She can be excused, Your

7

13

A. Oh, yeah. We get a lot of people at
18 Walmart.

MR. STEVENSON: lust a muple, No. No

questions, Your Honor.

8 Honor. I don't belfeve we'll recall her.

Yes.

lot of people would be at Walmart?

THE COUR.T: Redirect?

5
THE COURT: Thank you ror testifying. You may
6 step down.

A.

17

20

3
4

Your Honor.

THE COURT: Ma'am, you're free to leave or
stay, as you wish. Your testimony Is completed.
The State may call Its next witness.
MR. STEVENSON: Yes, Your Honor. The State
would call Wendi Redman.

WENDI REDMAN,

17

being produced as a witness on behalf of the

18

plaintiff, was duly swom on her oath and testified

19 as follows:
20

A. v...
Q. And so is it uncommon that you would see
Mitchell Bias at Walmart?

24

A.

25

MR.. LARSEN: Thank you. No fulther questions,

No.

21

MR. STEVENSON: May I Inquire Your Honor?

22
23

THI: COURT: Yes, you may.

24 DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR, STEVENSON:
25
Q. Wendi, how are you todav?

158
1
2
3

4
5

A.

Great.

Q. Wendi, could you please state your full
name and spell your last name for the record.

A. Wendi Gall Redman, R•E•D-M·A-N.
Q.

And, Wendi, who are you currently

6 employed with?
7
A, Walmart In Burley.
8
Q. How long have you been employed with
9 Walmart In Burley?
10
A. I have been with walmart In Burley NVen
11 years; Walmart, 18 yea,..
12
Q. Now, Is that the one In the Minidoka
13

County, state of Idaho?

14
A. Yes.
15
Q. AnCf could you name some stores, so that
18 the Jury knows we're talkll\O about the Walmart at
17 whleh you work, closely around It?
18
A, JC Penney's, Maurfce·•·
19
Q. Okay. Wendi, what are your duties and

159

1

A.

Correct.

2

Q,

And how long heve you done that?

3

A.

Going on four years.

4

Q,

Four years. Now, Wendi, what kind of ••

5
I
7
8
9
10

for the jury, could you describe the security system

that Walmart has.

A.

We have a camera system. They're located

- the main hub la lomted In my office, and then

the cam.,.. are all throughout the stores, We have
padeatal• at the doon that beep if certain things

11 go through the doors.
12
Q. Now, can YoU describe how the camera
13 system works, where the cameras are located, kind
14

or

a generallzatiOn of cameras. Woulcs you describe

15 th,t.
16
17
18

A.

The camera• - I've got - we've got over

120 camera.. T ...v·re throughout the whole store,
They're at the entranc:ea, the front reglllters, the
action alleys, which are where the big action atleys

22

run the video camera.. I have court cases for

19
20 .,.., going down where the mstom_.. walk through,
21 and they all feed into my office into• computer.
22
Q, Wendi, Is the whole store covered by

23
24
25

theft,

23

20

21

respgnslbllltles at Walmart7
A. I'm the aaet protection coordinator. I

a.

So, Wendi,

vau deal with anybody who gets

caught stealing anvtt,lno?
160

cameras?

24

A.

There are erea• that are not covered.

25

Q.

Okay. Now, In regords to who has control

161
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1 of those cameras, how does the feed get In and who
2 can and cannot print Yideos and so forth?
3
A. Wall, the feed COfflM straight Into •
4 computer. Members of management only have access rio
5 the computer.. rm the one that copies all the
G video for the poftc:a when they Mk for It.

Q. Now, does It have to be captured In •
8 certain time frame?
9
A. Yeah, My
IMI• • 45-clay rolllng 10 after 45 days, It atarta taping over It.
11
Q. Once it tapes over it, l assume vou can't
12 view It?
A, Right. No, lt'a gene.
13
1

vii!•

Q. Now, Wendi, ts the camera system the same
14
15 camera .system you described today as It wn on
16 November 23rd, 2011?
A, v••.
17
MR. STEVENSON: Your Honor, l would ask the
18
19 following videos be martced as State's - I'm going

1 proposed as State's Exhibits 4 through 7. Do vou
2 recognize those exhibits? And I would like yOCJ to
3 look at 4 spectncallv.
4
A. v-.
Q. How do you recognize Number 4?
5
A, It's eot my lnltlals and the date, and It
7 nvs, "Walmart- Regi.tar 7.'"
8
Q. Have you viewed that?
9
A. I have.
Q. Is that·· Did you view It when vou
10
11 signed it and dated It?
12
A. Yes.

'

Q. And is that an accurate depiction of whet
13
14 your cameras racordec:I that day, November 23rd?

15
A. v...
18
Q. And that's register -- What does that
17 particular video show?
18
A. Reg1ster7,
19

20 to take them out ot the packets, ts that •II right?

20

If you'I bur with me. If J could haw the witness

21

21

22

22 handed those.
(Balllff c:omplles.)
23
~

25

.

BY MR. STEVENSON:

Q.

Wendi, you haVe been handed whit's

23
24
25

162

1

THE COURT: Number 4, then, Is admitted.

2

(Plaintiff's Exhibit 4, Walmart Security

3
4

5

Video, Register 7, admitted.)
BY MR. STEV!NSON:
Q, Would you take a took at State's Proposed

6

Exhibit 5, Do you recognize that?

7
8
9

5
8

1

Q,
A.

And how ckl you recognize that?

8

Q. And ls that •• have you viewed that
11
particular
video?
12
13
A. v...
1,
Q. Does It accurately depict what your
15 cameras c:apturea that day, November 23rd, 2011?
18

4

v...
11'• got my lnltlall on It_ arid lt'a tile

A.

v...

An overview?

Vuh. It'• an overview and out Just a
little bit. So part or tbe register.
MR. STEVENSON: Your Honor, we'd ask that
State's Proposed Exhibit Number 4 be entered Into
evidence as state's E.lchlblt 4•
MR. LARSEN: No objection, Your Honor.
183

1 ask that State's Prope>sed Exhibit Number 5 be
2 entered Into evidence 115 State's Exhibit S.
MR, LARSEN: No obJectiOn,
3

A.

10 rooftop of the grocery entry,

Q.

A.

THE COURT: Number 5, then, Is admitted.
(Plaintiff's Exhibit s, Walmart Security
Video, Rooftop, Grocery Entrance,
admitted,)
BY MR. STEVENSON:
Q. Would you look at State's Proposed

9
10 Exhibit Number 6. Do you recognize that?
11
A. v•.
Q. How do you recognize that?
12
A, It's got my lnltlala on it, end It'• th•
13
14 grocary entry, ftla th• vestibule right as vou walk
15 in the front ctoore,
18
Q. Okay. And would that be tl'te north or

Q, And What does ll portray?
17
A. lt'e the front entranca •• you walk In
18
19 th• doon.

17
18
11

south doors?

20

v1e1eo?

23

Q. Okay. So you•,.. stlll In tl'le store? The
camero is still In the st.ore? You can stlll soe in
the store; Is that eorrec:t7
A. No, It's the outside n you're walklng

24

Into the store,

20

21
22

25

MR. STEVENSON: Okay, Vour Hol\01', we would
164

21
22

A. South doors.
Q. All right, Now, have you viewed that
A.

Ya,

Q.

And does lt accurately depict what

23 happened on November 23rd, 2011?
24

25

A. v...
MR. STEVENSON: Your Honor, we'd ask that
186
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1 State's Proposed Exhibit Number 6 be entered into
2 evidence as State's Exhibit 6.
3
4

5
6

MR. LARSEN: No objection.
THE COURT: Number 6 Is admitted.
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 6, Walmart Security
Video, Vestibule at South Door, admitted.)

7 BY MR. STEVENSON:
8
9

10
11
12
13

Q.

A.

Outside the store?
Outside the store.

And have you viewed that video before?
Yes.
Q. And what does It indicate?
A. It shows the south llde of the bulldln9,
the parking area on the south aide where the fence

A.

21 is.
Q. Okay. And Is It accurate In depicting
22
23 what was captured that day?
A. Yes.
24
MR, STEVENSON: Your Honor, we'd ask that
25
166

1 captured on November 23rd, 2011?
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18

19
20
21

6
7 BY MR. STEVENSON:
Q. Wendi, would you take a look at State's
8

·.

A. It's got my Initials on it, and It's the
12
13 Walmart shot -- It's the shot from produce towards

Q,

2

THE COURT: Number 7 Is admitted.
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 7, Walmart Security
Video, South Side Smoking Area, admitted.)

It's got my lnltlals on It, and It's the
smoking area on the south side.
the
of
shot

A.

16

20

5

10
11

Q,

18
19

4

Do you recognize -- Would you take
State's proposed Exhibit 7. Do you recognize that?
A. Yes,
Q, How do you recognize that?

14
15
17

1 State's Proposed Exhibit Number 7 be entered into
2 evidence as State's Exhibit 7.
MR. LARSEN: No objection.
3

A.

Yes,

MR. STEVENSON: Your Honor, we'd ask that
State's Proposed Exhibit 8 be admitted into evidence
as State's Exhibit B.
MR. LARSEN: No objection.
THE COURT: Number 8 Is admitted.
(Plaintiff's Exhibit B, Walmart Sea.Jrity
Video, Produce Towards Registers, admitted.)
BY MR, STEVENSON:
Q. Your Honor. Now, Wendi, I want to ask a
specific question about State's Exhibit 8 you Just

9

Proposed Exhibit 8. Do you recognize It?
A. Yes.
Q, How do you recognize It?

14 the front end where the registers are, the walkways.
Q, Are you able to see people that come in
15
16 and out of the doors that day in that shot?

17
18
19

A.

And if they were to come in the door and
Just stay by the door, does that camera portray

20 that?
A.
21
Q.
22
23 video?
24
25

Yes,

Q,

No.
So Is that area of the store seen on

A. No, It Is not.
Q, Does that accurately depict what was
167

1 the produce department's right here. It's looking
from the produce towards the front end.
So what part of the store ls not given -3
4 or shown by camera If you enter on the south doors?
A. Well, when you enter on the south doors,
5
6 when you go In and tum left towards the customer
1 Htvlce -- I mean, you can see It, but we don't have

2

a
9
10

a.

a camera right over that area,
Q. So somebody, essentially, could stand
right there, and you wouldn't be able to see them?

A.

11

Correct.

12

a.

You'd see them enter, but that's it?

described. Can you describe •• And I'm going to
ask you to draw for us a little bit of the store and
how that camera view looks In that store.
MR. STEVENSON: So could I have the witness

13

A.

Correct.

handed a marker.
BY MR. STEVENSON:
Q. Would you describe for the jury -- while
the bailiff goes and grabs one, would you describe
for the Jury where that camera Is located and the

17

22 view you get from the camera.
A. The camera Is located In the produce
23
24 departmen t. So when you walk In on the south side,
25 you've got your registers, and It goes through, and
168

Q. And the camera in the produce would
14
15 capture them If they furthered their entrance;
16 right?
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

A, Right. Into the produce departmen t to go
out to the other parts of the store, yes.
Q, Now, are you familiar with the gentleman
by the name of Mitch Blas?

A.

Yes,

Q. Is he In the courtroom today?
A. Yes,
Q. And could you please describe what he is
wearing and where he is sitting in the courtroom.
169
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I

A. He's sitting on the right side of the
1
2 table there with a striped - white, striped shirt
3
4

5
6

7

8

9
10

on.
MR, STEVENSON: Your Honor, if the record

Q,

All right. So that we're completely

clear and that the Jury Is clear on what you're

2
3

describing, could you draw the corner of the dell

4

where the camera Is and the walls to the door and

would reflect the witness has Identified the

5

the customer service and show the dead spot of

defendant.

6

cameras right there.

THE COURT: The record will reflect this
witness's testimony In that regard.
BY MR. STEVENSON:

State's Exhibit 8; right?

Q,

Now, you viewed

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

And you viewed other State's Exhibits 4

Q.

7

Now, on November 23rd, 2011, did you view

A.

So the entry on the south side Is here,

8

and our produce department is probably right here,

9

and the camera Is up above In the produce

10 department. And when you come In to the service
11 desk, right here Is the area that Is not on - not
12 covered, but you get the entry to coming up this
14

way, and you can see. But If you were to try to
find someone standing right here or coming Into

15

there, you wouldn't, because there Is no video

13

13 through 7; right?
A. Correct.
14
15

1

16

Mitchell Blas come into the store around 9:00ish, I

16 there.

17

guess, 9: 10?

Q, Okay. Thank you. You can sit down. So
17
18 the entry ·- And you have viewed the videos you
19 submitted, State's proposed exhibits, shows Mitchell

18

A.

Yes,

19

Q.

Old you view, from the camera In the

20
21

deli, him go further tnto the store?

22

store,

23

24

25

A.
Q,

No. It did not appear he came Into the
Did you view that he passed Into the

customer service?

A.

No.

20

Bias coming Into the store?

21

A.

from the outside Into the vestibule, ves.

22
23
24
25

Q.

So the entry camera shows ••

A,

Entry camera, yes,

Q,

The dell camera does not show him enter

the customer service, nor the ·- nor further into

171

170
1 the store?
A. No.
2
a. Do vou recall November 23rd, 20117
3

2

Yes.
And what camera number is that?

A.

It doesn't have a number.

Q,

Do vou recall how much money Robert

7

A.

52,000 plUI,

7

8

Q.

Can you describe what the process of

8

12

getting that money In the box requires?

A.

Well, we have a shopping cart with -

that we call the "war wagon,• It's a locked box, and
we have two to three people that go to the

13 registers, and we break It up Into - you know, we
14 go around the store, and they take the money out of
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22

customer service entnmce here. Is there II camera

Q.

5

11

Mrs. Redman, we've tallced about the

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Lambert had in that box?

A.

10

CROSS EXAMINATION SY MR. LARSEN:

3
4
5
6

4
6

1

9

Q.

How do you Identify that camera?

A.

At my Job?

Q,

Uh-huh.

12

A.

It says, "customer service,"

13

Q,

Okay. And when did you review these --

14 when did you initially review these tapes?

that take the money out of the register and put It

in and then put• reset bag In,

19

MR. STEVENSON: Thank you.
Your Honor, at this point in time, the
State has no further questions for Ms. Redman.

service entrance?

10
11

15
16
17
18

the registers, and they put It In the locked box.
We have someone that hangs -- you know, that holds
onto the war wagon, and we have the other two people

that would show someone walking Into the customer

A,

The ones that 1 just looked at7

Q.

Yes, ma'am.

A.

That night.

Q,

When was the last time you reviewed these

tapes?

20

A.

Thur•day.

21

Q,

Now, when you nrst reviewed these tapes

22

on November 23rd, 2011, did you review the customer

23

THE COURT: Mr. Larsen, cross examination.

23

service camera?

24

MR.. LARSEN: Thank you.

24

A.

I did not.

25

Q.

So where on vour picture there -- You

25
172
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1 say that if somebody went into the -MR. LARSEN: May I approach the picture, Your
2
3

Honori'
THE COURT: Is there any way you could point

4

5

MR. LARSEN: Well, I would believe •• Yeah,
15
16 we might want that marked as Defense Exhibit A.

19
20

But if someone were to walk into customer

7 service, what cameras would show customer service?
A. I have three cameras In there. They're
8

as an Illustrative exhibit?

Q.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

BY MR. LARSEN:

18

Q.

8

THE COURT: Let's do this: can we place it on

9 you can point, and she can respond, and that way the
10 jurors won't get cricks in their necks trying to
11 look down to the end.
MR. LARSEN: Thank you, Your Honor.
12
THE COURT: Would you wish to have this marked
13

17

out of camera view, from what you're telling mei'
A. There's no camera that's right over it,

MR. LARSEN: Well, it's all red.

7
8 the easel so that it can be here in the well, and

14

3
4

5 yes.

out where you're --

6

1 I'm going to use my -- Well, let me grab this blue
2 pen. Thfs might be easier for me. So this area is

Now, Ms. Redman, you said that this area

19

you?

20

A. You can aee It from the prOduce one, but
I do not have a camera that Is right over It to
23 where you could •• You know, I don't have a camera
24 right over that area.
Q, Okay. You don't have a camera-· Now,
25

drawing?
THE COURT: Yes, certainly,

BY MR. LARSEN:
Q. And if you'd grab that green marker and

18 use that to mark where those cameras would show

here, that's out of view, or did I misunderstand

21
22

inside the customer service, and then there's one
right over that points towards the north doors.
Q, Okay. And so where would those cameras
be located? Can you place them on your drawing?
MR. LARSEN: Is it okay if she approaches the

21
22

someone going into customer service.
A. (Witness complies,)
So when somebody walks into customer
service, are these pointing toward the opening theni'

Q.

23
24

A. Uh-huh.
Q,

Okay. Thank you.

25

A.

Yes.

1

A.

175

174

Q,

I'm going to draw an arrow --

2

A.

3

Q.

Okay.
-- for the direction those cameras are

1

6

A.

I did not.

2
3
4
5
8

7

Q.

Why didn't you?

7

4

pointing. Now, In your review of all your cameras,

5

did you review these three cameras?

8
9

A. 1 was not aware that there was another
parson, so there wa• no reason ror me to review the

1O customer service area.
Q, Okay. So, as I understand your
11
12 testimony, eNery 45 days, you do a rollover, and
13

that Information Is essentially destroyed; correct?

14

A.

15

Q.

(No audible response.)
so these three cameras, the Information

11

14
15
18

A.

Correct.

17

18

Q.

-- destroyed? Okay. Now, what direction

18

23

A.
Q.

24

A.

25

Q,

Yeah.
-- Is that accurate?
Yeah. It kind of spans out. It goes -So It's kind of a wide angle?

176

don't leave yet -- are there any cameras -- Now, is

12 this rlght about where the salon and that stuff is7
A. Yeah, The salon and the picture place is
13

16

21
22

Let's grab the red one, and we'll fill

8 that in with some more registers.
A. (Witness compiles.)
Q. Okay. Now, while I've got you here -10

17

does the produce camera -A. It points right towards the entrance.
Q. So If I draw an arrow going this way··

Q,

9

from those Is --

19
20

Yeah, it will span out.
Q. Could you kind of show us the field of
view. Using your green marker again, kind of give
us a field of view.
A. (Witness complies.) And there's
registers right here, as well,

19
20
21

22
23
24

25

right here.
Q, Okay. Does the salon and the picture
place, do they have cameras Installed?
A. No.
Q. They don't?

A.
Q.

No.

Okay. Now, would you draw the salon and
picture place. Yours Is probably better than mine.

A. I doubt that.
I'm going to write in there Rno cameras,•
because you said there were no cameras in here;
correct?
177
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A.

Yea. No cameras.
Q, You can go ahead and sit down. '1llank you
ror your help. Okay. SO this now Is a pretty
4 accurate representation as far as -- Now, It's not
5 to scale, obviously, ladles and gentlemen, but It's
6 fafr1y accurate as to the view of this camera and
1

2
3

7

these cameras here; correct?

a

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

Okay.

10

THE COURT: Did that get marked?

11

MR. LARSEN: It did not. Can we have this

marked as Defense Exhibit A.
13
THE COURT: Derense A ror Hfustratlve
14 purposes.
15
(Clerk comples.)

12

16

MR. LARSEN: I would move the admission of

17

Exhibit A as It stands for Illustrative purposes.

18

MR. STEVENSON: No objeetfon.
THE COURT~ Defense Exhibit A Is admitted.
Counsel, do you want to have that used further?
MR. STEVENSON: Your Honor, If I could have
that stay on redirect.
THE COURT: Madam Clerk, If you could Just

19
20
21
22
23

24 mark that exhibit as admitted for lllustrltlve
purposes, and we11 leave It there.

25

1

(Defense Exhibit A, Drawing, admitted.)

2 BY MR, LARSEN:
3
Q. I have to review my notes. I apologize.
4 Ms. Redman, can you tell me why -- I realize
5 there's a lot of cameras, but can you tell me why
I you wouldn't review all the cameras when an Incident
7 llke this happens?
I
A. Well, I didn't feet the need that 1
9 needed to review customer NrVlce, because It
10 happened at Register 7, and It happened In the
11 grocery vestibule.
12
Q. Were there other cameras throughout the
13

store that were examined thouGh?

14
A. Na. Ju•t the front - the Register 7 and
15 the vestibule and the rooftop ones outside.
16
Q. You didn't look at any in the electronics

17 department for that night?

18

A.

19

Q,

No.
Now, when you ffrst reviewed the

20 videotape, this ts from your memory now, do you
21

remember seeing Mltchell Blas in the first time you

22 reviewed the videotape?
23
A. Yu.
24
Q. Why did he stick out to you?
2$

A. Because he wu just standing there

178
1 looking around. It looked llke hew.. talking. The
2 other people were ell down helping, you know, the
3 gentleman - you know, the gentleman on the ground,
4 and he wH Just lctnd at 91:ancllng thare.
5
Q. Now, can you see .. from your recollection
6

of the video, can you see what he was doing besides

7 jUst standing there? Was there anytnlng else he
8 could have been doing?
9
A. It looked Ilk• he had an earpiece In his
10 ear, ao, I mun, he could have very well been
11 talking an the phone, bllt he was Jun12
Q. Does the video·· weu, we'I see the
13 video. Nevermlnd.

24

MR, LARSEN: No rurther questions, Your Honor,
THE COURT: Redirect,
MR. STEVENSON: Your Honor, the State, at this
point in time, prior to redirect, would ask the
video be shown, one of the videos be shown. The
State would have to put up the projector to have
that shown. l don't know if this would be a good
tlme to take a small recess, five minutes, to get
the proJector up and show one dip of that video.
THE COURT: That would be fine. Members of
the jury, we'll take aftemoon recess at this time.

25

It's 3:00. We'll be out about 15 minutes. While

14
15
16
17
18

19
20

21
22

23

180

179
1

you're on recess, please remember to not discuss the

2

case amongst yourselves, and don't form any Qplnlons

3
4

as to the ultimate merits until the matter is fully
and nnaUy submitted. All rise for the Jury.

S
I
7

(Jury exits courtroom.)
THE COURT: We're bade on record, 3:20 P.M.

All parties present with counsel.

I

Counsel, l're there any matters to take

I

up, before the jury comes bade In, from the State?
MR. STEVENSON: Your Honor, there IS one.
There Is three exhibits that were entered into
evidence, State's Exhibit l, 2 and 3, and they're
phone records.

10
11
12

13

14
15

THE COURT: Have we had those marked ••
MR. ST!VfNSON: Ye9,

16
17

THE COURT: •• and stamped as admitted?
MR. STEVENSON: They haven't been stamped as

18

admitted. I thought It would be proper to do It on

19
20
21

prior to the trial starting.

22
23
24
25

the record. We agreed to the stlpulatlon of those
THE COURT: Mr. Larsen, have you reviewed

tnose ••
MR. LARSEN: I have, Your Honor -THE COURT: •• and do you so stipulate?

MR. LARSEN: -- and 1 do stipulate to it.
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1
THE COURT: SO those would be State's
2 Exhlblt's 1, 2 and 3. Do you went to identll'y them
3 in any fashion more than just phone records? Uke 1

, is the records of -·
5
MR. STEVENSON: Vep.
6
THE COURT: Okay,
7
MR. STEVENSON: 1 ls the records of, 1
a believe, Mitchell Blas, which the phone number Is
9 208-312-4590. The second one is the record of
10 Robert Lambert. The phone number Is 208·219-6298,
11 And the third one Is the phone record of Tommy Nash,
12

which Is a stolen phone, and the phone number for

13
14

that parttcular record Is 970·210-4975. AU thrae
have been placed In separate binders. All three are

1
2
3

4

wondering, Your Honor, ts the Court going to

do you want us to proceed In that regards ii' we want

to start using those records or do we Just ••
THE COURT: How about when we get to the point
9 where you want to use one, then just remind me, and
10 I'll advise that by stipulation 1, 2 and 3 are
admitted··
MR. STEVENSON: Very well.
THE <;DURT: •• and we am go from there.
13
Okay. Mr. Larsen, anything from the
14

11

12

Mr. Larsen, then, does the State
17
18 stipulate to the admission of l, 2 and 3?
19
MR. LARSEN: Yes, Your Honor.
20
THE COURT: Madam cte,tc, If you would please

17

24
25
1
2

mark those admitted.
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 1, Phone Records of

Miteh Blas; Plalntlff's Exhibit 2, Phone
Records of Robert Lambert; and
Plaintiff's Exhibit 3, Phone Records of
182
THE COURT: Members of the Jury, 1 usually try

to remember to ask or to tell you, If you have anv
3 difficulty hearing, don't be shy about waving your

,

arm and getting my attention and saying, •r can't

s

hear." sometimes It's difficult.

6

All rl~ht. We were having redirect

11

24

THE COURT: And to the defense?
MR. LARSEN: Yes, Your Honor.

183
1
THE COURT: Are you all okay over In this
2 comer? Looks llke everybody ls good. Which
3 exhibit Is this?
4
5
6

8

8

9

MR. STEVENSON: Thank you.

11
12

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BV MR. STEVENSON:
Q. Ms. Redman, I want to talk to you about

13

the camera view from the dell. I have - what l've

14

done -- Your Honor, If l may approach the

9
10
11

15

11

20
21
22
23
24
25

184

Q. Now, Ms. Redman, Is this - do you
recognize this shot right here?

A. Yes.
Q,

otcav.

Is this the produce department?

A. Yes, it Is.

13 picture?
14
THE COURT: Yes.

16
17
18

19

MR. STEVENSON: State's Exhibit 8.
BY MR. STEVENSON:

MR. STEVENSON: And I want to also coordinate
12 and, If I may, Vour Honor, approach the easel of the

15 projector·THE COURT: Yes.
MR, STEVENSON: - In the well of the
courtroom? And also, Your Honor, If l could fflilybe
just move that easel a little bit -THE COURT: That would be fine with me.
MR. STEVENSON: -- so that everyone •• members
of the jury could view It. And, Your Honor, If the
Court could indicate If members of the Jury cannot
see that particular angle through some kind of -the easel or something, that would be great.

MR. LARSEN: No, Your Honor.

25

7

10

defense?

THE COURT: All right, then. We're ready to
18 have the Jurors return, please.
19
(Jury enters courtroom.)
20
THE COURT: Welcome back, members of the jury.
21 Does It appear to the State that all members of the
22 jury are returned?
23
MR. STEVENSON: Yes, Your Honor.

7 examination of Ms. Redman, who's on the stand.

Mr. Stevenson.

recognize those to the jury or how does that •• how

7
8

15

22
23

THE COURT: Any other matters from the State?
MR. STEVENSON: No, Your Honor. I was

5
6

15 in black binders at this time.
16
THE COURT: Thank you.

21

Tommy Nash, admitted.)

17
18

BY MR. STEVENSON:
Q. Is this the camera right here --

Y•.

A,
Q. ·- that you tndlcated? So, In actuality,

19 based on thiS reflection, Is the front door of
20 Walmart right In that area right there?
21
22
23
24
2S

A. Yee.
Q. And It's a reflectlon of my pen on the
thing for the record. So would your drawing
Indicate that the camera was a little more over to
the right?
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1
2
3

A. Yeah.

1 other side,

MR. STEVENSON: Okay. So I'm going l'O use -Mr. Balllff, I don't know If you want me to grab one

4 of those markers or ••
5
THE BAIUFF: What do you want?
8
MR, STEVENSON: I'll take the blade. It

7 hasn't been used.
8 BY MR. STEVENSON:
9
Q. I would like to take this blad< marker
10 and move-· or where you indicate this camera IS

2
Q. You cannot see anyone?
3
A. No.
4
Q, And that's a dead spot ln the store;
5 right?
8
A. Yea.
7
Q. Is that mrrect? So you can see someone
8 -- people walk this way to customer service and Into
9 the store. And my finger Is Indicating, for the
10 record, which direction --

right here on the sheet, there's I little dot, for
11
A. correct.
12 the record, with two green lines down, and make It
12
Q. •• Is that correct?
13 over there. Is that• better ref1ectlon? Or even
13
A. CDIT8Ct.
14 further? Right here?
14
Q. So right here •• and I'm drcilng - Is
15
A. Yeah, It'• over, becauN It's looklng
15 the dead spot or, I should say, when you go in the
16 north. So It'• over on the other side. Becau•
16 doors; ls that correct?
17 It's looklng from the Huthent altle Df produce ov•r 17
A. Yes.
18 to the northwest, bulcally, llde. So It'• going
18
Q. Is there any cameras that show that dead
19 catty-comer.
11 spot In the store?
20
Q, So you can see -- and my finger is 20
A. No.
21 it's easier for me to do It rfght here. You can see
21
Q, Okay. There's no cameras. Now, have you
22 •• you caMOt see anybody If they are standing right
22 viewed this particular video?
23 here •• and I'm Indicating on the thing, Is that
23
A. Yes.
24 correct - behind thi.l wall?
24
Q. And I'm going to let It play so that the
25
A. Oh, yeah, behind the wall. Yuh, on the
2S jurors can see how people ftow and how the video

11

186
1 plays, but I'm not going to play the whole thing.
2 Do you ever see Mltchell Blas, and you've testified
3 earlier, come into view from this camero ••
4

A. No,

5

Q.

•• going towards the customer service or

I Into the store?

14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21

22

23
24

25

store and going down to customer service;

correa?

A. ComK:t.
Q.

Have you VleWed the entirety of this

video?

A.

YM.

Q, Okay. We'll let the jury view that for
themselves later. Ms. Redman, you testified eartter
that you did not provide any other videos to mv
office: ls that correct?

A, Yu.
If I was to tell vou that you provided an
electronicS video to my office, would that be
188
Q.

4 the electronics video for evidence that night,
5 November23rd,2011?

6

A,

No.
Q, l'II play the video for Just e brtel'
second. The jurors can play it later. Does It
10 appear to be •• people moving now In the video, for
11 the record?
12
A. Yu.
13
Q. And can you see them coming Into the
7
8
9

187
1 correct?
2
A. Yeah. I c1on•t recall It, you know.
3
Q. Old you ever sit down and actually view

7

8
9

10
11
12

13

A. I mean, I •· Yeah. r don't But you don't recall what was on it?
A. I don't recall what'• on It or MR, STEVENSON: Your Honor, at this point in
time, tl'te State would aslc that this Video be marked
as State's Proposed ElChlblt 9.
Q.

(Clerk complies.)
BY MR, STEVENSON:

14
Q. Ms. Redman, you provided an electronics
15 video, IS that correct, to the prosecutor's office
18 or to the State?
17
A.. Yes.
18
Q. Now, do vou recall viewing that
19 partJcular video?
20
A. r recall reviewing • lot of video. I
21 don't recaH what's on this one here.
22
MR. STEVENSON: Okay. Your Honor, the State
23
24
25

would move to admit State's Proposed Exhfblt 9.
MR, LARSEN: No object'"ion.
THE COURT: Number 9, then, IS admitted.
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1

(Plaintiffs Exhibit 9, Walmart Security

1 the police wanted him too?

2

Video, Electronics Department, admitted.)

2

A.

Yeah.

3

BY MR. STEVENSON:

3

Q.

4

4
5
6
7

A.

And by that time, what about the video?
The video was already re-taped over In my

drive.
Q,

7

Q. Now, I want to talk to you about the
electronics department, that particular camera.
What would that particular camera show?
A. That's the action alley, which Is In

A.

Right. I couldn't pull It,

8

front of electronics department.

8

Q.

But they requested It?

5

6

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Q.

so It would Indicate people walking --

A.

Walking Into electronics from different

areas of the store.
Q,

Okay. Now I want to talk to vou about

November 23rd, 2011. You pulled some tapes, and you
didn't pull others. Why?

A.

Well, when the ponce got there, we Just

pulled the tapes - J pulled the tapes that were
pertinent to what was happening.
Q, Okay. And your understanding at the time
was that there was only two Individuals Involved?

20

A.

Yes.

21
22
23
24
25

Q,

So your understanding was, at the time,

who you Identified In court as Mitchell Blas wasn't
Involved at that point In time?

A.
Q.

Correct.
And later did you c.ome to find out that

So It was Impossible to pull that video?

9

A Yes, they did. And I told them that
10 there waa no way for me to get it because it was
11 gone,
12
13
14

MR. STEVENSON: Okay. Your Honor, at this
time we have no further questions for the witness.
THE COURT: Mr. Larsen.

15
MR. LARSEN: I do have a few other questions.
16 Thank you, Your Honor.
17
18 RECROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. LARSEN:
19
Q. Ms. Redman, as we watched the video, it
20 didn't look real fluid to me. Can you explain how
21 this technology works when it records? Uke, why
22 did It look kind of jerky?
23
A. It could be his driver. Because, like,
24 on my cameras at the office, you know, It just
25

flows; so -·

190
1
2

Q,

Okay. But on this particular -- you

don't have a reason --

A.

I couldn't tell you.
-- as to why It looks that way?

3
4

Q,

5

A.

No.

6

Q.

Okay. Now, you said the authorities

191

1
2

3
4
5
8

7

approached you later and asked for videotape In

7

8

regards to my client. Do you remember about when

9

that happened?

8
9

1O

A.

I don't,

11

Q.

But It was after the video had already

12 been recorded over?
13
A. Yeah, It was -when they came and asked
14 me, I searched tt, and there was no - the video
15 didn't go back rar enough.
16
Q, Okay. can you give kind of an estlmete

18

of how long had elapsed since November 23rd until

17

18

the day that they came back?
A. It was after the first of the year, I
belleve. I'm not for sure. I can't give you a

18

20
21
22
24

specific date.
Q. Okay. Wes It as late as the summer or
would It be more like January, February?
A. I don't recall when they came and

25

approached me for that.

23

192

Okay. But sometime around the first of

the year?

A Yeah, sometime after the -- you know,
after the first one. And the video was already
gone; so -MR. LARSEN: Okay.

No further questions, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Thank you for testifying, ma'am,
You may step down.

10
MR. STEVENSON: Your Honor, the State would
11 call Danielle Anderson.
12
Your Honor, Ms. Redman, I would ask that
13 she remain outside the courtroom.
14
THE COURT: Ma'am, It appears that you might
15 be subject to recall, so you're Instructed to not

17

19

Q.

discuss your testimony or anyone else's testimony,
and please stay outside the courtroom during the
trial. Thank you.

19

20
21
22
23
24
25

DANIELLE LYNN ANDERSON,
being produced as a witness on behalf of the
plaintiff, was duly sworn on her oath and testified

as follows:
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1

(Plaintlfrs Exhibit 13, calendar Page of

1

2

November 2011, admitted.)

2

3

4
5

6
7

a
9

10
11

BY MR. STEVENSON:

Q.

Detective, based

on that calendar, when

A. Lambert's phone. l subpoanNd Mitchllll
Blu'• phone records and th• phone that Tommy Nash
Okay, Now, do you recall the phone

tet me scratch

15

that. Strike that.
records to first start Indicating the day?

22

And Mitchell's was 208•312•4590, And the

When did you first subpoena the phone

A.

The time frame J subpoenaed WH from tha

10

11

Q,

If you looked at your report, would that

refresh your memory?

12

A.

13

It would.

MR, STEVENSON: Your Honor, I'd ask that the

14 detective be handed his report or, If he has his
15 report available, to oive him the opportunity to
16 review that to refresh his memory.
17
THE COURT: Do I have the report?
18

MR. STEVENSON: I believe the detective has

If I recall, correct.

So based on the information you had, you

22

THE COURT: Okay.

THE COURT: Certainly, If It will assist him

24

A.

To tha 24th of November,

23
24

25

Q,

Okay. And, Detective, do you recall the

25

Z3

IMt tour.

19
20
21

20th to the 24th.
Q. Of November?

A.
Q,

number Tommy was using was a 970 area cade 210, and

8 without looking at the report, I cannot recall the

16
17

21

Okay.

A.

9

Robert who?

numbers·· Well, let's go back,

19
ZO

Q,

8

phone.
Q,

14

18

Robert's numbers. And I get tflem

5

7

Q,

A.

3 Jumbled, so J have to think about It. But Robert's
4 number was 208•219 - J want to say .. 6298.

you subpoenaed the phone records -- Which phone
records did you subpoena?
A. I aubpoenaed phone record• for Robert'•

12 wasuslng.
13

numbers which you subpoenaed?

subpoenaed from the 20th of November?

brought it.
THE COURT: Oh, he has It with him?
MR, STEVENSON: Yes.
MR. STEVENSON: Is that okay, Your Honor?

In refreshing recollection. Has It been disclosed

226
1

2

227

t

to the defense?

2

MR. STEVENSON: Yes.

THE COURT: Yes.

BY MR. STEVENSON:

3

MR. LARSEN: It has, Your Honor.

3

Q,

4
5

THE COURT: All right.

4

Walmart?

THE WITNESS: The last numbers on Tommy's

Detective, did you view the videotapes at

5

A.

J did.

6

phone are 4975.

6

Q.

Did you Identify a person by the name or

7

BY MR. STEVENSON:

7

8

Q.

9

A.

10
11

Say that one more time.
Tommy's phone number la 970•2lD-4975.

MR.. STEVENSON: Thank you.
Your Honor, at this point in the

to explain the

12

testimony, It would be a good time

13

phone records and the admissions of them.

14
15

THE COURT: Thank you for reminding me.
Members of the Jury, before we came on

Mitchell Bias?

8
9

A.

Idld,

Q.

There that day on November 23rd?

10

A.

Vea.

Q.

Is he the same person vou Identified, is

11

12
13
14

he in the courtroom today?

15

describe an article of clothing which he is wearing.

A. Mttchell Blas Is sitting at the right
hand of the table from where I sit. He has his

A.

Ya, he Is.

Q.

Could you please point him out and

16

record earlier this afternoon, the parties entered

16

17

into a stipulation for evidence to be admitted.

17

18

And, speclflcally, the parties stipulated to admit

19

Into evidence Plalntll'l"s E,chlbits 1, 2 and 3, and

glau In his hand, He'• wearing a white, striped
19 shirt.
20
MR. STEVENSON: Your Honor, if the record will

20

so I can st.ate that to you, and those Items are

21

admitted Into evidence, subject to being used by the

22

parties and to be considered by

23

your deliberations In this case.

24
25

you ultimately In

MR. STEVENSON; Thank you, Your Honor, May I
continue, Your Honor?

18

21

reflect that the witness has identified the

22

defendant.

23

THE COURT: The record will reflect the
testimony of this witness In that regard.

24
25

228
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1 would ask that the clerk provide Detective Lowder
2

State's Exhibit 1.
(Clerk complies.)

3

4

3

BY MR. STEVENSON:

Q.

5

Do you recognize that exhibit?

A. This Is •n exhibit of phone records. It
6
7 should have the subsalber Information that tells me
8 whose It Is. This appears to be Mitchell Bias's
9 phone records.
Q. Okay. And what number Is Mitchell Bias?
10
11
A. He was area code 208-312-4590,
Q. So that the Jury knows what numbers
12
13 you're talking about, would you take -MR. STEVENSON: Your Honor, If I could get
14
15

that whiteboard placed back up on the chalkboard.
(Bailiff complies.)

16

1
2

MR. STEVENSON: Thank you, Mr. Balllff.
17
BY
MR.
STEVENSON:
18
19
a. Detective, If you could take on that

4
5

A.

(Witness complies.)

Q.

And could you also do the same thing with
Tommy Nash.

A.

(Witness complles,)

Q.

Thank you, Detective. Detective, would

8 you tum to the page that appears to have a Verizon
7 thing and indicates phone records on It.
8

A.

Okay.

Q, And would you turn to the next page and
9
10 It wlll have phone -- it will say, "network elements
11 mobile direct number."
12
A. Okay.
Q. Are you there?
13
14
A. I am there.
15
16

Q.

Detective, would you look at the time

4:36 on that particular -- Would you run down the

17 thing. Do you want a stnilght edge, Detective?
18
19

A.

I was going to ask, If I could, for a

piece of paper for a straight edge, if you have one.

20

whiteboard and write out Lambert -- How about if

20 That would probably be helpful.

21

you start with Mitchell Blas and put his number next

21

22

to it.

22 time 4:36.
23
A. Okay.
Q. Detective, based on your experience and
24
25 training, that number 4:36, the time, is that A.M.

A.

23

(Witness compiles.)

Q. could you also do the same thing with
24
25 Robert Lambert.

Q.

This would work. Would you go to the

230

1 or P.M.?
A.
2
3

4:36 would be an A.M, time on this phone

record.

Q.

4

And how do you know that that's an A.M.

time?

7

provided is In military time,
Q. So If it was 4:36 mountain time, It would

9

A.

Because this phone record that they've

be -- and I'm not good with military -- 1600?

A.
10
Q.
11
12
A.
Q.
13
14 phone call
15
16
17

1

A.

That phone call Is for 1,104 seconds,

2

Q.

And I hate to ask you this, especially if

3

you went to Minico, but what Is that in minutes?

4

A. In minutes, that's going to be somewhere
around that 12, 15•minute mark,

5

5
6
8

231

A.
Q.

A.

In mountain time or military tlme1
I mean In mllltary time.
It would be 1636 In mllltary time.
Thank you, Detective. And was there a
placed that particular tfme?
There ls.
And who was placing that phone call?
By this record, Robert Lambert Is calllng

18 Mitchell Blas.
Q. And what day Is that?
19
A. That Is on the 2Dth of November 2011.
20
Q. Now, would you take that calendar and
21
22 provide that up to the jury. What day Is that?
A. That would be a Sunday.
23
Q. And, Detective, what's the duration of
24
25 time on that particular call?
232

6
7
8
9

Q.

Now, detective, would you go to 7:22.

A.

Okay.

Q,

And I'll speed this up. Was there a

phone call made there?

10
A. There was actually two phone calls made
11 at 7:22.
12
a. Okay. And who were they from and who was
receiving?
13
14
A. Both phone calls were from Robert Lambert
15 to Mitchell Blas.
Q. Now, Detective, I'd like you to go to
16
17 7:38.
18
A. Okay.
Q. Was there a phone call made there?
19
20
A. Yes, there was.
Q. And who was making the call?
21
22

23
24

25

A. Again, Robert Lambert was calling
Mitchell Blas.
Q. And what about 7:47?
A. Another phone cell with the same

233
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1 tnfomatlon, Robert calling Mitchell.
Q. And we•re stlll on November 20th?
2
A. That'• correct.
3
Q. What about 10:341
4

A.

At 10:34, tllere'• -ther phone call, and
6 this one Is Mitchell calllng Robert.
Q, Okay. [fyou would go to the next page,
7
8 and would you look at 2325. And that's mflltary
9 time.
A. Okay,
10
5

Q. And that stlll lndfcates November 20th,
11
12 2011; right?
A. That I• comact.
13
Q. Who Is callng who?
14
A. Mitchell Is calllng Robert.
15
Q. What about the 23257 Is there two phone
16
17

numbers - two times?

A.
Q.
A.

18

Therel8.
And It's the sama?
The Ame both ways.
Q, Mitchell••
A. Mltchell I• calling Robert.
Q, Okay. Now, I'd like you to go to

19

20
21
22
23

24 November 21st, 2011, At. 9:30, who Is calling who?
25
A. At 1:30, Robert 11 c:alllng Mltchell.
Q,

1
2

234
And, again, at 19037

A. At 1903, It lhOWI Robert calllng

1
2
3
4
5

7
I
9

And, again, at 12:19?

12
13

Q.

Two phone calls, Mitchell calllng Robert.
Would you tum to the next page. Again,

at1318?

14
15

A.

1318 1hows Robert ailllng Mitchell.

Q.

And this IS November 21st, right, stlll?

16

A.

correct, November 2lllt,

17
18

Q. And, again, at 1512?

19

20
21
22

23
24
2!5

A.

2331 showt1 Robert calllng Mltchell on the

Q,

Now, 11d llke you to tum the page to

215t,
November 22nd at 10:35.

A. 10:35, It shows Mitchell i• calling

A,

1512, Is that 3:12 In the aftemoon?
1512? Yeeh, 3:12 In the afternoon.
A. Okay. That phcMle call shows Robert
calllng Nltchell,
Q. And, again, at 1517?
A. Robert calllng Mltchell.
Q, And, again, at 1615?
A. That one shows Mltehell calling Robert.

Q.

235
1
2

'

10
11
12
13
14

Mitchell.

A.

4

And, again, 1t 2331?

Q. And, again, at 12:15, two calls?
Two can,, and It'• Robert calling

A.

Q.

3

Q.

At 11:22, It shows Robert calling

11

Q. And, again, at 1911?
A. 1911 Is Robert calllng Nltchell.
Q. And, again, at 2114?
A. 2114, once agalll, It's RObert calllng
Mitchell.

7
8
9

A.

10

Mitchell.

6

And at9:l5?

Again, Robert calling Mltchall,
Q. And, again, on the same day, November
21st, at 11:221

8 Mltchell.

3

5

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

And, again, at 182B?
1828 11 Robert ailllng Mitchell,
Q, And, again, at 2018?
A. At 2018 Is Robert calling Mitchell.

5

Q,

I
7

A.

And, again, at 2034?
2034 la Robert calling Mitchell.

Q.

And, again, at 2209?

B

A.

2209 Is Robert callfng Mitchell.

9

Q. And, again, at 2236?
A. That'• Robert calling Mltchell.

10

Q. And, again, at 2227?
11
A, Robert calllng Mltchell.
12
Q. Two numbers on 2227?
13
14
A. Yuh, two phone calls. Both of them
15 Robert calllng Mltc:MII,

15

Robart.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Q,

18

Q.

A.

17
18
19
20
21

A.

22311

Q.

That's correct.

A.

That la -

23
24
25

And, again, at 1354?
That one show. on the 21st at Q. 22nd.
A. Oft, correction, You were correct. Th•
22nd at 1354, 1:54 In t:ha afternoon, la Mitchell
cal11ng Robert.

Tommy Nash la now callln9

Mltchell.

Q,

Okay. And what date Is that?

That Is on the 22nd.

23

A.
Q.

24

Mitchell?

22

Q. And, again 1355?
A. 1155 la Mlt.chell calling Robert.
Q. 1402?

A. 140:1 la Mltch•II callina Rol,ert.

25

236

And 22317

The 22nd, That's Tommy Nash calling

A. correct.
237
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'

Q. And 2249?

1
2

A.

2241 ls Robert calling Mitchell.
Q. 2251?
A. Robert'• calUng Mltchell.

3
4

Q. And 2358?
A. 2358 la Mltc:hell calltng Robert.
Q. Okay. Now If you'd turn the page to

5
6

7
8

9
10
11

0031, could vou explain to the Jury what that time
is7

A. 0031 would be 12:30 A.M., 30 minutes
after midnight.

12

Q.

13
14

A. Thet would be correct,

And that's November 23rd?

Q, And that's the date of the robbery:

15

correct?

18

A.

17

Q. Would you go to 0031 In the morning.
A. 00311• Mltchell calllng Robert.
Q. And 9:32?
A. Is Robert c:alllng Mltchell.

18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25
1

Correct.

Q. And 9:34?
A.

Robert calling Mltchell.

Q. And 11:08?
A. There'• three phone call• at 11,oa.
Q. Only the one ·- the middle one.
A.

238
Robert la calllng Mitchen.

2

Q.

1901?

3

A.

Robert I• calling Mltchetl.

4

Q,

1902?

5
6
7
8

A. Robert la c:alllng Mitchell,

9

A.

10
11

Q. 1906?
A. Robert, again, calllna Mltchell.

Q. 1919?
Q. 1935?
A. Robert is calling Mitchell.

12

Q.

13
14
115
16

A.

17
18

19

20
21

Robert, again, calllng Nltehell.

1942?

Robert I• calllng Mitchell.
Q. And, spedflcally, I want to Indicate

these next phone cans as •• and I'd like you to
indicate speclflcally on the Importance of these
next phone calls. At 2058 -- Now, Detective, what
time did -- to your knowledge, did Robert Lambert
and Tommy Nash pull up to Walmart that particular
night?

A. Without referTlng, It would have been

22 somewhere between - around 8:00, I believe.
23
24

25

1
A. The middle one al 11:08 Is Robert calling
2 Mitchell.
Q. Okay, 11:09?
3
4
A. Mitchell calllng Robert.
Q. 11:44?
5
6
A. Robert calling Mitchell.
7
Q. And 1328 at the bottom?
8
A. 1328 I• Robert calllng Mftchall.
Q. And the next page, still on
a
10 November 23rd, 1516?
11
A. The phone call shows Robert calling
12 Mitchell.
Q, And 1521?
13
14
A. Robert, again, alUng Mitchell.
Q, And 1702?
15
A, Robert, again, calllng Mitchell.
18
Q. And 1723?
17
18
A. Robert Cillllng Mltchell,
Q,
11
1731?
20
A. Robert'• c:alltng Mitchell.
Q. 1740?
21
22
A. Mitchell Is calling Robert.
Q. Okay. 1855?
23
24
A. 115!1 I• Mitchell calling Robert.
Q, 1858?
25
239
Q.
Okay.
So
at
2058,
what time ls that?
1
2
A. That would be 2 minutes before 9:00.
Q. So In standard time, that's 2 minutes
before 9 at 9:00; right?
A. In the evening.
5
Q. And on that 2058, who called who?
6
7
A. That phone call at 2058 shows Mltchell
8 Blas calling Tommy Nash.
Q. And If you'll tum the page, at 2059 who
9
10 called who?
11
A. Mltchell again Is calllng Tommy Nash.
Q, To your knowledge, has the robbery
12
13 occurred?
A. At that time, no.
14
Q. But very close?
15
16
A. Yes.

s

'

Q. At 2103?
A. Okay. 2103 shows Mitchell calling
19 Robert.
17
18

20

Q. At 2104?

21

A. That shows Robert calllng Mitchell.

22

Q. 2104 again?
A. Th• second on• Is Mitchell cafflng

Q. 8:00 or the end of 8:00?
23
A. Between 8:00 and 9:00, without referring 24
to the report.

25
240

Robert.

Q.

Detective, have you viewed tne videos
241
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I

1 from Walmart?
2
A. l have.
3
Q. At 2104, IS Robert on the phone dunno
4 that time? Do you recaU?
5
A. Robert - Without saying the exact time,
6 Robert Is on hll phone in the videos.
7
Q. Okay. We'll go on then. At 2109?
a
A. That one 11 Robert calllng Mltchell.
9
Q. 2110?
1o
A. That's Mitchell calllng Robert.
11
Q. 2110 again?
12
A. Mitchell a•ng Robert.
13
Q. 2110 again?
14
A. Mitchell a•na Robert.
15
Q. 2111?
16
A. That's Mitchell calllng Robert.
17
Q, 2111 again?
18
A. Mitchell callng Robert.
19
Q. 2120?
20
A. That's also Mitchell calling Robert.
21
Q. Now, at that particular time -- Well,
22 I'm going to go to •• Is Robert on the ground at
23 that time?

24

A. v...

25

Q,

2142

now.

A.

1

2142 Is Mitchell calling Robert.

Q. And Robert's on the ground?
A. At 2142?
Q, Yes.
s
A. Robert's probably In the back of • police
6 car right now.

2
3
4

7

Q. What's the duration of that call?

I

A.

9

That Is a nlne....cond phone call.

13

Q, 2142 again.
A. 2142, Mltchell Is calllng Robert.
Q. What's the duration of that call?
A. 11 seconds.
Q, 2143?

14
15

Q.

18

phone; right?

10
11

12

A. 2143 Is Mltchell alUng Tommy Nash,

Is there a call between 2142 and 2143,
11 another call? So you just testified that In 2142
17 and -- there's two calls made to Robert Lambert's

19

A.

20
21

Q. And then the very next call, according to

YM,

this record, Is him calling ·- Mitchell Bias calling

22 Tommy Nash; rtght?

23
A. That I• cornc.t. By this phone record
24 there'• a phone caH to Robert, • phone call to
25 Robert; and • phone call to Tommy, And between

242
1 those, there'• phone calls to nobody else,
2
Q. 2147?
3
A. 2147 is Mltchell calllng Tommy.
4
Q, 2154?
5
A. 21S4, Mitchel's calllng Tommy. And then
6 Mltchall calls Robert at the same time frame.
7
Q, And 2306?
a
A. 2306 Is Mitchell calllnr, RolMlrt'• phone.
9
Q. And the duration on that call?
10
A. 7 sec:cmcl9.
11
Q, Okay. Thank you, OetectNe. Detective,
12 [ want you to go back to November 20th, the first
13 page.
14
A. otcay,
15
Q. Detectfve, are you able to pfot where
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Robert Lambert IS when he makes the calls on
November 20th?
A.. Where Robert Is?
Q. Yes.

243

1

A. Yes.

2
3

Q. Okay. On November 20th?
A. No. Robert was In Colorado on the 20th.
Q, Md these cell phone records indicate

4

S that?
8
A. No. These cell phone records don't
7 indicate that.
8
Q. But Robert Lambert's indicate that?
9
A. v...
10
Q. And the Jury could look at those?

A. They could.
12
Q. Is that correct? But your testimony, and
13 you've been trained and experienced, and I won't
14 bore the jury with going Into the detalls of how
15 they Indicate that, and they can look at that, but
16 they Indicate his tower is in -- he's in COiorado
11

17
18
19

A.

20

Q.

21
22

Yeah.
Where was he at? What tower or what
tower was he near?
A. By using memory off of Robert's cell
records, ha wa• ualng a tower In the Burley area.
Q. Okay. And that's Robert Lambert?

244

•1

23
24
25

the 2oth; right?
A. The tower he'• using Is In Colorado.
Q. So he's likely in Colorado If he's using
that phone?
A. Yes.

Q. Mitchell Blas on the 20th, where does his
Indicate he Is?
A. The tower that -- this phone record
Indicates ts a tower that's In the Burley/Rupert

245
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A.
Q.

1
2

No, I do noL
Oh, because

vou follow the Nies and

1
A. That w1y we'll get options if it gets
2 answered.

3

didn't bring It to court. That's a good tell,

3

4

That's a good Idea.

4

5

MR. LARSEN: Your Honor, I'm gOlng

to ask if

6 he can place a phone call. I have the same type of
7 phone, and l think this Is Illustrative of what
8 happens when you place a phone call. Is that going
9 to be okay?

6
6
7

8

9

10

TiiE COURT: Yes, that's fine.

10

11

MR. LARSEN: Mi,y I approach the witness?

12
13

TiiE COURT: The bailiff can assist.
MR. LARSEN: Let me clear out my phone before
I hand It to him, though. Okay.

11
12

14

16

BY MR, LARSEN:

Now, Deteetlve, that's my IPhone, for the
18 record, and It might be different than your phone In
19 shape, I don't know, but would you please jU$1: dial
20 a number, any number.
21
A. Any number?
17

Q.

22
23

A.

Q.

14

15

(Bailiff complies.)

15

13

Sure.
We'll call the Minidoka COUnty trunk

24 Un• How 1, that?
25
Q. That's great.

Q.

Okay. Thank you. Now, can you press

send, please.
A. Okay.
Q. Now, what does It show on the display?
A. It show• the number blllng called, It
,ays, "callng" and the bottom of It has "•nd" on it
where you can discontinue. Now It's counting.
Q. Okay.
A. And It's also been answered by Mintdoka
County. About the time it started one, the phone
was anewenad.
Q. But It did start counting?
A. Yu.
Q. You see that amount of seconds?
A. Yes.
Q. How go ahead and hang up. Now, if you
can .. And this Is going to get a Uttte -· Don't
look at too many of my phone calls. I'd appreciate
If you don't read the record.
A. Okay.
Q, But at the bottom of the screen, there's
some options there. And "recent" Is one of those

16
17
18
11
20
21
22
23
24
25 options.

267

268

A.

1

1

Okay.

Jt was an outgoing call made at 9:25 A.M. It's

2

Q.

Press that button.

2 •howing a 1&-ucond phone call on January 3rd, 2D1l.

3
4

A.
Q.

Okay.

3

Now, at the top --

4

A.

It ,hows the number we Jut dl•lecl.

5

Q. -- It should be the number that You Just
dialecl. Now, next to that number, what Information
does It have? It's kind of small print.

6

It hM • time atllmp to It.

I

5
6
7

8

I

A.

what does that time say?

10

Q,

Okay. And

11

A.

It'a Mys, "9:25 A,M,"

Q.

Okay. Thank you. And that's ail I think

you'll need my phone for, If t could have that back.

A.

Y•h, If It'• not In a caH, J:'11 break

It.

7

THE COURT: Go ahead and tum It off.

8

MR. LARSEN: I will, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Thanks.

10

MR. LARSEN: It's on •do not disturb," too.

11

Actually, Your Honor, I need It on to power the

12
Q. Now, press·· there should be a lttle
13 arrow there, Press the arrow, would you.
14
A. I'll try.
16
Q, Okay.
16
A. Okay.

12
13

internet for my -· That's why I have It.
THE COURT: That's fine.

18

Q. So from the screen of that phone, It
started counting the seconcls right as you hit send;

17

Q.

17

correct?

18
19

A.
Q,

Now, it shows some call details; correct?
I hit Rfavor1tes."
Oh, no.

20

A.

Let me go back In there.

21

Q.

Yeah, go back to recent.

22

A,
Q,

Yu. It ha• the Information on the call.

23
24

25

Okay. Now, what does that Information

1<1 BY MR, LARSEN:
15

18
19
20

21
22
23
24

say?

A.

That Information •hows the number dialed.
268

25

A.

When I watched It, when It was picked up

and answered I• when It started counting, so I could
hear the voice In the background. But it only rang
one time when It went to the trunk llne.
Q. Okay. Well, let's try this with a number
that's not going to get answered then, because r
think this Is Important.

A.

Okay.

269
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1

Q.

I'm going to have to wait for this to be

2 turned back on. I'I hand it to the belllff, and
3 when you get It, l want you to call -A. 111?
4
5

Q,

No. Please don't call 911.

A, How about my phone? It mlQht go directly
6
7 to voice mall,
8

Q,

Call 219-5050. That's my office phone,

9 and I'm not there, so It won't answer.
10
11

A. Do we need to dlal 208 on this?
Q.

No. And this should work. Although, it

12 does forward to this phone.
A. 1050?
13
Q. Yep.
14
15
16

3

4
5
6
7
B
9

10
11

12
13
14

24
25

Q,

Now tum It off.

9

A.

10

Q.

11

A.

12
13

Q.

Okay.
Or don't •• No, Hang up.
I hit end.
Okay. Now go to the recent phone calls.

A.

Okay.

phone call.

Did it?

14

A, When you go Into that phone call, It
17
18 shows your office, show• an outgoing call, 9:29 A,M,
11 for 8 nconds.
Q. Okay. SO It daas show 8 seconds?
20
A. It does show I NCOnds.
21
Q, Okay. Now go to the phone ain that you
22
23 Just made to your phone.
A. Almost deleted all your calls.
24

Q, We need someone that's not going to answer.
A. That wGUld be llllne.
Q. Wilr yours go dirllClly to voice mall?
A, If It's on, it should ring two or three
Q. Please don't do that.
25
tfmH nnt,
270
271
measured?
Is
period
1
t:29
outgoing,
number,
my
A. Okay. It shows
A. I don't on tho-., I couldn't answer
2
A,M., and that lhoWI for S MCOnds.
MR. LARSEN: Okay. All right. Now, can I
3 that.
Q. Okay. Al rlghL How does·· Now, you
have my phone back again, Mr. 8alflff1
•
5 may nat know this either, and I understand, because
(Balllff complies.)
a you're obvlously a detective, and you're not a phone
BY MR, LARSEN:
Q. Thank you for gofng through that Attle
7 salesman. So when you purchase time on a cell
8 phone, how is It generally sold? Do you know?
exercise with me. Now, we've got a lot of phone
A, My understanding of cell phones, it would
calls In these records, and they go for a duration
9
of seconds, we've agreed on that, but we're not sure
10 depend on the carrier and the plen that you get.
Q. Okay.
11
-- are you sure when that duration starts and when
A, They have unltmlted plans.
12
It ends?
Q. Okay.
13
A. No. 1•111 not suN whether It arts when
A. You have the famlfy and friends plan,
14
the •nd button Is pgshed •r wllen tll• call 11 picked

15 upbywa....U.
Q. Okay.
16
A. Aa far• this record Nlllect9.
17
Q. Now, on a normal phone bill•· I assume
18
19 you receive your phone bill on occasion?
A. Mv phone Is actually • department phona.
20
Q, Okay. Have you ever looked at a regular
21
22
23

8

16

Ves, sir.

A. ltdld.

1
2

A.

Q,

20

25

No. It Just says 11calllng," Okay, It
6 Just say, "forwarded voice mall," and It started
7 counting at that time,

5

Q, And look at the phone call that you made
to my otrice. Look at the Information for that

Q,

24

Okay.
It's ringing. It"s .UH ringing, It's
3 not counting yet.
Q, And the counter Is not counting?
4

15

19

22
23

Q.

A.

A. .And hit send1

A, Okay. It pulled up. And the voice was
17
18 going before lt9tllrted counting.

21

1

2

cell phone bill, one that's not Just the subpoenaed
records?

A.
Q.

I have.
Do you recan how those - that time
272

15 moblle-llO-moblle.
18

Q. All r!Qht. But what time duration - If

17

you were to buy a plan, what tlma duration do they

18

usually count by? Do you know? Do they count it by

19

hours? Oo they count It by minutes? Do they count

20

It by seconds?

21
22
23
2A

I'd be gueulng to answer that question.
Go ahead and take a gue•.
I want to say lt'a llY hours, but J:'m not
100 percent on that.
Q. Okay, Well, that's okay. You're not in
273

25

A,

Q.
A.
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1
2

3
4
5

6

7

s
9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

18
19
20

A. No. If you said that, I would say It was
accurate.
Q. If I said that?
A. Because you're the one that's got the
phone numbers In your hands,
Q. Okay. I say it's accurate. Is it
accurate?
A. Apparently, It Is.
Q, Okay.
MR. STEVENSON: If I could have the witness be
given State's Exhibit Number 1.
THE COURT: Counsel, In about four minutes,
we'll take afternoon recess.
MR. STEVENSON: Okay.
BY MR. STEVENSON:
Q, Mr. Nash, you've been handed State's
Exhibit Number 1. I want you to go down the third
column from the left. Do you see It?
A. What does It say?
Q. The third column from the left. It
should be right around in here. There should be two
phone numbers by the thing that says "911." Do you
see them? Right on that third column, right on the
left.
A. I see.
426
208-312·4590.
A. I ne It.
Q. Is that what it says?
A. Yes, sir,
Q. So that number, the 312-4590, called the
970-210-4975. Now, if 1 was to tell you that Robert
Lambert and his phone record Indicate that you had
possession of that phone, and that detective
testified of It, that day and that you spoke to
Mitchell Blas at that time?
A. I never did,
Q. Never did. Then I want you to go right
down that list. Do you see the third column, the
911s again? I want you to go down five phone
numbers, and It should say 970·210·4975; Is that
right?
A.
Q,

say 2147
A.

Yes, sir.
And I want you to go across, and does it
Is the time?
Yu, sir.
And that says 79 seconds; right?

21

Q.

22

A. Yea, sir.

23
24
25

Q, So that means that your 50 seconds was
now 79 seconds; correct?
A. Yes.
428

Q. You see 911?

1
2

A. Yes, sir.

3

Q. I want you to go down -- after the 911s,

4 I want you to go to •• I want you to go down to
5 three phone numbers, and I want you to read that for

s
7

a
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

the jury.

A. 208.
Q. No. Not that one. Three phone numbers
from the 911. It should start with a 970.
A. Well, the first three numbers after 911
is 208,208 and then 970.
Q. Okay. 970. I want you to read that 970
number.
A. 970-210-4975,
Q. And want you to go across that line, and
what time was that call made?
A. 2143.
Q. And I want you to go across to the next
number, the next column. What does that say?
A. Which column?
Q, The one right to the right of It, of the
time. Does it say 43 seconds?
A. Yes, sir,
Q. And I want you to go to the very end
number, the very one on the right, and it should say

427
1

Q. So, according to your testimony, that
2 call connected?
3

4
5
B
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

A.

Yeah.

Q. And if you go all the way across to
208-312-4590 Is the last column on the right;
correct?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Now, we're going to do one more, and
we'll go to the Court to take a break. Let's go
down -· after that one, let's go four down. Same
thing, 970-210-4975.
A. That says 37 seconds? That one?
Q, Yep. It was 37 seconds, and it was made
at 2154, and the very last number Is 208-312-4590?
A. Yes, sir,
Q, So that person was on the phone 37
seconds; right?

16
17
18
A. Yes, sir.
19
MR. STEVENSON: We'll take a break there.
20
THE COURT: Afternoon recess, members of the
21 Jury, for about 15 minutes. So while we're on
22 recess, please don't discuss the case amongst
23 yourselves, and please don't form any opinions until
24 the matter is fully and finally submitted to you.
25 All rise for the jury.
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1

is good. She said it herself. She is good.

--i
I

1

your pocket. Nowadays what do you do? You go

2
3

r want to talk about that 911 c:all.

2

straight to your phone. When you're rear nervous

I'm going to touch on it now and touch on It later.

3

and things go wrong, you go straight to your phone,

4

Do you recall what Mr. Blas sald when I asked him:

4

and you're going like "uh-oh.• That's what you do.

Now

"Who did you call immediately right

5

5

And you're making movements, looking at things

6

before you called 911 when you were standing over

6

around. That's what you do when the plan goes .

7

Robert Lambert.

7

wrong.

8

"l called Robert Lambert.

9

"Not 911?

1:~

8

•No. I called Robert Lambert.

Detective Lowder, because he had the duty of getting

"Why did you call him prior to 911?

11

all those phone records In, and there's a whole slug

12

of them. And you heard about phone record after

13

phone record after phone record, and we'll put those

"I must have hit the wrong number.•
12
Or was it because there was a plan?
13
I also want to talk to you -- when you
14
15 watch the video, and we're going to watch that

116

Now 1 want to talk about Detective

Lowder. Detective Lowder -· and I say poor

9
10

14 a little bit dearer together in a minute. But
15 there was over 70 calls between Mitchell Blas,
Robert Lambert and Tommy Nash. Five was only made

video, but when you watch that vldeo, If you really

16

watch It eiosely, it does not indicate that Mitch
Blas talks to anybody while he's standing over

17

to Tommy Nash. All the rest with Robert Lambert --

18

18

between Robert Lambert and Mr. Blas.

19

Robert Lambert, He fiddles with his phone. He goes

19

Now, 1 have my phone, and I actually

20

like that with his phone, but doesn't indicate that.

asked permission from the Court before I did this
opening to have my phone, and I want to show this

17

21

And that's a good point. What do people

20
21

22

do? ln the olden days, what dld they do when they

22

just for demonstration. You know, generally on my

r don't offend anyone,

23

phone, I go to my contacts. And t called my wife.

but In the

23

-- And J hope

24

old, old days, what did you do when you got nervous?

24

I called my wife this morning, and she actually

25

You nip a pencil. You maybe play with things in

2!5

answered, and we spoke. You know how long I sp0ke

598
1
2

to her for? 20 seconds. So my employee, he called
me earller this morning, and it says I spoke to him

599

or jail, and he's

1

because Robert Lambert got out

2

calling his buddy Mitch who always bails him out,

3

and they hatch a plan when this happened. And

4
5

Robert said In that phone call, they talked about'
the plan. Everything Robert Lambert does ls corroborated

6

by evidence. Everything he testified to.

3
4
5
6

for 20 seconds. And my office called me, and I
spoke to them for 25 seconds. So my call log, In
the seconds, In the seconds. It's understandable.

7

get off the phone, people talk, people get off the

7

8

phone. We all do it. You do It. Everyone does It.

8

their testimonies is corroborated. Not one. So the

9

That's the way It Is. So Is It understandable to

9

State corroborates the testimony of Robert Lambert

Nowadays technology, people talk, people

Now, the defense's witness, not one of

10

have 20 l.>econds here, 40 seconds here, 130 seconds

10 by, yep, he did call at 4:36. It was for 1,104

11

here, 1,12.0 seconds here? Perfectly understandable.

11

seconds. That's, I don't know, 15, 16 minutes.

12

After that there were a bunch of calls, 7:22 for 22

12
13

THE BAILIFF: Your Honor, can we stop for one
second?

14

{Juror turns off cell phone.)
MR. STEVENSON: You didn't get permission.
16 That's okay.
17
So It's perfectly understandable to have
15

18 a phone record such as this. Let's talk about that
19 phone record. I can't send In a hJvhllghted phone
20 record. Thars not fair. So we have to send in o
21

22
23
24
25

clean phone record. 11lat's what's fair. That's why
I asked vou to take notes. If you want to go
through It. you can.
But these phone calls start on November
20th. They start with -· And that make$ sense

600

13 seeonds, 7:22 for 6 seconds. Those probably weren't
14 picked up. And those were actually Robert Lambert.
15

11
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25

Mitch Blas called Robert I.Ambert three times on
November 20th. Robert Lambert caned Mltdi Blas
four ttmes.

On November 22nd, the calls started
heating up. Now, you recall Robert Lambert's
testimony. He said, ~1 was heitded back to Salt -~ I
was headed to Salt Lake •• or COiorado to Salt
Lake.• He was pretty much •• he was absconding. He
was going to end up going bade to Jail, so he says
"I'm out of here.• So he was headed to Salt Lal<e.
And they heat up, the phone records heot up. As
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
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STATE OF ll)AHO I~ :\'il) FOR THE COUNTY OF MI:'iIDOK.\

'
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MITCHELL JA.'l\1ES BIAS,

)
)
)
)
)

Petitioner,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CV-2014-88

MOTION TO CONTINUE

)
)
)

Respondent.

CO:~.ms NOW Clayne S. Zullinger.. Jr, counsel for the Petitioner, MITCHELL BIAS,
and hereby moves the Coutt to romim.ie the h:uring on the STA.11JS scheduled for MONDAY.
the 11™ day of AUGUST, 2014 al 01:30 p.m. The basis for1his Motion is that counsel for the
Petitioner is previously schedule to be in a criminal mediation alt day and is unavailable for
hearing.

DATED this 30th __ day of July. 2014.
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Zollinger Law Offitt

No. 6540

P. 3./5

I
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l

I hereby ~>rti1y that on this _)i1th . day l)f July, 2014, I served a true

I

and correct copy of the within and fokgoing d.::-Ji.mtcnt upon the attomey(s) named below in the

1

manner noted:

I
!

Minidoka County
Prosecuting Attorney
POBox368
Rupert, ID KBSO

_ _ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid,
at the post office in Rupert, ID.

_ _ By hand delivering copies of the same to the office ofthe attomey(s) at the
address(es) stated above.
_ _ By placing copies in the attorney's baskets at the Courthouse in Burley, Idaho.
_X _ By telecopying copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the telecopied num.ber(s) (208)

. and by then m,tiling ,;~)pies of the s.une in the United States Mail, postage
prepaitt at the poi,1 office in Rupert, ldaho.

MOTION 1'0 CON'"fll\'llli
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FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE#

Clayne S. ZOiiinger, Jr. (ISB #41.72) ·

TIM E

Aftorn.ey-at-Law
P.O. Box 210
Rupert, ID S3 350
Office: (208) 436-1122
Fax: (208) 436-7837

-~--c: ---C\\:>Ofu'V\.

JUL 3 1 2Ui4
PATT;( TEMPLE, CLERK

\¥~ ·;

(·;\,~

Attorney for Petitioner

DEPUTY

IN THE DISl'RICT COUR'f OF TUE 1''IF1'H_JUDI~IAL DI5rRICT OF 'fHE

·STATE OF IDAHO.IN AN'D FOR THECOUNTY OFl\fiNIOOKA
)
)
)

Plainilif,
vs.

)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,

)

Ca.i;e No. CV-2014-88

ORDER OF CONTINUANCE
AND NOTICE OF BEARING

)

DefondanL

)

TJilS MATTER, having con1c hefor~ the C.ourt, on counsel for the Petitioner•s Motion to
Continue, in good cause appearing;
IT IS HERF.>3Y ORDER ED lbttt ,ht: h~ring t>n the hearing on the S'fATIJS previously

seifor Monday, August ~I, 2014 ai Oi":30 p.rn. in the above entitloo matter is heNby continued

~)~

until

o~sfoek

p·m.

DATED this

.the

8,..... ·dllV of

~-,--

• 2014

at I ; ~

.2J... day of___ _

Judge

'

.. '
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No. 6540

I hereby certify that on this

3t

d~iY of

SJ:~~-' 2014, I served a true

and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below in the
manner noted:

I

I

Clayne S. Zo!!ing~r, Jr.
Attorney at Law

l!.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Deliv~ed/Courtbox

P.O. Box210

Facsimile (208) 436-7837

I
ll

Rupert. Idaho 83350

-~- Email zollingerlaw<a),gmaiLcom

Lance Stl.'v~nson

_____ . US. MaiL Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered/Courtbox
. _____ facsimile (208) 436-3177
··'(7i Email
.....f.""'--------·····----~---

11

!i
I

Minidoka Prosecutor
P.O Rox368

Rupert. Idaho 833.50

PATTY TEMPLE, Clerk of Court

ORDER OF COh"TINUANCE
NOTICE OF HEARJNG
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i=ILED~D/STRICT COURT
·'e'ASE#
Tl ME
-'7:""'"=--=-\ I~30t\.yt,'\.=
JUL 3 1 2Di4

PATTg~TEMPLE,CLERK
Cl)
----.l.:J d . ~

.,

DEPUTY

IN THE DIS1RICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRJCT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIB COUNTY OF M1NIDOKA
Case·No. CV-2014-88

MITCHELL JAMES BIAS,

ORDER VACATING STATUS
CONFERENCE AND RESETTING
BRIEFING SCHEDULE ON THE
STATE'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY DIS~flSSAL

Petitioner,

vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

On Febmary 24, 2014, the Respondent State of Idaho 1:filed a motion for summary
dismissal. On July 28, 2014, the Petitioner lvfitchell James Bias filed a brief in opposition
to the State's motion. Since the parties are proceeding wi~ briefing on the State's
motion, the status conference set on September 8, 2014 is no longer necessary. Therefore,
that hearing is vacated.
The State's motion for summary dismissal will not be set for a hearing. The
I

.

State's reply brief must be filed with the court no later than 5:00 p.m., August 15, 2014,
at which time the court will take the matter under adyisement
.

~

.

It is so ORDERED 1his!..!_ day of July, 2014. ~ - - - ~ - - -

MICHAEL R. CRABTREE
District Judge
ORDER VACATING STAnJS CONFERENCE AND RESETITNG BRIEFING SCHEDULR ON THE STATE'S

MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISMISSAL

CV-2014-88
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· CASE#
MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATIORNEY {. TIME --,0,-:--.o-O-fu-~-STATE OF IDAHO
·,

Ef ·

LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney (ISB#7733J
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney f1SB#795/5( ..
ALAN GOODMAN, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney {1SB#2778)
f ;_.

i~J£,)=~;;

368

AUG O8 2014

PA

J;_.
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DEPUTY

Facsimile; (208} 436-3177

ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFI'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

MITCHELL JAMES BIAS

) Case No. CV-2014-88
)
)
)

Petitioner,

vs.

)
)

RESPONSE TO PETfflONER'S
BRIEF

)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

COMES NOW State ofldaho, Respondent, by and through Lance D. Stevenson,
Prosecuting Attorney for Minidoka Cowtty, and hereby moves the Court for Summary
Dismissal dismissing the Petitioner's Petition for Post Conviction Relief pmsuant to
Idaho Code §. t 9-4906(c) and submits the following response brief in support of the
motion for summary dismissal.
I.

PROCEDUAL BACKGROUND

The State filed a Motion for Summary dismissal of the Petition for PostConviction Relief on February 24, 2014. The State, by and through cowtsel of record,

RESPONSE TO PBfflIONER'S BRIEF
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files this brief in response to Petitioner's brief in opposition of the States Motion for
Summary Dismissal.

II. APPLICABLE LAW
A.

General Standards

An application for post-conviction relief initiates a proceeding, which is civil in
nature. State v. Bearshield, 104 Idaho 676, 678, 662 P.2d 548, 550 (1983); Clark v. State,
92 Idaho 827, 830, 452 P.2d 54, 57 (1969); Murray v. State, 121 Idaho 918, 921, 828
P.2d 1323, 1326 (Ct. App.1992). An application for post-conviction relief differs from a
complaint in an ordinary civil action, however, an application must contain much more
than "a short and plain statement of the claim" that would suffice for a complaint under
LR.C.P. 8(a)(l). Martinez v. State, 126 Idaho 813, 816, 892 P.2d 488, 491 (Ct. App.
1995). Rather, an application for post-conviction relief must be verified with respect to
facts within the personal knowledge of the applicant, and affidavits, records or other
evidence supporting its allegations must be attached, or the application must state why
such supporting evidence is not included with the application. LC. § 19-4903. Like a
plaintiff in a civil action, the applicant must prove by a preponderance of evidence the
allegations upon which the request for post-conviction relief is based. LC. § 19-4907;
Russell v. State, 118 Idaho 65, 67, 794 P .2d 654, 656 (Ct. App. 1990).
The post-conviction petitioner must make factual allegations showing each
essential element of the claim, and a showing of admissible evidence must support those
factual allegations. Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644, 647, 873 P.2d 898, 901 (Ct. App.
1994); Drapeau v. State, 103 Idaho 612,617,651 P.2d 546,651 (Ct. App. 1982); Stone v.
State, 108 Idaho 822, 824, 702 P .2d 860, 862 (Ct. App. 1985). The district court may

RESPONSE TO PETITIONER'S BRIEF
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take judicial notice of the record of the underlying criminal case. Hays v. State, 113
Idaho 736, 739, 745 P.2d 758, 761 (Ct. App. 1987), affd 115 Idaho 315, 766 P.2d 785
(1988), overruled on other grounds State v. Guzman, 122 Idaho 981, 842 P.2d 660
(1992).

B.

Legal Standards Applicable To Summary Dismissal Under Idaho Code § 194906(c)
Idaho Code Section 19-4906(c) authorizes summary disposition of an application

for post-conviction relief. Summary dismissal of an application pursuant to J.C. § 194906 is the procedural equivalent of summary judgment under I.R.C.P. 56. State v.
LePage, 138 Idaho 803, 806, 69 P.3d 1064, 1067 (Ct. App. 2003). J.C. § 19-4906(c)
provides:
The court may grant a motion by either party for summary
disposition of the application when it appears from the
pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and
admissions and agreements of fact, together with any
affidavits submitted, that there is no genuine issue of
material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment
as a matter oflaw.
Summary dismissal is permissible only when the applicant's evidence has raised no
genuine issue of material fact, which, if resolved in the applicant's favor, would entitle
the applicant to the requested relief. If such a genuine issue of material fact is presented,
an evidentiary hearing must be conducted. Gonzales v. State, 120 Idaho 759, 763, 819
P.2d 1159, 1163 (Ct. App. 1991); Hoover v. State, 114 Idaho 145, 146, 754 P.2d 458,459
(Ct. App. 1988); Ramirez v. State, 113 Idaho 87, 89, 741 P.2d 374,376 (Ct. App. 1987).
Conversely, the "application must present or be accompanied by admissible
evidence supporting its allegations, or the application will be subject to dismissal."
Goodwin v. State, 138 Idaho 269, 272, 61 P.3d 626, 629 (Ct. App. 2002) review denied
RESPONSE TO PETITIONER'S BRIEF
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(2003); LePage, 138 Idaho at 807, 69 P.3d at 1068 (citing Roman 125 Idaho at 647,873
P.2d at 901). Follinus v. State, 127 Idaho 897, 908 P.2d 590 (Ct. App. 1995) (Follinus's
claim that his attorney had been ineffective in failing to obtain a Franks hearing to
contest the veracity of statements by the search warrant affiant was properly summarily
dismissed where the court found that trial counsel did obtain, in effect, a Franks hearing
at the suppression hearing); Stone v. State. 108 Idaho 822, 826, 702 P.2d 860, 864 (Ct.
App. 1985) (record of extradition proceedings disproved applicant's claim that he was
denied right to counsel in those proceedings). Allegations are insufficient for the grant of
relief when they do not justify relief as a matter of law. Stuart v. State, 118 Idaho 865,
869, 801 P.2d 1216, 1220 (1990); Cooper v. State, 96 Idaho 542, 545, 531 P.2d 1187,
1190 (1975); Remington v. State, 127 Idaho 443, 446-47 901 P.2d 1344, 1347-48 (Ct.
App. 1995); Dunlap v. State, 126 Idaho 901, 906, 894 P.2d 134, 139 (Ct. App. 1995)
(police affidavit was sufficient to support issuance of search warrant, and defense
attorney therefore was not deficient in failing to move to suppress evidence on the ground
that warrant was illegally issued).
Bare or conclusory allegations, unsubstantiated by any fact, are inadequate to
entitle a petitioner to an evidentiary hearing. Roman, 125 Idaho at 647, 873 P.2d at 901;
Baruth v. Gardner, 110 Idaho 156, 159, 715 P.2d 369, 372 (Ct. App. 1986); Stone, 108
Idaho at 826, 702 P.2d at 864. If a petitioner fails to present evidence establishing an
essential element on which he bears the burden of proof, summary dismissal is
appropriate. Mata v. State. 124 Idaho 588, 592, 861 P.2d 1253, 1257 (Ct. App. 1993).

ID.ARGUMENT
The State contends that the Petitioner has not supported any of the Petitioner's
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claims in his Petition with admissible evidence. Each of the Petitioner's claims will be
addressed separately below.

1. Ineffective Assistance of Counsel claims regarding McCord Larsen
To prevail on an ineffective assistance of counsel claim, the petitioner must
demonstrate both that (a) his counsel's perfonnance fell below an objective standard of
reasonableness and (b) there is a reasonable probability that, but for counsel's errors, the
result of the proceedings would have been different. Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S.
668, 687-88 (1984); LaBelle v. State, 130 Idaho 115, 118, 937 P.2d 427, 430 (Ct. App.
1997). "Because of the distorting effects of hindsight in reconstructing the circumstances
of counsel's challenged conduct, there is a strong presumption that counsel's perfonnance
was within the wide range of reasonable professional assistance -- that is, 'sound trial
strategy."' Davis v. State, 116 Idaho 401, 406, 775 P.2d 1243, 1248 (Ct. App. 1989)
(quoting Strickland, 466 U.S. at 689-90); Aragon v. State, 114 Idaho 758, 760, 760 P.2d
1174, 1176 (1988).

A petitioner must overcome a strong presumption that counsel

"rendered adequate assistance and made all significant decisions in the exercise of
reasonable professional judgment" to establish that counsel's perfonnance was "outside
the wide range of professionally competent assistance." Claibourne v. Lewis, 64 F.3d
1373, 1377 (9th Cir.1995) (quoting, Strickland, 466 U.S. at 690).
Thus, the first element - deficient perfonnance - "requires a showing that counsel
made errors so serious that counsel was not functioning as the 'counsel' guaranteed the
defendant by the Sixth Amendment." Id. at 687, 104 S. Ct. at 2064, 80 L. Ed. 2d at 693.
The second element - prejudice - requires a showing that counsel's deficient
perfonnance actually had an adverse effect on his defense; i.e., but for counsel's deficient
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performance, there was a reasonable probability the outcome of the trial would have been
different. Strickland, 466 U.S. at 693; Cowger v. State, 132 Idaho 681, 685, 978 P.2d
241, 244 (Ct. App. 1999). Regarding the second element, petitioner has the burden of
showing that his trial counsels' deficient conduct "so undermined the proper functioning
of the adversarial process that the trial cannot be relied on as having produced a just
result." Stricklang, 466 U.S. at 686; Ivey v. State, 123 Idaho 77, 80, 844 P.2d 706, 709
(1992).
As explained in Ivey v. State, 123 Idaho 77, 80, 844 P.2d 706, 709 (1992), "The
constitutional requirement for effective assistance of counsel is not the key to the prison
for a defendant who can dredge up a long series of examples of how the case might have
been tried better."
Although the Strickland v. Washington standard has typically been applied to
ineffective assistance of counsel occurring at trial or sentencing, its standard is equally
applicable to ineffective assistance claims arising out of the plea process. Hill v.

Lockhart, 474 U.S. 52, 58 (1985).

a. Allegation that trial counsel forged petitioner's signature on a waiver of
time for a preliminary hearing document.
The Petitioner alleges that trial counsel forged his signature on the waiver of
preliminary hearing document. This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a
claim of ineffective assistance of counsel. Petitioner has not produced admissible
evidence to show that counsel did forge the waiver without Petitioner's authorization and
that the forgery would prejudice the Petitioner as a result of the forgery. Therefore,
Petitioner has failed to provide admissible evidence that trial counsel's performance fell
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below an objective standard of reasonableness and that Petitioner suffered prejudice as a
result.

b. Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to object to cell phone records used in
trial.
The Petitioner alleges that Mr. Larsen failed to object to cell phone records used
in trial. This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Petitioner has not produced admissible evidence to show that an
objection to such evidence being presented during trial would have kept such evidence
out. Additionally, Mr. Larsen's stipulation to such records is due to trial strategy
presuming that such records were relevant and would have been admitted even over Mr.
Larsen's objection. Furthermore, Petitioner has failed to show that by not objecting to
such evidence it prejudiced the Petitioner and would result in a different outcome.
Therefore, Petitioner has failed to provide admissible evidence that trial counsel's
performance fell below an objective standard of reasonableness and that Petitioner
su:ffered prejudice as a result.

c. Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to object to Wendi Redman's testimony.
The Petitioner alleges that Mr. Larsen failed to object to Wendi Redman's,
employee of Walmart, testimony based on speculation according to the Petitioner. This
claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective assistance of
counsel. Petitioner has not produced admissible evidence to show that an objection to
such evidence being presented during trial was one, evidence that only an expert can
testify to. Ms. Redman's testimony was proffered as a layperson person testifying only to
what she perceived at the time. Second, Petitioner has failed to show that Ms. Redman's
testimony was speculative. Therefore, Petitioner has failed to provide admissible
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evidence that trial counsel performance fell below an objective standard of
reasonableness and that Petitioner suffered prejudice as a result.

d. Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to confront Mr. William Streling
regarding his prior statement to police during trial.
The Petitioner alleges that Mr. Larsen failed to confront Mr. William Streling
during trial regarding his prior statement to police. This claim is bare and conclusory as
to the elements of a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel. Petitioner has not
produced admissible evidence to show that confronting Mr. Streling would have changed
the result of trial. Therefore, Petitioner has failed to provide admissible evidence that trial
counsel performance fell below an objective standard of reasonableness and that
Petitioner suffered prejudice as a result.

e. Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to call the daughter of William Streling
and Butch, Petitioner's friend from Salt Lake City, to testify.
The Petitioner alleges that Mr. Larsen failed to call the daughter of William
Streling and Butch, friend of the Petitioner from Salt Lake City, to testify during trial.
The Petitioner claims that William Streling's daughter and Butch would have testified to
facts and evidence that would have changed the result of the case. This claim is bare and
conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel. Petitioner
has not provided admissible evidence to show specific facts or evidence by way of
testimony through William Streling's daughter and Butch, would have changed the
outcome or would have even been relevant during trial. Therefore, Petitioner has failed to
provide admissible evidence that trial counsel's performance fell below an objective
standard of reasonableness and that Petitioner suffered prejudice as a result.
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f. Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to object on grounds of foundation and
speculation to the state's use of telephone records.
The Petitioner alleges that Mr. Larsen failed to object on grounds of foundation
and speculation to the State's use of telephone records. This claim is bare and conclusory
as to the elements of a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel. Petitioner has not
produced admissible evidence to show that an objection to such evidence being presented
during trial would have kept such evidence out. Petitioner has failed to show that by not
objecting to such evidence it prejudiced the Petitioner and would result in a different
result. Therefore, Petitioner has failed to provide admissible evidence that trial counsel's
performance fell below an objective standard of reasonableness and that Petitioner
suffered prejudice as a result.

g. Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to confront Mr. Lambert with his prior
criminal record.
The Petitioner alleges that Mr. Larsen failed to confront Mr. Lambert with his
prior criminal record. This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of
ineffective assistance of counsel. Petitioner has not provided admissible evidence to show
specific facts or evidence by way of cross examination of Mr. Lambert that would change
the result of trial. Therefore, Petitioner has failed to provide admissible evidence that trial
counsel's performance fell below an objective standard of reasonableness and that
Petitioner suffered prejudice as a result.

h. Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to preserve a single issue for appellate
review.
The Petitioner alleges that Mr. Larsen filed to preserve a single issue for appellate
review. This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Petitioner has not produced admissible evidence to show that any
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objections would preserve such an issue. Additionally, Petitioner has not produced
admissible evidence identifying such objections that would change the result of trail.
Petitioner has failed to show that by not objecting to any evidence it prejudiced the
Petitioner and would result in a different result. Therefore, Petitioner has failed to
provide admissible evidence that trial counsel's performance fell below an objective
standard of reasonableness and that Petitioner suffered prejudice as a result.

2. Prosecutorial Misconduct
Petitioner claims regarding prosecutorial misconduct fail to raise a genuine issue of
material fact and do not entitle him to judgment as a matter of law. The State contends
that the Petitioner has not supported any of the Petitioner's claims in his Petition with
admissible evidence. Each of the Petitioner's claims will be addressed separately below.

a. Allegation that prosecutor become a witness.
The Petitioner alleges that the prosecutor become a witness during trial because
he used his cell phone during trial. This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of
a claim of prosecutorial misconduct. Petitioner has not produced admissible evidence to
show that the prosecutor made a call during trial. In fact the record demonstrates that it
was used for demonstrative purposes only. Therefore, Petitioner has failed to provide
admissible evidence that there was prosecutorial misconduct and that if there was the
Petitioner would have suffered prejudice as a result.

b. Allegation that prosecutor vouched for the testimony of the witness.
The Petitioner alleges that the prosecutor vouched for the testimony of the
witness. This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of prosecutorial
misconduct. Petitioner has not produced admissible evidence to show that the prosecutor
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specifically vouched for a particular witness. Therefore, Petitioner has failed to provide
admissible evidence that there was prosecutorial misconduct and that if there was the
Petitioner would have suffered prejudice as a result.
Even if petitioner's claims were correct, there has not been a showing of a
reasonable probability that, but for prosecutorial errors, the result of the proceedings
would have been different. Therefore, the claims should be denied.

IV. CONCLUSION
Petitioner has failed to make any factual allegations showing each essential
element of his claims, nor has Petitioner provided a showing of admissible evidence to
support his allegations.
To the extent Petitioner's claims were raised or should have been raised on direct
appeal, the claims are procedurally defaulted pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-4901 (b).
Petitioner's claims are bare and conclusory statements unsubstantiated by fact or
evidence and should be dismissed.

In addition, Petitioner's ineffective assistance of

counsel claim, prosecutorial error claims, and any and all other claims set forth by the
Petitioner fail to raise a genuine issue of material fact regarding both deficient
performance and resulting prejudice. The State, therefore, respectively requests that this
Court grant the State's Motion for Summary Dismissal without hearing or oral argument.
DATED this ~day of August, 2014..

~~

Aan~~

--_/

Minidoka Prosecuting Attorney
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __t"day of August, 2014, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSE TO PETITIONER'S BRIEF to be faxed and
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to:

Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr.
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box210
Rupert, Idaho 83350

~~-=--~
Minidoka Prosecuting Attorney
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ATTORNEYS FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
MAGISTRATE COURT

MITCHELL JAMES BIAS,
Petitioner,

vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2014-88

) AFFIDAVIT OF McCORD LARSEN
)
)
)

Respondent.

)

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
County of Minidoka )

McCord Larsen, being first duly sworn on oath and upon penalty of perjury,
deposes and states:
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1. That I am over the age of eighteen and I am competent to testify of the matters
contained herein;
2. That, from November 8, 2012 through September 27, 2013 I was the court
appointed public defender counsel for the Mitchell Bias in Minidoka County criminal
case number CR-2012-865.
3. This affidavit is submitted in response to the brief filed by Clayne S. Zollinger,
Jr. on behalf of Mr. Bias dated July 28, 2014.
4.

In response to Mr. Bias's allegation that trial counsel forged petitioner's

signature on a waiver of time for a preliminary hearing document: I did not forge the
petitioner's signature. I was not appointed until after the case had already been bound
over into District Court. Prior counsel may have engaged in this conduct, but the
petitioner fails to differentiate between me and other prior appointed counsel.
5. In response to Mr. Bias's allegation that I failed to object to cell phone records
used in trial: I did not object to the phone records, but stipulated to the admission of the
records as a matter of trial strategy. I discussed this with Mr. Bias prior to stipulating to
such and determined, as a matter of trial strategy, that the phone records could have
proven Mr. Bias's innocence. Mr. Bias and I reviewed the phone records together,
extensively, and discussed what those records could prove. I discussed with him that the
records had been admitted at the preliminary hearing, by stipulation, and how those
records could show the jury that he was innocent.

It is my belief that had the jury

reviewed the records consistent with our review (mine and Mr. Bias's) there is a strong
possibility that he would have been acquitted.
6. In response to Mr. Bias's allegation that I failed to object to Wendi Redman's
testimony: this lack of objection was part of trial strategy. Ms. Redman had experience
working at Walmart including dealing with loss prevention at Walmart. Had I objected,
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the State could have provided sufficient foundation to show that her observation was
qualified. Additionally, I never believed Ms. Redman to be classified as an expert, but
rather simply a lay witness making observations as to her testimony.
7. In response to Mr. Bias's allegations that I failed to confront during trial Mr.
William Streling regarding his prior statements: this lack of confrontation of Mr. Streling
was trial strategy. If Mr. Streling was called by the defense, it would have looked
problematic to try and contradict his statements. Also, there was no testimony that Mr.
Bias stayed with Mr. Streling during the trial, as alleged by Mr. Bias. Mr. Bias was
incarcerated during the trial.
8. In response to Mr. Bias's allegation that I failed to call the daughter of William
Streling and "Butch,.. (a friend of Mr. Bias) to testify: I attempted to contact Butch to no
avail. He was not available by phone, contrary to what Mr. Bias said. I attempted at
various times to contact Butch. He never responded to my attempts to contact him. Mr.
Streling testified regarding Mr. Bias driving with Mr. Streling's daughter. She would not
have provided any further testimony to aid in Mr. Bias's defense beyond that which Mr.
Streling provided.
9.

In response to Mr. Bias's allegation that I failed to object on grounds of

foundation and speculation to the State's use of telephone records: I did not object
because of the fact that the phone records were stipulated to, as a matter of trial strategy.
I discussed this with Mr. Bias and detennined, as a matter of trial strategy, that the phone
records could have proven Mr. Bias's innocence.

Mr. Bias and I reviewed the phone

records together, extensively, and discussed what those records could prove. I discussed
with him that the records had been admitted at the preliminary hearing, by stipulation,
and how those records could show to the jury that he was innocent.
10. In response to Mr. Bias's allegation that I failed to confront Mr. Lambert with
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--------------------,n----·•

his prior criminal record: this was a matter of trial strategy. Mr. Lambert's record. while
extensive, was irreJevant to the case at hand. The information might have possibly hurt
Mr. Bias as Mr. Lambert would have been claimed that Mr. Bias was actually part of a
crime that Mr. Lambert had committed in the past, namely a robbery. I knew this would
have been his testimony by discussions with counsel for Mr. Lambert as well as
discussions with Mr. Stevenson. As a matter of trial strategy, I did not use Mr. Lambert's
criminal history to impeach him.
11. In response to Mr. Bias's allegation that I failed to preserve a single issue for
appellate review: I objected numerous times. I objected when I thought proper and as I
had been trained. This also was a matter of trial strategy.

'f/~

'JI\
'/

McCord Lat:::n,i:"q.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

· [I.,,..._

day of August, 2014.
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DEPU TY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

MITCHELL JAMES BIAS,

Case No. CV-2014-88

Petitioner,
ORDER GRANTING THE
STATE'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY DISMISSAL

vs.
STA TE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

The Petitioner Mitchell James Bias (hereafter "Mr. Bias") was found guilty after
burglary, in
trial of the offense of conspiracy, with the object of committing robbery and
March 11,
Minidoka County case CR-2012-865 (hereafter ''the underlying case"). On
of two
2013, the court imposed a unified sentence of eight years with a determinate term
ion to
years and committed Mr. Bias to the custody of the Idaho Department of Correct
excessive.
serve his sentence. Mr. Bias filed a direct appeal, arguing that his sentence was
, affirmed
On February 25, 2014, the Idaho Court of Appeals, in an unpublished opinion
the judgme nt of conviction and sentence in the underlying case.
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On February 6, 2014, Mr. Bias filed the Petition for Post-Conviction Relief
(hereafter "Petition") in this case. On February 24, 2014, the State filed a motion for
summary dismissal. The parties submitted briefs, and upon receipt of the State's
responsive brief on August 8, 2014, the court took the matter under advisement.

SUMMARY DISMISSAL STANDARDS FOR POST-CONVICTION CASES
An application for post-conviction relief initiates a civil proceeding. Hall v. State,
151 Idaho 42, 45, 253 P.3d 716, 719 (2011). However, a petition for post-conviction
relief "must contain much more than a 'short and plain statement of the claim' that would
suffice for a complaint under I.R.C.P. 8(a)(l)." Martinez v. State, 126 Idaho 813, 816,
892 P .2d 488, 491 (Ct.App.1995). It "must be verified with respect to facts within the
personal knowledge of the applicant, and affidavits, records or other evidence supporting
its allegations must be attached, or the application must state why such supporting
evidence is not included with the application." Baxter v. State, 149 Idaho 859, 861-62,
243 P.3d 675, 677-78 (Ct.App.2010); see I.C. § 19--4903.
The summary dismissal of a post-conviction action is permissible "if the
petitioner's allegations are clearly disproven by the record of the criminal proceedings, if
the petitioner has not presented evidence making a prima facie case as to each essential
element of the claims, or if the petitioner's allegations do not justify relief as a matter of
law." Schultz v. State, 155 Idaho 877, ---, 318 P.3d 646, 650 (Ct.App.2013); see LC.§ 194906; .Murphy v. State, 143 Idaho 139, 145, 139 P.3d 741, 747 (Ct.App.2006). Bare or
conclusory allegations, unsubstantiated by any fact, are inadequate to entitle a petitioner
to an evidentiary hearing. King v. State, l 14 Idaho 442, 446, 757 P.2d 705, 709
(Ct.App.1988). "The applicant's factual showing must be based upon evidence that
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would be admissible at [an evidentiary] hearing." Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644, 647,
873 P.2d 898,901 (Ct.App.1994); see Baxter, 149 Idaho at 861-62, 243 P.3d at 677-78.
"A court is required to accept the petitioner's unrebutted aUegations as true, but
need not accept the petitioner's conclusions." Workman v. State, 144 Idaho 518,523, 164
P.3d 798, 803 (2007). Because the district court is the trier of fact in post-conviction
actions, it is notconstrained to draw inferences in favor of the party opposing the motion
for summary dismissal; rather, the district court is ..free to arrive at the most probable
inferences to be drawn from uncontroverted evidentiary facts." Hayes v. State, 146 Idaho
353,355, 195 P.3d 712, 714 (Ct.App.2008). "When the alleged facts, even if true, would
not entitle the applicant to relief, the trial court may dismiss the application without
holding an evidentiary hearing." Workman, 144 Idaho at 523, 164 P.3d at 803.

DISCUSSION
In the Petition, Mr. Bias asserts the following claims for post-conviction relief:

ineffective assistance of trial counsel 1, prosecutorial misconduct, and a Brady2 violation. ·
In the motion for summary dismissal, the State contends (1) that Mr. Bias failed to
provide admissible evidence to make a prima facie showing on each of the claims in the
Petition; (2) that Mr. Bias failed to show that his claims justify relief as a matter of law;
and (3) that some of Mr. Bias's claims for post-conviction relief are forfeited because
they could have been raised on direct appeal. See I.C. § 19-490l(b).
Mr. Bias's claims for post-conviction relief will be addressed separately below.

1 In the briefing on the State's motion, Mr. Bias attempted to raise a new claim of ineffective assistance of
counsel that was not in the Petition. Specifically, he argued that Mr. Larsen failed to object to Wendi
Redman's testimony about Mr. Bias's nervousness. Although the State addressed this issue in its
responsive brief, the court will not address it because the Petition was not amended to include this claim.
2

Bradyv. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 83 S.Ct. 1194(1963)
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I.

Ineffective Assistance of Counsel
A.

Legal Standards

To prevail on a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel, a petitioner must
establish that: (1) the attorney's conduct fell below an objective standard of
reasonableness; and (2) there is a reasonable probability, that, but for counsel's errors, the
result of the proceedings would have been different. Murray v. State, 156 Idaho 159, ---,
321 P.3d 709, 714 (2014) (citing Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct. 2052
(1984)). "A reasonable probability is a probability sufficient to undermine confidence in
the outcome." Id.
"Because of the distorting effects of hindsight in reconstructing the
circumstances of counsel's challenged conduct, there is a strong presumption that
counsel's performance was within the wide range of reasonable professional assistance"
and that counsel "rendered adequate assistance and made all significant decisions in the
exercise of reasonable professional judgment." Davis v. State, 116 Idaho 401, 406, 775
P.2d 1243, 1248 (Ct.App.1989); Strickland, 466 U.S. at 690, 104 S.Ct. at 2066. "The
constitutional requirement for effective assistance of counsel is not the key to the prison
for a defendant who can dredge up a long series of examples of how the case might have
been tried better." Ivey v. State, 123 Idaho 77, 80,844 P.2d 706, 709 (1992).

B.

Analysis of Claims

In the underlying case, David Pena (hereafter "Mr. Pena") represented Mr. Bias
from the beginning of the proceedings through arraignment in the district court, and
McCord Larsen (hereafter "Mr. Larsen") represented Mr. Bias at trial. Each of Mr. Bias's
claims of ineffective assistance of counsel will be addressed separately below.
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1.

Allegation that Mr. Pena3 forged Mr. Bias's signature on the
waiver of preliminary hearing

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Pena forged his signature on the waiver of preliminary
hearing without his knowledge or consent. (Petition 2-3,

,r~

7(b) and 9(a); 3C,

~

m.)

When Mr. Bias asked Mr. Pena about it, Mr. Pena allegedly stated that he did it because
he was "working a deal" in the case. (Bias Aff. I.) However, Mr. Bias claims that he did
not want a "deal" and that he wanted to be defended. (Id.)
This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not alleged that he did not want to waive his
preliminary hearing, and he has not provided admissible evidence to show any specific
benefit that would have accrued to his defense if a preliminary hearing had been
conducted. Further, he has not provided admissible evidence to show a reasonable
probability that the outcome of the case would have been different but for Mr. Pena's
alleged conduct in this regard.

2.

Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to investigate and discuss
with Mr. Bias relevant cell phone records

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen failed to investigate cen · phone records that
would prove the State's witnesses lied about "locations etc.," and he contends that the
phone records would prove his innocence (Petition 3A,

,r b.)

Further, he contends that

Mr. Larsen failed to discuss the cell phone records with him. (Id. at 3C, ,r k.) He contends
that the cell phone records would show his location at certain times, thereby proving that
the State's witnesses were lying. (Id.)

Mr. Bias simply refers to "counsel" in the Petition without identifying a specific attorney by name.
Because Mr. Pena only represented Mr. Bias through arraignment, the court infers that all other claims
regarding trial preparation and conduct at trial are referring to Mr. Larsen.

3
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This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show the specific
cell phone records that would have proved that the State's witnesses had lied or how
those records would have proved his innocence in the context of the other inculpatory
evidence produced at trial. He has not provided admissible evidence to show how Mr.
Larsen's alleged failure to discuss the cell phone records with him resulted in prejudice to
his case.

3.

Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to question William Streling
about his first statement to the police

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen failed to question William Streling (hereafter
"Mr. Streling") during the trial about his first statement to the police that Mr. Bias had
stayed with him for a couple of weeks. (Petition 3A, 1 c.)
This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show why it was
necessary for Mr. Larsen to question Mr. Streling about his first statement to the police.
He has not provided admissible evidence to show a reasonable probability that he would
have been acquitted if Mr. Larsen had questioned Mr. Streling on this topic.

4.

Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to call Tiffani Streling as a
witness at trial

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen failed to call Tiffani Streling (hereafter "Ms.
Streling") as a witness at trial. (Petition 3A, 1 d.) He contends that Ms. Streling told the
police that Mr. Bias had stayed with her family for a couple of weeks. (Id.)
This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show that Mr.
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Larsen's failure to call Ms. Streling as a witness was anything other than a tactical
decision. He has not provided admissible evidence to show the nature and content of her
anticipated testimony or how the failure to call her as a witness resulted in prejudice to
his case.

5.

Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to object to certain evidence
and argument at trial

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen failed to object to certain evidence and
argument at trial. (Petition 3A, 1 e; Bias Aff. 1.) The failure to object to the admission of
evidence may reflect "a conscious trial strategy to avoid frequent overrulings by the
judge and annoyance of the jury" or "may come from a desire to avoid undue attention to
certain facts or comments." State v. Higgins, 122 Idaho 590, 603, 836 P.2d 536, 549
(1992); State v. Thumm, 153 Idaho 533, 543, 285 P.3d 348, 358 (Ct.App.2012).
Each piece of evidence and argument at issue will be addressed separately below.

a.

Cell phone records

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen should have objected to the admission of the
cell phone records in the absence of expert testimony from a representative of each cell
phone company. (Petition 3A,

1 e(l).) He contends that Mr.

Larsen's failure to object

resulted in prejudice to him. (Id.)
This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show that Mr.
Larsen's failure to object to the cell phone records was anything other than a tactical
decision. He has not provided admissible evidence to show the relative strength of the
cell phone record evidence in the context of all the inculpatory evidence produced at trial.
Further, he has not provided admissible evidence to show a reasonable probability that,
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but for Mr. Larsen's failure to object in this regard, the outcome of the proceedings
would have been different.

b.

Cell phone operation evidence

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen should have objected to the prosecuting
attorney's alleged attempts to put into evidence how his personal cell phone worked.
(Petition 3A,

1

e(2)). Mr. Bias contends that this was "overly prejudicial" and not

relevant to the case because the prosecuting attorney's personal cell phone was allegedly
a different brand from the relevant cell phones in the underlying case and it allegedly
used a different carrier from two of the relevant cell phones in the underlying case. (Id.)
This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show the strength
of the cell phone operation evidence in relation to the other inculpatory evidence
produced at trial. Further, he has not provided admissible evidence to show how this
evidence resulted in prejudice to his case. He has not provided admissible evidence to
show a reasonable probability that, but for Mr. Larsen's failure to object in this regard,
the outcome of the proceedings would have been different.
C,

Testimony about Mr. Bias's alleged rape or attempted
rape of Monica Lambert

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen should have objected to Mr. Lambert's
statements that Mr. Bias had raped or had attempted to rape Monica Lambert (hereafter
"Ms. Lambert"). (Petition 3A,

1 e(3).)

Mr. Bias considers this testimony to have been

highly prejudicial to his case, and he contends that Mr. Larsen should have moved for the
testimony to be stricken. (Id.)
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This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show how the
testimony set forth above unfairly prejudiced his case, especially in light of the
inculpatory evidence produced at trial. He has not provided admissible evidence to show
a reasonable probability that he would have been acquitted if Mr. Larsen had objected,
the objection had been sustained, and the testimony had been stricken.

d.

Prosecuting attorney's alleged statements during
closing arguments that certain witnesses were telling the
truth

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen should have objected during the State's closing
argument when the prosecuting attorney commented that certain witnesses were telling
the truth. (Petition 3B,

,r f.)

He contends that this constituted impermissible vouching.

(Jd.) He also contends that the closing argument was prejudicial. (Id. at 3C, 1j.)
This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show that Mr.
Larsen's failure to object in this context was anything other than a tactical decision. He
has not provided admissible evidence to show the relative strength of the prosecuting
attorney's statements in light of all the inculpatory evidence produced at trial. He has not
provided admissible evidence to show a reasonable probability that he would have been
acquitted if Mr. Larsen had objected.

6.

Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to confront Robert Lambert
regarding his inconsistent statements to the police

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen failed to confront Robert Lambert (hereafter

"Mr. Lambert") regarding his inconsistent statements to the police regarding Mr. Bias
"following them in front of Wal-Mart etc.'' (Petition 3B,, g.)
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This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show the nature
and content of Mr. Lambert's alleged inconsistent statements. He has not provided
admissible evidence to show how Mr. Larsen's alleged failure to impeach Mr. Lambert in
this regard prejudiced his defense, particularly in light of the other inculpatory evidence
in the case. He has not provided admissible evidence to show a reasonable probability
that the outcome of the proceedings would have been different but for Mr. Larsen's
failure to impeach Mr. Lambert with his alleged inconsistent statements.

7.

Allegation. that Mr. Larsen failed to subpoena relevant
witnesses

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen failed to subpoena relev~t witnesses including
"Miss Pam Green," "Butch," and "Uncle Lenny." (Petition 3B, ,r h.) Mr. Bias appears to
contend that the testimony of these witnesses would have helped him prove his case. (Id.)
This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show the nature
and content of the anticipated testimony of the individuals set forth above. He has not
provided admissible evidence to show a reasonable probability that he would have been
acquitted if Mr. Larsen had located and subpoenaed the individuals set forth above.

8.

Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to attack the credibility of
Mr. Lambert and "other convicted felon witnesses" against
Mr. Bias

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen failed to attack the credibility of Mr. Lambert
and "other convicted felon witnesses" against him. (Petition 3B, ,r i.)
This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not identified the "other convicted felon witnesses"
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against him. He has not provided admissible evidence to show how Mr. Larsen should
have attacked the credibility of these witnesses. Further, he has not provided admissible
evidence to show a reasonable probability that he would have been acquitted but for Mr.
Larsen,s alleged failure to attack the credibility of these witnesses.
9.

Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to move for a mistrial

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen failed to move for a mistrial at various points
during the trial. "A mistrial may be declared upon motion of the defendant, when there
occurs during the trial an error or legal defect in the proceedings, or conduct inside or
outside the courtroom, which is prejudicial to the defendant and deprives the defendant of
a fair trial." I.C.R. 29.1 (a).

Each claim regarding Mr. Larsen's alleged failure to move for a mistral is
addressed separately below.
a.

Testimony about Mr. Bias's alleged rape or attempted
rape of Ms. Lambert

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen failed to move for a mistrial when Mr. Lambert
testified that Mr. Bias had raped or had attempted to rape Ms. Lambert (Petition 3A,

1

e(3)).

This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show how the
testimony set forth above prejudiced his case, especially in light of the other inculpatory
evidence produced at trial. He has not provided admissible evidence to show how this
testimony deprived Mr. Bias of a fair trial. He has not provided admissible evidence to
show that a motion for a mistrial on this basis would have been granted.
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b.

Prosecuting attorney's comments that certain witnesses
were telling the truth

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen failed to move for a mistrial when the
prosecuting attorney, during closing arguments, commented that certain witnesses were
telling the truth (Petition 38, 3C, ,r,r f andj; Bias Aff. 1)
This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show how the
prosecuting attorney's comments prejudiced his case and deprived him of a fair trial,
especially in light of the other inculpatory evidence produced at trial. He has not provided
admissible evidence to show that a motion for a mistrial on this basis would have been
granted.
c.

Allegation that jurors saw Mr. Bias in an orange iail
iumpsuit

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen failed to move for a mistrial when "all jurors"
saw Mr. Bias "being led to [the] courthouse in [an] orange jumpsuit." (Petition 3C,

,r j;

Bias Aff. 1.)
This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show how, when,
and where this alleged event occurred. He has not provided admissible evidence to show
that Mr. Larsen was aware of any such circumstance. He has not provided admissible
evidence to show that the individuals who saw him were the actual jurors in the
underlying case or that they were close enough to recognize Mr. Bias. Therefore, Mr.
Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show a reasonable probability that a motion
for a mistrial on this basis would have been granted.
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10.

Allegation that Mr. Larsen failed to ask the court for
assistance in locating Ms. Lambert

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen failed to ask the court to "aid in finding
Monica Lambert or having her subpoenaed." (Petition 3C, 1 /.) He contends that this was
"vital" to proving his innocence. (Id.)
This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not provided admissible evidence to show what
assistance the court could have provided in locating Ms. Lambert. He has not provided
admissible evidence to show that Ms. Lambert could have been located even with the
court's assistance. Further, he has not provided admissible evidence to show the nature
and content of Ms. Lambert's anticipated testimony. Therefore, he has not provided
admissible evidence to show a reasonable probability of acquittal if Mr. Larsen had asked
for the court's assistance in locating Ms. Lambert.

11.

Allegation that Mr. Larsen would not discuss "pertinent
issues" and "some defense issues" with Mr. Bias

Mr. Bias contends that Mr. Larsen would not discuss "pertinent issues" with Mr.
Bias and refused to speak with him about "some defense issues." (Bias Aff. 1-2.)
This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of a claim of ineffective
assistance of counsel. Mr. Bias has not identified or provided admissible evidence to
show the "pertinent issues" and "defense issues" that Mr. Larsen allegedly refused to
discuss with him. He has not provided admissible evidence to show a reasonable
probability that a discussion of those unknmvn issues would have resulted in an acquittal

in the underlying case.
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C.

Conclusion

Based on the foregoing analysis, all of Mr. Bias's claims of ineffective assistance
of counsel are bare and conclusory. Mr. Bias did not make a prima facie showing on each
of his claims. Even assuming that the conduct of his attorneys fell below an objective
standard of reasonableness with regard to any of the claims set forth above, Mr. Bias did
not provide admissible evidence to show a reasonable probability that, but for these
alleged errors, the result of the proceedings would have been different. Therefore, an
evidentiary hearing is not warranted, and the State's motion for summary dismissal is
granted as to all of Mr. Bias's claims of ineffective assistance of counsel.
II.

Prosecutorial Misconduct
In the Petition, Mr. Bias contends that the prosecuting attorney committed

misconduct by demonstrating how his personal cell phone worked during the State's
case-in-chief and by impermissibly vouching for the credibility of witnesses during
closing arguments. (Petition 2, ,i 7(c); 3A, 1 e(2); 3B, 1 f.)
..An application for post-conviction relief is not a substitute for an appeal."

Mendiola v. State, 150 Idaho 345, 348, 247 P.3d 210, 213 (Ct.App.2010). Idaho Code§

19-4901 (b) provides, in pertinent part:
Any issue which could have been raised on direct appeal, but was not, is
forfeited and may not be considered in post-conviction proceedings, unless
it appears to the court, on the basis of a substantial factual showing by
affidavit, deposition or otherwise, that the asserted basis for relief raises a
substantial doubt about the reliability of the finding of guilt and could not,
in the exercise of due diligence, have been presented earlier.
Mr. Bias's claims of prosecutorial misconduct involve conduct that occurred on

the record at trial in the underlying case. Even if Mr. Larsen did not make a
contemporaneous objection, these claims could have been raised on direct appeal. Claims
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of prosecutorial misconduct, where no contemporaneous objection was made, are
regularly addressed on appeal and analyzed using the fundamental error standard. See,
e.g., State v. Iverson, 155 Idaho 766, 316 P.3d 682 (Ct.App.2014); State v. Ciccone, 154

Idaho 330, 297 P.3d 1147 (Ct.App.2012); State v. Thumm, 153 Idaho 533, 285 P.3d 348
(Ct.App.2012).
Mr. Bias has not made a substantial factual showing that his claims raise a

substantial doubt about the reliability of the finding of guilt. Further, he has not made a
substantial factual showing that these claims could not have been presented earlier, even
in the exercise of due diligence. Therefore, Mr. Bias forfeited his claims of prosecutorial
misconduct when he failed to raise these arguments on appeal. An evidentiary hearing is
not warranted, and the State's motion for summary dismissal is granted as to these
claims.
III.

Brady Violation

In the Petition, Mr. Bias contends that there was a Brady violation in this case.
(Petition 2,, 7(c).)
In a criminal case, the State is required ''to disclose to the defense prior to trial all
material exculpatory and impeachment evidence known to the state or in its possession."
Roeder v. State, 144 Idaho 415, 418, 162 P.3d 794, 797 (Ct.App.2007) (italics omitted).

The failure to do so constitutes a due process violation pursuant to Brady v. Maryland,
373 U.S. 83, 83 S.Ct. 1194 (1963) and its progeny. A Brady claim consists of the
following elements: (1) "The evidence at issue must be favorable to the accused, either
because it is exculpatory, or because it is impeaching"; (2) '<fuat evidence must have been
suppressed by the State, either willfully or inadvertently"; and (3) "prejudice must have
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P.3d 582, 607 (2010) (quoting
ensue d." State v. Shackelford, 150 Idaho 355, 380, 247
1948 (1999)).
Strickler v. Greene, 527 U.S. 263, 281-82, 119 S.Ct. 1936,
a Brady claim. Mr. Bias
This claim is bare and conclusory as to the elements of
the State suppressed any material
has not provided any admissible evidence to show that
ensued. Therefore, Mr. Bias has
exculpatory and impeachment evidence or that prejudice
occurred in the underlying case.
not made a prima facie showing that a Brady violation
to this claim.
The State 's motio n for summary dismissal is granted as
CON CLU SION
d. Mr. Bias' s Petition is
The State 's motion for summary dismissal is grante
dismissed in its entirety.
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FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE#

. Tl~-~~--=~1-0~0I\: tv1
Inmate Name f\~~1,1.1
IDOC No.
\o<eJ.S:3
Address ~Cc.: J'\e\J

2." ISIIC

~Cl•$ a.,
Appellant

ISqq.

~ A-~

·r\, .r°)·'
,·· , r,. . . I r I

%,~

PAT1'iY TEMPLE, CLERK

"- t."-

~
~

1"31c)l

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE

t.

. , , i i ;; /\

_,DEPUTY

F;-FT,"'
-- - - - - ruDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR _ _
re\--=-,..l~~,_.bd-K'""'fl\_ _COUNTY

Petitioner-Appellant,
V.

STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO.

(!·"-.:to,l\- 00000~8'

S.C. DOCKET NO. _ __
NOTICE OF APPEAL
Post Conviction

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, STATE OF IDAHO, PROSECUTING ATTORNEY AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
I.

The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named respondent to the

Idaho ·Supreme Court from the

I\.J&.,si l°J,Zp\t.\
2.

entered in the above-entitled action on the

(DATE), the Honorable~ Ge:m,'NAME OF JUDGE) presiding.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgments or orders described in paragraph I above are appealable orders under and
pursuant to Rule l l(c)(l-10), I.AR.
3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then intends

to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the
appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are:

NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1
Revised: I 0/17/05
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1

L

FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE#
TIME
~, ,-,or").-,,....__

Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr. (ISB #4172)

~--~~-"-~""'-+-\---'--'--~

Attorney-at-Law
P.O. Box 210
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-1122
Fax: (208) 436-7837

c·'"'
S
.. t:./

PATN TEMPLE, CLERK
-

l'--s.--+,;~5""~,DEPUTY

~~-+·

t

I,

Attorney for Appellant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MITCHELL JAMES BIAS,
Petitioner,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

Case No. CV-2014-88

NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVEENTITLED COURT:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1. The above named Petitioner, appeals against the above named Plaintiff to the Idaho
Supreme Court from the Order Granting State's Motion for Summary Dismissal entered in the
above entitled action on the 191h day of August, 2014, The Honorable Judge Michael R. Crabtree
presiding.
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court.
3. That the issues on appeal will include whether the Trial Court erred in granting of the
State's Motion for Summary Dismissal and other issues to be determined at a later date.

Notice of Appeal

-I
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(a)

Did the district court err in dismissing the appellant's Petition for Post

Conviction Relief?
4.

1c

There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record that is

sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI).
5.

The appellant requests the preparation of the entire reporter's standard transcript

as defined in I.AR. 25(a). The appellant also requests the preparation of the following
portions of the reporter's transcript:

6.

VI\CA,JIIO

(a)

The Status Hearing held on

(DATE OF HEARING); and

(b)

The Evidentiary Hearing held on '{f'f..A.'T'eJ> (DATE OF HEARING).

The appellant requests the standard clerk's record pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b)(2).

The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record, in
addition to those automatically included under I.AR. 28(b)(2):
(a)

Any briefs or memorandums, filed or lodged, by the state, the appellate, or

the court in support of, or in opposition to, the dismissal of the Post Conviction
Petition;
(b)

Any motions or responses, including all attachments, affidavits or copies

of transcripts, filed or lodged by the state, appellant or the court in support of, or
in opposition to, the dismissal of the Post Conviction Petition; and
(c)

(ANY ITEMS FROM THE UNDERLYING CRIMINAL CASE OF
WHICH THE COURT TAKES JUDICIAL NOTICE NOTE: UNLESS
SPECIFICALLY

ASKED

FOR,

THE

PORTIONS

OF

THE

UNDERLYING RECORD WHICH THE DISTRICT COURT TOOK
JUDICIAL NOTICE OF WON'T BE INCLUDED IN THE RECORD.)

NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2
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3)

(, /
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~ ' ).. ,e>tc &* 'S--,s O & ~ l..1,ao ,,..J
~&n-n•""- ~ ~ · ~ ,G ,,._ ~ ~ \l "~~

Ta e,u,,

"'t\--

I certify:
(a) ·

That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter;

(b)

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho Code§§

31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e));
(c)

That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal
case (Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8));

(d)

That arrangements have been made with

~,J>c'lt\

(NAME OF

COUNTY) County who will be responsible for paying for the reporter's
transcript, as the client is indigent, Idaho Code §§ 31-3220, 3 l-3220A,

J.A.R. 24(e);
(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to I.A.R 20.

DATED this

31'

day of ~utt

, 20_tl_.

' ~
Appellant
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1'1'\.. day of bxr

, 20~, I mailed a

true and correct copy of the attached NOTICE OF APPEAL via prison mail system for
processing to the United States mail system, postage prepaid, addressed to:

t/,Or»'aUO' O,.r- ~-.k..

"""'·~ l'a..w.~ ~~r..

·, ,s ,.. "n.it.V.r
~

~'f""• ~

lf .

Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Division
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

13JSO
County Prosecuting Attorney

.., IS" - C. •

°5]1Z,&IQ"

~car,!,..~

P.o.Co~ 3 ...1

,s~

A ~
signature
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FILED-DISTRICT COURT

CA SE #__ ..~ --~ ~-

lCCOlt1M

TIM E

AUG ?.9 20\4
Inma te name r\,,~ \\h.\ , ~'""
IDOC No.
\0Cc .)S3
Addr ess ~c..t :
1-\tJ.J
tli-'l\c,,....
~-1>. f>o, ~Sc::A.
'i)C1 K, ~~ '8'3"")),
Defen dant- Appe llant

PAT ~ TE~r._LE, CLERK

~

IN THE DIST RICT COU RT OF THE _F,__,.f:'""":n,=its--_ _

,DEPUTY

_ JUDI CIAL DIST RICT

OF THE STAT E OF IDAH O, IN AND FOR THE
COU NTY OF ~,~ , M¥-t \
)
)

Petito ner-A ppell ant,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

STAT E OF IDAH O,

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN
SUPPORT FOR
APPOINTMENT OF
COUNSEL

)
Resp onden t

)

, Petitioner-Appellant in the
above entitl ed matte r and move s this Hono rable
Cour t to grant Defen dant- Appe llant' s Motion
for Appo intme nt of Counsel for the reasons more
fully set forth herein and in the Affidavit in
Supp ort of Motio n for Appo intme nt of Counsel.
1.

Petiti oner- Appe llant is currently incarcerated withi
n the Idaho Depa rtmen t of

Corre ction s under the direct care, custo dy and contr
ol of Warden

Sn.i ::'

of the
2.

(

~

l,"1::1,

~tt,l.'!-?Tkli.)

The issues to be presented in this case may becom
e to complex for the Petitioner-

Appe llant to prope rly pursue. Petitioner-Appellant
lacks the know ledge and skill needed to
repre sent him/herself.

MOT ION AND AFFI DAV IT IN SUPP ORT FOR
APPO INTM ENT OF COU NSEL

Revised: I 0/17/05
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3.

Petitioner-Appellant required assistance completing these pleadings, as he/she
was unable to do it him/herself.

4.

Other:

------------------------·

DATED this 4.-,\l..day of _ _
C\"""'\.;=-''-0==·---'.!......
,:_ _ _ _ _, 20ft.

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss

County of _-:0.:~o....,e,_____ )

_t\_.....,_~..:c:..,""\l,U...,...._--'ai"--~-'-"-----' after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes

and says as follows:
1.

I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case;

2.

I am currently residing at the --~,-.;::+£:+=
......._....Q""CnOAA=--.DwM.-.._____,b,&,'-"""
.
....,""'.,,,...."'('""f-).,..__.
under the care, custody and control ofWarden__t)~~~,____l_.._T'1'"_\.'_~_ _ __

3.

I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel;

4.

I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real

property;
5.

I am unable to provide any other form of security;

6.

I am untrained in the law;

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2
Revised: 10/17/05
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7.

If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly

handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State;
Further your affiant sayeth naught.
WHEREFORE, Petitioner-Appellant respectfully prays that this Honorable
Court issue it's Order granting Petitioner-Appellant's Motion for Appointment of Counsel
to
represent his/her interest, or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear
the
Petitioner-Appellant is entitled to.
DATED This

A.a"' day of

(\,.,4, •< >

, 20.tl_.

~

Petitioner-Appellant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me thi~ day

, 20\L\.

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

;,.,'l.

day of ___.~._._•...4...>.....l'....'l'_ _ _, 20_tL, I

mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF
COUNSEL for the purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to:

'/ ~WL. ,R.,,.._ i)lsNU.t.."
l"\,,.l11)11(h

~'"'\ ~ L

11s <:.. -s~-

'Lt"'---

I

~

~~~ "3,0

Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Division
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

__,_19\-,J.-·....,
10-~------ - County Prosecuting Attorney
'

1l'S''4. 'S,e.a,.t,,

~

Petitioner-Appellant

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4
Revised: I 0/17/0S
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Case Number Result Page
Minidoka
1 Cases Found,

0
-

•

-

. . . . . . . ·-··

Case:CV-2014-0000088

Mit~heffJa.:;..~~--Bia~, Plaintiii"~S "s"ia"te'·o·, Idaho, ·o;,~-~da~t···--- ,.....,.

.
Post Conviction
District Flied: 02/06/2014 Subtype: Relief

- .. '" -- ·-

Michael
Closed
·
Judge: R,
Status: 08120120141
Crabtree
.·

Defendants:state of Idaho
Subjects:Blas, Mitchell James

!Disposition:

Judgment Disposition Disposition Parties
Type
Date
Type
08/19/2014 Dismissal
State of Idaho
W/Prej
(Defendant), Bias,
Mitchell James
(Subject)
Date

In Favor
Of
Defendant

, Register
Date
of actions:
02/06/2014 New Case Flied-Post Conviction Relief
Filing: HlO - Post-conviction act proceedings Paid by: Bias, Mitchell
02/06/2014 James (subject) Receipt number: 0000605 Dated: 2/6/2014 Amount:
$.00 (Cash) For: Bias', Mitchell James (subject)
02/06/2014 Motion and affidavit in support for appointment of conflict counsel
0210612014 Motion and affidavit for permission to proceed on partial payment of
court fees
02/07/2014 Disqualification Of Judge - Self - Order to Disqualify
A
02/07/2014 Order of Assignment
I~
)( 02/10/2014 Order granting motion for appoinbnent of counsel
~ ~ t(J..V ' 0211012014 Subject: Bias, Mitchell J~mes Order Appointing Public Defender Court
C.<f,A. U
appointed Clayne S. Zollinger
(
02/20/2014 Order re: production of transcript
02/24/2014 Motion for summary dismissal and brief in support
: , 02/24/2014 Answer
A,.03/14/2014 Motion for enlarging of time
-· -~, it::. "3-- 0312812014 Order setting briefing schedule for the state's motion for summary
f ~ t 111.,C{
dismissal
1
04/18/2014 Motion to enlarge time
04/21/2014 Order enlarging time (for petition and response)
04/22/2014 Motion for payment of extraordinary expenses
04/22/2014 Objection to Motion for Mileage Expenses
04/23/2014 Order granting payment of extraordinary expenses
.
0510512014 Lodged - Transcript of Jury Trial held January 2 - 4, 2013 on CR-2012·
,7·
865
'
05/12/2014 Motion for copy of transcript (of preliminary hearing)
' ~ 05/27/2014 Motion for extension of time
05/27/2014 Affidavit of Clayne S. Zollinger Jr.
05/27/2014 Notice of hearing
jV(Tt'I
Court Minutes Hearing type: Motion Hearing date: 6/3/2014 Time:
6 , 03 , 2014 5:32 pm Courtroom: Court reporter: Minutes Clerk: Janet Sunderland
,
o ' '
Tape Number: Party: Mitchell Bias, Attorney: Clayne Zollinger Party:
, \
State of Idaho, Attorney: Lance Stevenson
0610312014 Hea.rlng Scheduled (Motion 06/16/2014 01:30 PM) Motion for extension
of time to file response
06/03/2014 Notice of hearing
06{04/2014 Another Affidavit of Petitioner
Court Minutes Hearing type: Motion Hearing date: 6/16/2014 Time:
0611612014 1:35 pm Courtroom: District Courtroom-! Court reporter: Minutes
Clerk: Janet Sunderland Tape Number: Party: Mitchell Bias, Attorney:
Clayne Zofllnger Party: State of Idaho, Attorney: Lance Stevenson
0611612014 Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 06/16/2014 01:30 PM: Motion
Granted

,a,11,2/" /J

f<

,7

M/"

{V dJ.eJ""
_ 7,;:. • A

·t

[l,(d/

https://www.idcourts.us/repository/caseNumberResults.do

8/20/2014
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06/17/2014 Order granting the petitioner's motion for extension of time
0611712014 Hearing Scheduled (Status 08/11/2014 01 :30 PM) Scheduling
;Vl?.,le(:
Conference
06/17/2014 Notice of hearing
e..c/i/'~ 07/28/2014 Brief (Petitioner's)
i
07/28/2014 Affidavit of Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr.
/V JJ,/.U{"_!..-- 07/30/2014 Motion to continue
/tltP:lt(:;~~7/31/2014 Order of continuance and notice of hearing
. 0713112014 Order vaca~ing status confere~ce _and resetting briefing schedule on the
State's motion for summary d1sm1ssal
08/06/2014 Hearing Vacated - Scheduling Conference
08/08/2014 Response to Petitioner's Brief
.
08/08/2014 Affidavit of McCord Larsen
08/19/2014 Order granting the State's motion for summary dismissal
0811912014 Civil Disposition entered for: State of Idaho, Defendant; Bias, Mitchell
James, Subject. Filing date: 8/19/2014
08/20/2014 Judgment

Jf

, ....,, A

?...--·

Connection: Public

https://www.idcourts.us/repository/caseNumberResults.do

8/20/2014
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FILED-DISTRICT COLJ!PT

.,.

CAf(E)

TIMER~
'
.o_
-

Full Name of Party FIiing Document

lt\W

S~t-.t'

ft- -1\1.Q....

AW~

Mailing Address (Street or Post Office Box)

,, \.,.

•·
9 \.•,, (.·:.,\ •,:

/,:I

?,~. Bo\aC tSd\
City, State and Zip Code
~ 1 ~1 ~ A-MO

'1f31o1

:.,_·

Telephone

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR TH.E

F,,ru·

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
Case No.

r'\.,~, oolLA

t\1 - ~\~ -C)ooQ(.) ~(

Plaintiff,
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR
PERMISSION TO PROCEED ON PARTIAL
PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER)

vs.
Defendant.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Idaho Code§ 31-3220A requires that you serve upon counsel for
the county sheriff, the department of correction or the private correctional facility,
whichever may apply, a copy of this motion and affidavit and any other documents filed
in connection with this request You must file proof of such service with the court when
you file this document

~aintiff

D Defendant asks to start or defend this case on partial payment of court fees,

and swears under oath
'IN-1...M - - - - - - - · I
....__,~...,·
1. This is an adion for (type of case) _ _.:..;t'kmc-.....-..,-....L~

believe I am entitled to get what I am asking for.

D I have not previously brought this claim against the same party or a claim based on
the same operative facts in any state or federal court. D I have filed this claim against the
2.

same party or a claim based on the same operative facts in a state or federal court.
3. I am unable to pay all the court costs now. I have attached to this affidavit a current
statement of my inmate account, certified by a custodian of inmate accounts, that reflects the
activity of the account over my period of incarceration or for the last twelve ( 12) months,
whichever is less.

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER)

PAGE 1
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4. I understand I will be required to pay an initial partial filing fee in the amount of 20% of the
greater ot (a) the average monthly deposits to my inmate account or (b) the average monthly
balance in my inrriate account for the last six (6) months. I also understand that I must pay the
remainder of the filing fee by making monthly payments of 200A, of the preceding month's
income in my inmate account until the fee is paid in full.
5. I verify that the statements made in this affidavit are true. I understand that a false
statement in this affidavit is perjury and I could be sent to prison for an additional fourteen (14)
years.
(Do not leave any items blank. If any item does not apply, write ·NJN. Attach additional pages if more space is
needed for any response.)

IDENTIFICATION AND RESIDENCE:

.

Name:

Address:

Other name(s) I have used:_ _ _ _ _ _ __

OilCM1u.. O\&s
\'

,o,. lb "8S°'O'l

How long at that address?_ _
'--:\__.,4J.....
~-------Phone:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_~___.,mg._4-..k'.....
.. \.........a~=J'i.a..+\...;;;"!A~)\
......- - - - - - -

Year and place of birth:

DEPENDENTS:
I am ~ngle D married. If married, you must provide the following information:
Name of spouse: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

My other dependents including minor children (use only initials and age to Identify children) are:_ __

INCOME:
Amount of my income: $

~6".oo

perOweek~nth

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED

PAGE2

ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER)
CAO FW 1-14 6/8/2011
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Other than my inmate account I have outside money from:

My spouse's income: $

,J,..,,

---•J""'""""""-"--------

'4{ ter D week D month.

ASSETS:
List all real property (land and buildings) owned or being purchased by you.

Your
Address

City

State

Legal
Description

Value

Equity

List all other property owned by you and state its value.

Description (pmvide description for each item)

Value

,J,_,,,....,...L_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Cash_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...

\

Notes and Receivables

~

Vehicles

J

Bank/Credit Union/Savings/Checking Accounts

I

Stocics/Bonds/lnvestments/Certfficates of Deposit

J:

Trust Funds

I

'~

Retirement Accounts/lRAs/401 (k)s

J

Cash Va lue Insurance

I

Motorcycles/Boats/RVs/Snowmobiles

I

Fumiturel:Appliances

~

!>

Jewelry/Antiq~Collectibles

Deacrlption (provide description for each item)
TVs/Stereos/Computers/Electronics

I

Tools/Eq uipment

Sporting Goods/Guns

I

Horses/Livestock/Tack'---------<-~--·....__ _ _ _ _ _ __

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER)
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,.l_~-=:=...--------

Other {desaibe)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

\

'

EXPENSES: {List all of your monthly expenses.)

Average
Month ly Payment

Expense
Rent/House Payment
Vehicle Payment(s)
Credit Cards {List last four digits of each account number.)

~I

~

"'-,.
·~~

Loans {name of lender and reason for loan)

I

r

Electricity/Natural Gas

I
I

Wat.er/Sewer/Trash
Phone

I

Groceries
Clothing

A uto Fuel
A uto Maintenance

Cosmetics/Haircuts/Salons
Entertainment/Books/Magazines

Home Insurance

~\

~-

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER)
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Average
Monthly Payment

Expense

Auto lnsurance___________
.Lio,_....
...· - - - - - - - - - -

·----------+------------

Life Insurance

Medical Insurance._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Medical Expense_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Other~----~---------+------~~~-~MISCELLANEOUS:
How much can you borrow?$_ ___._~-=-=::;..._- From whom? _ _.....,1.,..__ _ _ _ __
When did you file your last income tax return?

'9C8

Amount of refund: $ c~k.ee,J

PERSONAL REFERENCES: (These persons must be able to verify information provided.)
Name

Typed/printed

Phone

Address

Years Known

~
Signature

MOTION ANO AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED

.
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'

.

.

',

l.

{\

'\

,-\

l-

FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE#~--~~-TIME
).~~

t,,,,..,

AUG 2 9 2014
MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
STATE OF IDAHO
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuttng Attorney //S8#7733J
ROBERT S. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /1SB#7955J
ALAN GOODMAN, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /1SB#277BJ
715 G. Street P. 0. Box 368
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208)436-7187
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177

•

..

:_._ . . .>

PATTY TEMPLE, CLERK

_ ___,~tr--

,DEPUTY

ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

MITCHELL BIAS,
Petitioner,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

., ••

Case No. CV-2014-88
)
)
)
)
) OBJECTION TO SET ASIDE
) JUDGMENT TO DISMISS
) PETITIONER'S POST) CONVICTION PETITION

)

COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through Lance D. Stevenson,
Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney, and does hereby object to petitioner's
motion to set aside judgment to dismiss Post Conviction Petition. This motion is
pursuant to the Order Granting the State's Motion for Summary Dismissal dated

1
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August 19, 2014. Based on the District Michael Crabtree's decision, the State's
motion for summary dismissal was granted and Mr. Bias's Petition was dismissed in
its entirety.
DATED this

..#-y

of

~

2014.

A
~
Prosecuting Attorney

2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

JC,{t. day of August, 2014, I caused a

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

true and correct copy of the foregoing Objection to be placed in the United States
mail, postage prepaid, addressed to:
Mitchell Bias #106753
SICI
P. 0. Box 8509
Boise, ID 83707
Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr.
P. 0. Box 210
Rupert, ID 83350

3
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FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE#~~~~~~

Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr. (ISB #4172)
Attorney-at-Law
P.O. Box210
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-1122
Fax: (208) 436-7837

Tl ME----~·..i..-~\
'I' ,~, Ot).,,t,.""'
=-=-=~-

PAT'fV TEMPLE, CLERK

~-~-"~1,--~~'~5_·"~,DEPUTY

Attorney for Appellant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFfH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

MITCHELL JAMES BIAS,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioner,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

Case No. CV-2014-88

NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVEENTITLED COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

1. The above named Petitioner, appeals against the above named Plaintiff to the Idaho
Supreme Court from the Order Granting State's Motion for Summary Dismissal entered in the
above entitled action on the 191h day of August, 2014, The Honorable Judge Michael R. Crabtree
presiding.
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court.
3. That the issues on appeal will include whether the Trial Court erred in granting of the
State's Motion for Summary Dismissal and other issues to be determined at a later date.
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4. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to
assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant
from asserting other issues on appeal.
5. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? If so , what
portion? No
6. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? Not Applicable
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's
transcript:

M: frAID>../

7. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, lA.R.
8. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served
pursuant to Rule 20.
DATED this ~+la_y of September, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on thisL(f'J day of September, 2014, I served a true and
correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) or person(s) named
below in the manner noted:
Lance Stevenson
Minidoka County Prosecutor
PO Box368
Rupert, ID 83350

Court Reporter
POBox368
Rupert, ID 83350

Lawrence G. Wasden
Idaho Attorney General
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Mitchell James Bias #106753
I.S.C.I. MCU Dorm
P0Box8509
Boise, ID 83 707

_x_ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the post
office in Rupert, Idaho.
_ _ By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s) at the address stated
above.
_ _ By telecopying copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the telecopied number(s) _ __
_ _, and by then mailing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office in Rupert, Idaho.
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Clayne S. Zolllnger, Jr. (ISB #4172)
Attorney-at-Law
P.O. Box 210
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-1122
Fax: (208) 436-7837
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,DEPUTY

I

Attorney for Appellant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFI'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

)
)
)
)

MITCHELL JAMES BIAS,
Petitioner,
vs.

)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CV-2014-88

MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT
OF STATE APPELLATE
PUBLIC DEFENDER

)

Respondent.

COMES NOW Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr., attorney for the Petitioner, MITCHELL BIAS,
and moves the Court for an Order appointing the Idaho State Appellate Public Defender's Office
to represent the Petitioner, MITCHELL BIAS, in all matter relating to Petitioner's appeal to the
Idaho Supreme Court, a Notice of Appeal having been filed with the Clerk of the above Court on

th/:{l day of 5t.,:>krb..- .2014.
DATEDthi~ <tJ1dayof

--

5eJ)f{'"t,.~y.,,-

'

,2014.

Claync S. Zollinger, .
Attorney for the Petit.~===,,,,,-

MOTION TO APPOINT STATE
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

k"'-t

I hereby certify that on this ~ day of 5~
~ 14, I served a true and
correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon th~~omey(s) or person(s) named
below in the manner noted:
Sara B. Thomas
State Appellate Public Defender
3050 N. Lake Harbor Ln., Ste 100
Boise, ID 83 703

Lance Stevenson
Prosecuting Attorney
POBox368
Rupert, ID 83350

Lawrence G. Wasden
Idaho Attorney General
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Mitchell James Bias # I06753
I.S.C.I. MCU Dorm
P0Box8509
Boise, ID 83707

_X_ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the post
office in Rupert, Idaho.
_ _ By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorney(s) at the address stated
above.
_ _ By telecopying copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the telecopied number(s) _ __
_ _, and by then mailing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office in Rupert, Idaho.
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Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr. (ISB #4172)
Attorney-at-Law
P.O. Box210
Rupert, ID 83350
Office: (208) 436-1122
Fax: (208) 436-783 7
Attorney for Appellant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

MITCHELL JAMES BIAS,
Petitioner,

)
)
)

Case No. CV-2014-88

) NOTICE AND ORDER APPOINTING
) STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC
) DEFENDER IN DIRECT APPEAL

vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendant.

)
)
)

TO: THE OFFICE OF THE IDAHO STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER:
The Petitioner, MITCHELL JAMES BIAS, has requested the aid of counsel in pursuing a
direct appeal from the Order Granting State's Motion for Summary Dismissal in this District
Court on August 19, 2014.
The Court being satisfied that said Defendant is a needy person entitled to the services of
the State Appellate Public Defender pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-852 and § 19-854 and the
services of the State Appellate Public Defender are available pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-863A;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, in accordance with Idaho Code § I 9-870, that the State
Appellate Public Defender is appointed to represent the Defendant in all matters as indicated
herein, or until relieved by this Court's order.

NOTICE AND ORDER
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr. remain as appointed counsel
for the purpose of filing any motion(s) in the District Court which, if granted, could affect
judgment, order or sentence in the action. Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr. shall remain as appointed
counsel until all motions have been decided and the time for appeal of those motions has run.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Code§ 18-963, that the County shall
bear the cost of and produce to the State Appellate Public Defender a copy of the following
within a reasonable time:
1.

The entire Clerk's Record to include all preliminary, pretrial, trial, sentencing and
post-trial motions, minutes, documents, briefs, pleadings or related items which
are regularly kept in the Clerk's file;

2.

All transcripts for all preliminary, pretrial, trial, evidentiary hearing and post-trial
proceedings, conferences, voir dire, motion arguments, or related proceedings
which are recorded by the Court and which have been previously prepared. All
other transcripts to be provided in accordance with time lines set forth by the
Idaho Supreme Court after the Notice of Appeal has been filed;

3.

The pre-sentence investigation report;

4.

All exhibits which can be copied onto an 81/2 by 11 inch paper size;

5.

A list of all exhibits which cannot be copied onto an 81/2 inch paper size, and

6.

A docket sheet for both Magistrate and District Court documents or proceedings.

If the State Appellate Public Defender's Office discovers during appellate preparation
that an item, within control of the Clerk or Reporter is missing, omitted or not requested and it is
necessary to the appeal, the items shall be produced and the cost shall be paid by the County.
The State Appellate Public Defender's Office is provided the following information by
the Court:

1.

The Petitioner is in the custody of the Idaho State Correctional Institution;

2.

The Petitioner's current address is:
Mitchell James Bias #106753
I.S.C.I. MCU Dorm
PO Box 8509
Boise, ID 83707

NOTICE AND ORDER
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•
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this S""-day of

~~ 2014, I served a true

and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) or person(s) named
below in the manner noted:
Clayne S. Zollinger, Jr. -C"'4'¥°~ara B. Thomas
- rn"1
Attorney for Petitioner
State Appellate P.D.
PO Box 210
3050 N. Lake Harbor Ln., Ste 100
Rupert, ID 83350
Boise, ID 83703
Lance Stevenson ~ ~tJ.
Prosecuting Attorney
PO Box 368
Rupert, ID 83350
Clerk of the Supreme Court .. ...,t
PO Box 83720
fVI
Boise, ID 83720-010 I

Mitchell James Bias #106753
I.S.C.I. MCU Dorm
P OBox 8509
Boise, ID 83 707
Lawrence G. Wasden Idaho Attorney General
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

_ _ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the post
office in Rupert, Idaho.
_ _ By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorney( s) at the address stated
above.
_ _ By telecopying copies of the same to said attorney( s) at the telecopied number( s) _ __
_ _, and by then mailing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office in Rupert, Idaho.

J&4.~ "j.t l"of \t..

BPH LAllSI™', Clerk of Court

~m~

Deputy Clerk

NOTICE AND ORDER
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

* * * * * *
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.

Mitchell James Bias ,

Defendant/Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT NO. 42498
District Court# CV2014-88

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO
RECORD

STATE OF IDAHO )
)ss.
County of Minidoka )
I, Patty Temple, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Minidoka, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing
record in the above-entitled case was compiled and bound under my direction, and is a true
and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule
28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by counsel.
I FURTHER CERTIFY that the Notice of Appeal was filed on the 4th day of
£eptember, 2014.

Clerk of the District Court

By:

~fr)~

L a ~ u t y Clerk

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
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To: Lawrence G. Wasden
State Attorney General
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Sara Thomas
State Appellate Public Defender
3050 Lake Harbor Ln. Ste. 100
Boise, ID 83703
Supreme Court Docket No. 42498
Minidoka County Case No. CR2014-88
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff/Respondent,
Vs.

Mitchell James Bias,
Defendant/Appellant.
NOTICE OF FILING OF CLERK'S RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT ON CD
Notice is hereby given that one complete copy of the CLERK'S RECORD WITH EXHIBITS is
Being sent to Counsels' of record. Be advised of the twenty-eight (28) day settlement period as
Required by IAR 29. Please file any objection to the record and transcript, including any requests for
corrections, deletions or additions with the District Court, together with a Notice of Hearing.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court in Rupert,
Idaho, the

3rd- day of (9.e}-p~ ,2014.
Patty Temple
Clerk of the District Court

By:

~% Y
Deputy Clerk
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

~

~

day of

~

• 2014. I mailed a true.

correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by U.S. first-class mail. postage prepaid. upon the following unless a different method of service is indicated:

Lawrence G. Wasden
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL
Po Box 83720
Boise. ID 83720-0010

Sara Thomas
STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
3050 Lake Harbor Lane. Ste. 100
Boise. ID 83707
SUPREME COURT
COURT OF APPEALS
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0101
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

********
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.
Mitchell James Bias
Defendant/Appellant.

Supreme Court No. 42498
District Court No. CV2014-88
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 0
SERVICE

I, Laurie McCall, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Minidoka, do hereby certify that I have personally served
or mailed by United States Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the Clerk's Record to each of the
parties or their attorney of record as follows:
Lawrence Wasden, Esq.
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Sara Thomas
STATE APPELLATE PD
3050 Lake Harbor Lane Ste. 100
Boise, ID 83707

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said
Court in Rupert, Idaho, the 3r<t_ day of October, 2014.
PATTY TEMPLE
Clerk of the District Court

By:~7n~
L ~ D e p u t y Clerk

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,

SUPREME COURT CASE NO. 42498
DIST. CT. CASE NO. CV2014-88

vs.

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK
RE: EXHIBITS

Mitchell James Bias,
Defendant/Appellant,
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
County of Minidoka )
I, PATTY TEMPLE, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Minidoka, do hereby certify that I am sending the following exhibit:
PRESENTENCE REPORT, dated 3-5-2013, sent under confidential seal.
That the Exhibits are on file in my office and are part of the record on appeal in the aboveentitled cause and are being sent to the Clerk of the Supreme Court with the Clerk's Record on
Appeal, as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at
Rupert, Idaho, this

rJ
3 -

day of

~eJ.,

, 2014.
PATTY TEMPLE
Clerk of the District Court (SEAL)

By:La~ep~ctfu

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK RE: EXHIBITS
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